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PART A - ITEMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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1. MINUTES 5 - 9
To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 4 September 2018.

2. APOLOGIES 
To receive apologies for absence.  

3. URGENT BUSINESS 
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any item as urgent 
business, pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 
1972.

4. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire 
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Member has 
a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the Localism Act 
2011.  Members are also required to withdraw from the meeting room as 
stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

5. NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING 
To note the names of any non-members who wish to address the meeting.

6. CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) 

7. BRECKLAND COMMUNITY FUNDING APPLICATIONS (STANDING 
ITEM) 
To consider the grants put forward (if any).  

8. CUSTOMER ACCESS STRATEGY 10 - 41
Report of Executive Member People and Information, Councillor Alison 
Webb.

9. ICT & DIGITAL STRATEGY 42 - 83
Report of Executive Member for People and Information, Councillor Alison 
Webb.

10. Q1 2018-19 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW REPORT 84 - 115
Report of Executive Member for People and Information, Councillor Alison 
Webb.

11. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY POLICY 116 - 123
Report of Executive Member for People and Information, Councillor Alison 
Webb.
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12. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION POLICY 124 - 129
Report of Executive Member for People and Information, Councillor Alison 
Webb.

13. NORFOLK HEALTH AND WELLBEING STRATEGY 130 - 158
Report of Executive Member for Place, Councillor Paul Claussen.

14. ENFORCEMENT AGENCY - DELEGATION OF FUNCTION 159 - 161
Report of Executive Member for Place, Councillor Paul Claussen.

15. COUNCIL TAX – LONG TERM EMPTY PROPERTY PREMIUMS 162 - 165
Report of Executive Member Place, Councillor Paul Claussen.

16. SNETTERTON HEATH GROWTH AND DESIGN PLAN 166 - 173
Report of Deputy Leader and Executive Member for Corporate Strategy and 
Investment, Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen.

17. ANGLIA REVENUES AND BENEFITS PARTNERSHIP 174 - 179
To note the minutes of the meeting of the Anglia Revenues and Benefits 
Partnership Joint Committee held on the 25 September 2018.

18. NEXT MEETING 
To note that the date of the next meeting of Cabinet will be held on 27 
November 2018 at 10.00am at Watton Town Hall, Middle Street, Watton, 
Thetford IP25 6AG.
There will be an opportunity for the members of the public to ask questions 
of Cabinet members from 9.30am to 10:00am.

19. EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 
To consider passing the following resolution:

“That under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press 
and the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of 
business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A to the Act”.

PART B – ITEM FROM WHICH THE PRESS AND THE PUBLIC ARE 
EXCLUDED  

20. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING - TRANSFER OF SERVICE 180 - 196
Report of Executive Member for Growth, Councillor Gordon Bambridge.

21. BARNHAM BROOM GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB INVESTMENT ASSET 197 - 207
Report of Executive Member for Assets, Councillor Adrian Stasiak.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

CABINET

Held on Tuesday, 4 September 2018 at 10.00 am in
Carnegie Rooms, Cage Lane, Thetford IP24 2EA

PRESENT
Mr J.W. Nunn (Chairman)
Mr S. H. Chapman-Allen (Vice-
Chairman)
Mr S.G. Bambridge
Mr P.D. Claussen

Mr J.P. Cowen
Mr M. S. Robinson
Mrs A. M. Webb

Also Present
Mr R. F. W. Brame
Councillor M. Chapman-Allen
Mrs J. Hollis

Mr R.G. Kybird
Mr J. Newton

In Attendance
Phil Adams - Executive Manager People & Public Protection
Alison Chubbock - Chief Accountant (Deputy Section 151 Officer) 

(BDC)
Maxine O'Mahony - Executive Director of Strategy & Governance 

(Monitoring Officer)
Jemma March - Principal Planning Policy Officer*
Christine Marshall - Executive Director Commercialisation (S151 

Officer)
Teresa Smith - Democratic Services Team Leader
Rob Walker - Executive Director Place

Action By

85/18 MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 24 July 2018 were confirmed and signed 
by the Chairman. 

86/18 APOLOGIES 

An apology was received from Councillor Stasiak. 

87/18 URGENT BUSINESS 

None.

88/18 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

None.

89/18 NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING 

Councillors Brame, M Chapman-Allen, Hollis, Kybird and Newton.
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90/18 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) 

None.

91/18 BRECKLAND COMMUNITY FUNDING APPLICATIONS (STANDING ITEM) 

None.

92/18 NORFOLK FA ARTIFICIAL GRASS PITCH PROJECT - BRECKLAND 
LEISURE CENTRE 

The Executive Member for Place informed Members that the Norfolk County 
Football Association had approached Breckland Council regarding the 
feasibility of delivering a football foundation project at Breckland Leisure 
Centre and Waterworld, Thetford.

Members requested that the study should consider the suitability of both 
football and hockey clubs being able to use the proposed pitch to ensure a 
win-win situation for both organisations.  In addition, Members asked that the 
study include the option of what would happen with the existing pitch.

Options
1. Approve in principle supporting this project and release funding for a 

consultant to undertake the full project feasibility study.

2. Do nothing.

Reasons
The project would provide a high quality sport facility in the district and would 
improve the overall offer of the leisure centre, providing a facility to the 
community that was not available elsewhere in the town.

RESOLVED to explore the feasibility of replacing the existing artificial playing 
surface at Breckland Leisure Centre & Waterworld with a 3G Artificial Playing 
Surface supported by funding from the Football Foundation and Breckland 
Council be agreed.

93/18 LOCAL COUNCIL TAX REDUCTION SCHEME 2019-20 REVIEW 

The Executive Member for Place explained that each year the Council was 
required to review its Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme.  He went on to 
inform Members that the current scheme provided maximum benefit of 
discount for working age claimants and recommended it should remain 
unchanged.  

Reasons
The changes made to the current scheme had worked well – harmonising to 
DWP welfare reforms and uprating, as well as removing the stipulation that 
customers must make a separate claim for Council Tax Support when 
claiming Universal Credit, thereby making the scheme compatible with the 
introduction and planned expansion of Universal Credit.

Options
1. That the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme (LCTRS) for 2019-20 

remain unchanged from the current scheme.
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2. Do nothing.

RESOLVED that the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme (LCTRS) for 
2019-20 remain unchanged from the current scheme.

94/18 BRECKLAND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEME 

The Executive Member for Growth said the Council had been requested to 
supply the planning inspectorate a revised Local Development Scheme to 
reflect the latest position of the Local Plan, which would come into effect in 
March 2019.

Reasons
Members were recommended to resolve to approve option 1. Endorsing 
option 1 would satisfy the Inspector conducting the Local Plan examination 
that the Local Plan met the legal requirements under the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) S.19 (1) which stated that Local 
Development Documents must be prepared in accordance with the Local 
Development Scheme. 

Should Members resolve to endorse Option 3, there is a risk that the 
Inspector would determine the Breckland Local Plan did not meet the legal 
requirement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) and 
therefore the Local Plan could not be recommended for adoption by the 
Council. Non adoption of the Local Plan would result in a lack of up to date 
local planning policies, a lack of a 5 year land supply of housing sites and a 
financial loss in resourcing the plan over the previous 5 years. 

Options
1. Members resolve to agree the revised LDS (as appendix A) and give it 

effect from September 2018. 
2. Members resolve to agree the revised LDS (as appendix A) subject to 

any amendments of the Cabinet and give it effect from September 
2018. 

3. Members do not resolve to agree the revised LDS. 

RESOLVED that the revised Local Development Scheme (as outlined in 
Appendix A of the Report) be approved and published, and be in effect from 
September 2018.

95/18 CAPITAL FOR PUBLIC PROTECTION SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
REPLACEMENT 

The Executive Member for People and Information sought approval from 
Members to release funds from both Capital and Revenue funding to procure 
a new software package that would support the environmental health, 
licensing and private sector housing functions.  

Members were informed the current contract of the public protection system 
was approaching the end of term.  The procurement would be subject to a full 
tender process and the cost would be shared across both Breckland and 
South Holland District Councils.  
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Members asked the predicted life-span of the new software.  It was explained 
that the software would be reviewed after a 3-year term, but it was expected 
that it would be fit for purpose for the long term. 

Reasons
To ensure that a new robust and modern software system be in place for the 
environmental health and licensing functions, to ensure that these functions 
can operate efficiently and reliably after the expiry of the existing contracts, 
making best use of new technologies.

Options
1. That funding be approved and released from reserves to cover the 

initial procurement and implementation of the software and any 
additional hardware that falls outside of the corporate ICT refresh 
programme at both Councils.

A Proforma B detailed the break-down of costs was attached to the 
report.  The report related the approval and release of funding from 
the transformation reserve in respect of a BDC capital contribution of 
£71,500 towards initial purchase and implementation.  Annual licence 
and maintenance revenue costs after year 1 are anticipated to be 
below the current annual revenue budget, with indication of around 
£11,500 savings annually.

2. Do nothing and let the existing contracts run out.

RESOLVED to Recommend to FULL COUNCIL: that funding totalling 
£71,000 be approved and released from reserves and that the 2018/19 
capital programme be revised accordingly.

96/18 QUARTER 1 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 2018-19 

The Executive Member for Finance and Delivery provided information on the 
forecast full year financial position of the Council as at 30 June 2018 for 
revenue, transformation, capital and treasury.

He explained there had been a loss in income due to some commercial units 
that were vacant and requested a reserve of £600,000 be allocated within the 
Growth and Investment Reserve to manage voids between disposals and 
acquisitions of commercial properties.

Reasons 
To provide timely information to Members on the overall financial position of 
the Council, enabling resource re-allocation to priorities where necessary.

Options
That the report and appendix be noted.

RESOLVED that the report be noted;

Recommend to FULL COUNCIL that £600,000 be allocated within the 
Growth & Investment Reserve to be used for large voids or timing between 
disposals and acquisitions of commercial properties.
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97/18 NORFOLK BUSINESS RATES POOL AND PILOT 

The Executive Member for Finance and Delivery explained the Council had 
been provided an opportunity to provide a bid to central government to be 
part of a 75% business rate retention as part of a pilot study alongside other 
Norfolk local authorities.

The Executive Director for Commercialisation advised Members that the pilot 
looked to be a favourable position and therefore in order to move forward 
suggested to Members should approve the recommendation. However, 
Members should be weary of appeals but were advised that consideration 
would be given to this before the arrangement would be entered.

Reason
That Breckland be included in any Norfolk Authorities pilot bid put forward.

Options
1) That Breckland agreed to be a partner in the Norfolk Business Rates 

Pilot Bid for 2019-20 and that delegated authority be given to the 
Section 151 Officer in consultation with the Executive Member for 
Finance to finalise the bid application, subject to a positive business 
case, whilst working in partnership with the other Norfolk Authorities.

2) That Breckland does not agree to be a partner in the Norfolk Business 
Rates Pilot Bid for 2019-20 (understanding that all other Norfolk 
authorities may agree or disagree to be a partner themselves).

RESOLVED that:
1) Breckland agreed to be a partner in the Norfolk Business Rates Pilot 

Bid for 2019-20.

2) Delegated authority be given to the Section 151 Officer, in 
consultation with the Executive Member for Finance to finalise the bid 
application, subject to a positive business case, whilst working in 
partnership with the other Norfolk Authorities.

98/18 NEXT MEETING 

The arrangements for the next meeting on Tuesday 16 October 2018 at 
9.30am in the Norfolk Room, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham, were 
noted.

The meeting closed at 10.40 am

CHAIRMAN
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Alison Webb, Executive Member for People and Information
Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director for Strategy and Governance 

To: Cabinet – 16 October 2018

Author: Sarah Barsby - Executive Manager for Information

Subject: Customer Access Strategy

Purpose: To implement a new strategy which aims to improve residents’ experience 
of contacting Breckland Council while also increasing the efficiency of our 
overall operating arrangements

Recommend to CABINET: 

1) That the draft Customer Access Strategy be approved.

2) That the strategy is implemented from April 2019, to align with the Council’s new Corporate 
Plan.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1 The draft Customer Access Strategy has been designed to support the wider aims of the 
Breckland Corporate Plan and its corporate priorities. In particular to ‘provide the right 
services, at the right time and in the right way’.

1.1 The strategy supports Breckland’s ambition to transform the way in which customers – 
residents, businesses and visitors – are able to access information, advice and services. It 
builds on the work already undertaken as part of the Moving Forward Programme which 
has implemented a number of customer service improvements, including:

- A new, redesigned website, which can be accessed on smart phones and tablets, as 
well as desktop computers.

- Digital assistance for customers needing help to access Council services online 
through the Council’s main offices at Thetford and Dereham, as well as a new customer 
support service offered at Attleborough, Swaffham and Watton libraries. 

- Online book and pay technology, to provide customers with easier and more 
convenient ways to book and pay for Council services, while saving officer processing 
time.

- ‘My Breckland’ online search feature, enabling customers to search by postcode for 
more relevant and personalised information about Council services. Eg: Bin collection 
days

- Online forms, enabling customers to communicate easily and efficiently with services, 
reducing response times and processing costs.

- Introducing One Number for Breckland, with touchtone telephone options, helping 
customers to get to the services and support they need as quickly as possible.
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- Co-location with DWP (Department for Work and Pensions) at the Council’s Thetford 
and Dereham offices, to provide a more joined-up service for shared customers.

2 OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY FEEDBACK

2.1 The draft Customer Access Strategy was presented at a meeting of the Council’s Overview 
and Scrutiny Commission on 17 August, where a number of comments, questions and 
suggested changes were raised by Members.

2.2 In particular, some of the suggestions resulted in a number of amendments to the strategy 
document. In particular, these addressed Members’ feedback about the proposed 
prioritisation of the Council’s online channels over other, more traditional methods of 
customer contact such as telephone and face-to-face. So whilst giving prominence to digital 
channels – wherever possible and for those that can access services in this way – the 
Council will also ensure that those customers that can’t – or choose not to – go online, still 
have a variety of ways to contact the Council.

2.3 By reviewing the language of the strategy, following Members’ feedback, the aim of the 
revised strategy is to provide greater reassurance – to Members and our customers – that 
all channels will continue to be offered to customers, in recognition of their different needs, 
digital skills and preferences.

2.4 Overview and Scrutiny – final feedback

2.4.1 These amendments were reviewed at a subsequent meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Commission on 27 September, where Members agreed, subject to the changes being 
made, to recommend to Cabinet that:

1) The draft Customer Access Strategy be approved.

2) The strategy is implemented from April 2019, to align with the Council’s new Corporate 
Plan.

3 STRATEGY

3.1 The strategy seeks to create modern and relevant access arrangements which are tailored 
to meet the needs of all Council customers, while responding positively to the financial 
pressures faced by the authority and to target our most personalised contact arrangements 
at those who are most vulnerable or have more complex needs. 

3.2 Strategy ambitions
Underpinning the strategy is a set of high level ambitions which will which will help shape 
the way we manage our current customer contact handling arrangements:

 To always provide the best possible customer experience
 To provide services that are built around customers’ needs
 To provide online services so good people choose to use them
 To focus on those that need support – the digital excluded
 To continually look to improve what we do through customer feedback
 Protect customer data
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The strategy proposes to set a goal to increase the number of web-based interactions from 
their current level of 7% of total customer interactions to 50% of total customer interactions 
by 2022. 

4 CUSTOMER INSIGHT

4.1 One of the drivers of the strategy is the changing habits, preferences and expectations of 
our customers as increasingly people are embracing new technologies and using them in 
their everyday lives. This can be seen in the way people now manage their finances, book 
a holiday or do their supermarket shopping – all of which can be done at a time that suits 
them, quickly and conveniently, and which in the vast majority of cases, delivers what they 
want.

The majority of residents access the internet on a regular basis, with 86% having been 
online in the last three months:
- Most have the necessary connectivity to access online services with 89% having 

access to broadband speeds of more than 10Mb per second. 
- Many (75%) also have the basic digital skills needed to benefit from online services

4.2 The Council believes there is potential for more of its customers to self-serve, providing the 
online services it offers are easy-to-access and simple to understand. Recent experience, 
for example, has shown the Council that more than 80% of customers will self-serve online 
where the service is easy-to-use and simple to understand (Eg: Garden waste online 
service).

As a result, the Council wants to encourage customers, wherever possible and practical, to 
access services and information direct from its website (i.e. self-serve) so that we can focus 
our resources on those who need our help the most.

4.3 The Council is particularly mindful, however, that while 75% of residents have the basic 
digital skills needed to access services online, a further 25% of residents who don’t 
currently have these skills should not feel disadvantaged. These customers should be 
supported to either develop those skills or receive the help they need in other ways, and 
through a variety of different channels. 

Further details of how the Council proposes to do this are set out in section 5 of this report.

5.0 STRATEGY FEATURES

The strategy includes a number of key features, including:

5.1 Channel strategy
The Council will give preference to online and automated services, wherever possible, 
while ensuring other channels are available to those that need them. 

5.1.2 Face-to-face support will be focused on those that need it most (ie: vulnerable customers 
and those with complex enquiries), but still available to customers who prefer to contact us 
in this way.

5.1.3 Phone calls will be answered promptly, but not in preference to other contact channels 
(telephone contact will be given equal importance to, but not preference over, other contact 
methods).
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5.1.4 The Council will only promote one telephone number, to help resolve the majority of issues 
at the first point of contact – only handing off calls to services for more complex issues.

5.2 Revised customer charter
This sets out commitment to customers and our expectations of them. It also creates a set 
of standards for how we will acknowledge and respond to enquiries and requests, in a way 
that supports our channel strategy. 

For example, for service requests and enquiries, online is the quickest channel to access 
services; letters take the longest. For complaints and FOIs, lengthier timescales allow for 
more detailed responses and often, more than one service needing to contribute 
information.

5.3 Set of digital design principles
These align to government best practice standards and have been developed so that all 
council departments and their staff are signed up to working in a consistent way when 
reviewing or redesigning services.

5.4 Digital Inclusion Strategy
This proposes how we will work with partners to improve the digital skills of our residents, 
as this will be critical to achieving the strategy’s vision. 

For example, in addition to the face-to-face support available at the Council’s Thetford and 
Dereham offices, customer support is also being provided in Attleborough, Watton and 
Swaffham libraries, where customers are being supported to develop their digital skills and 
awareness to access information and services online.

The Council is also committing £50,000 from its Community Project Fund to offer a digital 
skills training programme to upskill residents and help them access better employment 
opportunities.

For those customers who feel unable or unwilling to increase their digital skills, access to all 
council services remains available by contacting the Council by telephone.

6.0 OPTIONS

6.1 Approve the Customer Access Strategy, and that it be implemented from April 2019 to align 
with the Council’s new Corporate Plan.

6.2 Propose changes to the Customer Access Strategy.

6.3 Do nothing

7.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

7.1 The strategy sets out a clear plan for making best use of Council resources to meet the 
needs of its customers, achieving value for money for the Council and its residents.

Not only does the strategy aim to improve services, it also anticipates a reduction in costs 
over the three-year period, through increased productivity, automation of service 
processes, and as more customers seek to access Council services online. 
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8.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS
  
8.1 By providing quicker and more efficient access to information, advice and services through 

digital channels, the Council will be able to provide an improved customer experience.

8.2 As more customers choose – and expect – to transact with the Council via its website, the 
Council anticipates being able to make significant savings to its customer service 
operations.

8.3 More personalised support for vulnerable customers, or those with complex enquiries, by 
offering appointments at a time that suits them.

8.4 Providing digital support to build customers’ skills and confidence, enabling them to access 
online services.
 

9.0     IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

9.1 Corporate Priorities
The strategy supports the Council’s Corporate Plan priority of ‘providing the right service, in 
the right way at the right time’ by providing easy access to information, advice and support 
through multiple access channels.

9.2 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
9.2.1 Residents, businesses and visitors will continue to be able to contact the Council by any of 

the following channels:
- Web
- Telephone
- Post or email
- Face-to-face
- Social media

And the Council will contact them by web chat, telephone, post, email and social media.

9.2.2 Web:
Breckland Council’s website aims to conform to Level AA of the web content accessibility 
guidelines of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) which particularly considers 
protected groups, including people with disabilities.

Breckland Council’s website also features the option of a ‘Recite Me’ toolbar, which makes 
content more accessible with reading and translation support. Text can also be downloaded 
as an MP3 audio file.

Residents with hearing or visual impairments can view the website content in extra-large 
font/text to assist people with visual impairments, and sound/audio buttons are designed to 
benefit those with hearing impairments.
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The carers (including family and friends) of older frail residents and of children and young 
people will benefit from transacting and finding out about services online. Many carers try to 
balance caring with work and careers and they will be able to access the Council 24:7.

9.2.3 Telephone:
While the strategy aims to encourage more residents to contact the Council online, it does 
not reduce or change residents’ access to telephone contact channels to raise queries or 
access services. It aims to improve the current service by reducing customer demand for 
this channel, and therefore will be of benefit to all groups who continue use this as a way of 
contacting the Council.

9.2.4 Face-to-face:
Face-to-face services will be reconfigured to provide greater access to self-serve facilities 
and support to use these. 

Face-to-face appointments will continue to be available for those who feel they need them 
(Eg: for more complex enquiries and more vulnerable customers) at Dereham and Thetford 
five days a week. And at Attleborough, Watton and Swaffham libraries, face-to-face support 
is currently offered two half-days a week at each location.

9.3 Financial 
The strategy also takes account of the increasing financial pressures faced by local 
Government and the need for all councils – including Breckland Council – to ensure they 
are delivering services as cost-effectively as possible. 

The delivery of this strategy is closely linked to the ICT and Digital Strategy 2019-2022 and 
its associated Digital Work Programme. Initial high-level workings indicate that a saving of 
approximately £70,000 by the end of year 3 could be achieved if the Council meets its 
target of 50% of customers contacting them via digital means.

9.4 Staffing
9.4.1 No staffing implications at this time, although a service review will be required in order to 

implement the strategy. 

9.5 Constitution/Legal
The Customer Access Strategy does not form part of the Council’s policy framework, and is 
consistent with the Council’s Corporate Plan. There are no direct financial or staffing 
implications at this stage. As such, this is an executive decision which falls to the Cabinet to 
determine.

Certain subsequent decisions, such as the service review which affects staffing, will require 
Council approval.

10.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

10.1 All wards are affected by the strategy.

11.0 ACRONYMS 

11.1 W3C – World Wide Web Consortium
11.2 DWP – Department for Work and Pensions

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Sarah Barsby – Executive Manager for Information
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Telephone Number: 01362 656809
Email: sarah.barsby@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No 

Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Discretionary Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Customer Access Strategy 2019-2022
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OUR VISION FOR A DIGITAL COUNCIL 

Customer Access Strategy  

2019 - 2022 
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CUSTOMER ACCESS STRATEGY | 2019 - 2022                                                     P a g e | 2  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 

Our vision is to provide ‘excellent and 

easy to use services that are designed 

with the customer in mind’  and in this 

Customer Access Strategy we detail 

how we are achieving this. It explains 

how we are transforming the services 

we provide to the residents of 

Breckland and how we are making 

best use of digital technology to 

simplify the way residents engage with 

us. We want our customers to have the 

best possible experience when they 

use our services and to be able to do 

so 24 / 7 on any device they choose, 

and through a variety of channels.  

 

In achieving this there is no compromise in 

our commitment to understanding our 

customers and their needs. We aim to 

increase our customers’ control over their 

experience with us whilst utilising digital 

channels as a way of delivering services in 

the most efficient way. We ask those 

customers who are able to self-serve 

through the My Breckland account function 

to do so, whilst we provide support to help 

those who are less confident in doing this or 

do not have access to technology, 

reserving our most expensive methods of 

support for the most vulnerable.  

 

At a time when expectation and demand is 

increasing and the resources we have 

available for us to meet these are reducing, 

 

we must find new delivery methods that 

meet both the demands and efficiencies 

required of us.  

 

We will listen to our customers about their 

experiences with us and use their feedback 

to make real differences to our services. We 

want our services to be valued by those 

who use them. Customers should 

experience seamless services where they 

are able to access everything they need 

from us and our partners in one place. We 

are committed to providing services that 

are: 

 

 Consistent and simple 

 Easy to use 

 Built around our customers’ needs 

 Flexible 

 Cost effective  

 Available to all 

 

Our service delivery must be focused on 

simplifying the way customers access our 

services, understanding their journey with 

us, giving them control over the services 

they use, listening to and responding to 

their feedback. Services which can be 

delivered digitally will be, allowing 

expensive resources to be focused on those 

services which cannot be delivered digitally 

and on providing extra support for our most 

vulnerable customers. 

Councillor Alison Webb 

Portfolio Holder – People 

and Information 

Maxine O’Mahony 

Executive Director of 

Strategy and Governance 
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To provide excellent and easy to use services that are 

designed with our customers in mind, that are 

delivered efficiently with improved value for money. 

To encourage customers to self-serve, wherever 

possible, so that we can focus our resources on the 

people who need our help the most 

To improve the digital skills and connectivity of our 

residents and the region. 

 

OUR VISION 

•Improving 
customer 
experience 
through better 
digital services, 
available 24/7

•Adopting 
Goverment 
Digital Service 
(GDS) as our 
benchmark

Customer 
experience

•Giving our staff 
and elected 
members the 
right digital tools 
and training to 
work smarter

Productivity

•Minimising 
internal cost of 
services

•Using external 
providers where 
benificial and 
cost effective

Savings

•Making it easier 
and more 
convenient to 
pay online

•Using digital 
marketing to 
promote our 
traded services

Revenue 
generation
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OUR DIGITAL AMBITION 
 

To always provide the best possible customer experience  

We will simplify the ways customers can access our services and give them choice and control. 

They will be able to choose from multiple channels and be able to pay Council bills or charges 

24/7 using easy payment methods.  

To provide services that are built around our customers’ needs 

Our services will reflect our customers’ needs. We will continue to expand our self-service option 

through simple user-friendly online forms linking to the ‘My Breckland’ customer account. From 

here, customers can access all the services they need from any device for a consistent 

customer experience that features less waste and is more productive. 

To provide online services so good people chose to use them 

Our ambition is to provide services that residents want to use – leaving more time for us to 

support those that need additional support. 

To focus on those that need support - the digitally excluded   

Our evolving digital services allow for greater choice and better access to our services and 

information. We recognise that not everyone has the skills or access to the necessary 

equipment to take advantage of this and that the rural nature of Breckland offers its own 

challenges. For this reason we are working with the community to increase customer access 

to the right technology while also helping to improve confidence of the digitally excluded, so 

they are better able to access online services. (See appendix 3 - Breckland Council’s Digital 

Inclusion Strategy) 

Continually look to improve what we do via customer feedback 

We will continue to seek public opinion and feedback via our online feedback form and 

customer surveys. We will use this to help improve our services and products. When launching 

new services or ways of working, residents will be asked to assist with ‘user testing’ and we will 

actively seek feedback to allow positive iteration.  

Protect customers’ data 

Ensure that our customers’ data is kept safe and will only be kept for as long as it’s needed 

 

   

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 
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I can contact with the 

Council anytime I want 

and using any device I 

choose 

It’s easy to find 

information about 

services I want to use, 

and the Council keeps 

me informed about 

changes and issues 

which matter to me 

The Council’s online 

services are easy to use, 

reliable and secure. I 

have my own account 

and I only have to log in 

once 

I get a consistent online 

experience whichever 

of the Council’s services 

I’m using 

I feel confident doing 

this, and can use my 

skills to do much more 

than contact the 

Council 

There’s personalised 

support to help me go 

from an absolute 

beginner to expert user 

of the internet 

I prefer to contact the 

Council online rather 

than any other way as it 

saves me time 

The customer experience will be a positive one reflected by customers saying: 

 

I can access the internet 

for free in a helpful and 

safe way 
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Customer Access Channels Overview 
 

 

Breckland Council is committed to providing customers with a choice of access methods that 

best matches the customers’ needs. 

It recognises that online represents the most efficient means of contact and where possible 

this will be the preferred channel. However, the Council realises that in some cases alternative 

contact methods are more appropriate (e.g. not all of its customers have access to online or 

may lack confidence in using it). In these cases the Council will ensure that other contact 

methods remain an option and are easy to use, while also doing its best to encourage and 

support customers to embrace digital. 

 

 

      

    

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram to 

the right 

demonstrates the 

importance of 

recognising the 

nature of the 

customer contact 

will dictate the 

preferred contact 

means 

Where 

appropriate the 

cheaper contact 

option will be 

used

 

 

Channel Effectiveness 

 

L
e
s

s
 C

o
s
t 

No 

Contact

Self 

Service

Automated 

Phone

Phone

E Mail

Letter

Face to Face

M
o

re
 C

o
s
t 

Our ambition is to 

have over 50% of 

resident contacts 

via these two 

methods by 2022 
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Contact strategy by channel - in order of preference  

 

 

 

 Previous experience with garden waste bin sign-ups has shown that where made 

simple and easy to use shows us that over 80% will self-serve online. 

 Provide easy-to-use, joined-up processes to allow customers to engage with the 

Council 24/7. 

 Give preference to online contact, wherever possible, while ensuring other channels 

are available to those that need them. 

 Expand the My Breckland account facility so registered users can access all Council 

communications and services in one place without the need to re-enter their details. 

We will continue to add new features that allow customers to view useful information, 

personalised to their postcode, such as ‘planning applications near me’. 

 Provide end-to-end, efficient customer journeys by rebuilding our processes and back-

office systems. 

 Continue the roll-out of online forms to help reduce the number of email contacts.   

 Ensure our website is accessible and customers with disabilities are able to use it easily. 

 Ensure web content is up-to-date and accurate. 

 Encourage website feedback via the online feedback form, respond and act on this in 

line with our Customer Charter (see page 11). 

 Help our customers to use online services when visiting our offices and make sure our 

online services are promoted and supported by quick guides and online video training 

guides for those customers who need help. 

 Enable staff to communicate with customers whilst out in the community via mobile 

electronic devices, improving our response times and reducing the need for follow-up 

contacts.  

 
  

 Embrace modern means of communications, integrating social media into our 

standard communication channels and giving it equal weight. 

 Use Social Media to communicate quickly and openly with our customers.  

 Gain customer feedback about the Council through social media, so issues being 

discussed in the community are understood and acted upon as quickly as possible.  

 We will also use social media to promote events, opportunities and provide alerts in the 

event of an emergency affecting our Council, or district. 

 

 

  

In Person (Face to Face) 

Online 

Social 
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 Replace incoming emails generated through the Council’s website by expanding the 

use of electronic forms and processes. These are available 24/7 and integrate directly 

into Council systems. 

 

 

 Have one contact number and reduce direct dialling allowing customers to be helped 

in a clear, simple and timely way whilst providing the best value for money 

 Strive to resolve issues at the first point of contact, without handing off to services 

 Sensible use of automation to better direct customers to online services and a single 

point of resolution 

 Answer the phone promptly but not at the expense of other channels (telephone 

contact will be given equal importance, but not preference over other contact 

methods) 

 

 

 Focus face-to-face on those who need it most 

 Help customers get online by using face-to-face as a stepping stone 

 Help our customers to use online services when visiting our offices, or those of our 

partners such as the libraries 

 Make sure our online services are promoted and supported by ‘how to’ guides and 

online video training guides for those customers who need help 

 

 

 Post is the least efficient and most time-consuming means of communicating with our 

customers so wherever possible, alternative communication channels will be adopted 

 We commit to reducing printing and postage wherever we can, as this represents a 

significant cost to the Council and is damaging to the environment.  

 Where customers do choose to write to the Council it will be responded to in a timely 

way, but using alternative cheaper channels where possible.    

Post 

Contact us online form/email 

By Telephone 

In Person (Face to Face) 
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Breckland’s Customer Charter 
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OUR VISION FOR A DIGITAL COUNCIL 

CUSTOMER ACCESS 

STRATEGY  

2019 – 2022 

____________________ 

Appendices  
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Theme 1 Digital Place – The community perspective 

 
We will continue to engage with stakeholders, partners, 
suppliers and investors across the district and the County 
in the maintenance, development and design of our 
communications infrastructure. We will be supportive of 
applications by telecommunications companies which will 
result in improved digital connectivity in our area. We will 
also call on partners to ensure that the broadband needs 
of our region are met.  
Opportunity – a connected place Broadband, free 

internet access reducing digital exclusion, building skills 
and confidence 
Opportunity – enabling collaboration 

 
Outcome – this theme will support the Council in: 

 Enhancing the lives of customers 

 Enabling a “smart place” 

 Providing income opportunities 

 Facilitating the delivery of community 
priorities 

 

Theme 2 - Digital Customer - The customer perspective: 

 
Enabled by the Digital services and information they need, online 
and via a “channel of choice”. Facilitating an “end to end” service 
delivery in a user-friendly way, similar to that seen in much of the 
private sector. This is in response to more and more digital 
customers that are internet savvy and mobile connected – “how 
does a digital service enable me”? For example; to consume 
digital services, communicate digitally, shape personal services 
effectively, available (24/7) with privacy respected. 
Opportunity – efficient customer journeys  

Improved efficient Customer journeys will enable residents and 
businesses to interact with the Council digitally for better and 
quicker outcomes 
Outcome 

This theme will support the Council in: 

 Enabling customers to access end-to-end services, 
providing support for them to do so, if needed. 

 

 

Theme 3 Digital Council - The staff perspective 

 
The workforce will have sufficient training and skills to use 
the digital tools required; to deliver services effectively 
and efficiently – delivering positive outcomes for 
customers by giving our workforce access to the business 
data and solutions they need, enabled by the best 
available technology and ensuring they have the skills and 
proficiency to use them effectively. We will bring together 
all content onto a single Digital Platform - supporting 
channel shift to self-service for our workforce and 
reinforced through the provision of intuitive transactions, 
which will include the need for “access for all” - including 
non-networked employees. 
 
Opportunity – smarter working 

Smart working will create a 21st century workforce that is 
focused on delivering outcomes with bureaucracy 
minimised through automation 
 
Outcome 

This theme will support the Council in: 

 Enhancing the Council's efficiency 

 

 

 

Theme 4 Digital Foundation - A resilient and reliable 

Infrastructure 

 
A secure and robust Digital and ICT foundation will enhance the 
efficiency and responsiveness of the Council’s operations, 
supported by a highly skilled ICT workforce that will take 
advantage of the latest and emerging technologies and 
opportunities as they arise. We will take a whole Council 
approach when implementing our infrastructure, which will 
include core “Enterprise” components such as; Information, 
email, voice and data networks, hosting and client devices. We 
will pursue sustainable and environmentally responsible choices 
in procurement, pursuing green options and more efficient use of 
resources to reduce energy usage. 
 
The provision of such a level of capability requires a solid and 
dependable service that will be maintained and invested in on a 
regular basis. It will also have “appropriate” level of resilience, 
measured against risk and driven by updated policies; the service 
will be scalable, delivering capacity to reflect organisation 
demand and changes balancing the need in delivering “Value for 
money” for our customers. 
 
Opportunity – high availability 

High availability will ensure Council services are available when 
and where they are needed 
Opportunity - digitally capable 

The Council can build future capability to deliver technology 
services through a broader range of partnerships including 
suppliers and other public bodies, e.g. councils partnering with 
universities, operating digital and/or ICT apprenticeships 
Outcome 

This theme will support the Council in 
 

 Deliver the corporate plan 

 Deliver the Council Transformation 

 Delivering themes 1-3 

Appendix 1 - Our Digital Themes 2018 -2020 
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Appendix 2 - Our Digital Principles  

We have developed a set of Digital Design Principles, which align with the Government Digital 

service best practice to inform the delivery of this strategy. All services and their staff are 

signed up to these principles: 
 

To improve our customers' experience and reduce service delivery costs, you should: understand and adopt 

these principles 

 Promote the principles with all your colleagues 

 Check your services against the principles 

 Implement the principles 

 Contact our Web Team if you need new online forms – the Web Team can create these 

Where a service is already available online: 

 Give it prominence in all Council communications. 

 Remove other channels (except main ‘One Breckland’ telephone number) from all communications 

to direct as many customer enquiries as possible to the online channel: 

o do not publish email addresses – use online forms that capture structured data 

o discourage letters or other papers to be sent to the Council – if forms need to be completed, 

use online forms 

o discourage payment by cheque – it's the least efficient way of taking a payment 

 

 If an online form delivers an email that has to be processed manually, consider whether automation 

would deliver savings – the form could be entered into a system automatically to save time and 

effort 

 

Where a service is not yet available online: 

 Publish all information about the service on the website, adhering to our style and content guides – 

do not say 'contact us for more information' as all information should be online 

 Consider whether an online form could be created to capture initial contact details 

 If an online form is not appropriate: 

o publish only the main ‘One Breckland’ phone number 

o do not publish an email address 

Where a new service is being considered: 

 Design the service to be delivered online from the outset – 'Digital by Design' 

 Avoid the use of any other channels if possible – make it online-only, as: 

o those who don't have their own access to technology can get online using public access PCs 

in our offices, with help from our staff, if needed; or their local library 

o those who don't know how to use technology can get help from our staff (by telephoning us, 

or visiting us in person), or through support from friends, family, or neighbours 

For all services, ask the following questions. 

 Is the service available online? If not, why not? 

 Are cheque payments involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to discourage them 

 Is any paper involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to remove all paper 

 Is an email address published? If so, put a plan in place to replace it with an online form 

 Is your technology integrated so the customer can automatically be notified of updates and 

outcomes, to avoid the likelihood of follow-up contacts? If not, assess the benefits of doing so and, 

where appropriate, submit a bid for funding to integrate it 
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Appendix 3 – Digital inclusion strategy 

 

Danger of Digital Exclusion 

 Breckland Council recognises that despite the ever-increasing adaption of Digital there is 

still a risk of digital exclusion for a percentage of its residents 

 The latest Digital Exclusion Heat Map below, developed by the Local Government 

Association, the LSE and Lloyds Banking Group, shows that the overall likelihood of digital 

exclusion in Breckland is HIGH, with 25% of its population not having the five basic digital 

skills. The heat map uses eight different digital and social metrics to calculate the overall 

likelihood of exclusion. 

 

 Without action there is a danger that residents of Breckland will get left behind and not be 

able to perform simple tasks both locally and nationally. For example Universal Credit, 

which is being rolled out across the district requires applicants to have an e mail address 

and make all claims via online means 

 

 Whilst avoiding stereotyping the sections of the community most at risk are likely to be: 

o Job seekers, including those claiming Universal Credit  

o Low income families, including those with young children  

o Older people (socially isolated people)  

o People with disabilities 
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Resolution 

 

 We are working with key partners such as Norfolk County Council, Norfolk Library and Information 

Service and the Department of Work and Pensions to provide facilities where residents can access 

online services and receive help from trained staff on how to use this equipment 

 The Council is committed to championing the need for better broadband across the district  

 Either directly or through third parties such as Age Concern, we will help to provide and/or promote 

‘Silver Surfer’ get online courses for older residents 

 We will compile and promote Wi-Fi locations and details of free-to-use broadband and digital 

access across our district, supporting residents to access our services 

 Our offices in Dereham and Thetford are being turned into self-service hubs where residents can 

self-serve, benefiting from the appropriate level of help for their needs 

 All new digital services are being built with self and assisted service given top priority, allowing 

residents to seek assistance at any point when using them. This allows customer service staff to either 

fully or partially complete processes on behalf of residents using exactly the same online form as 

self-serving customers, thereby streamlining our processes whilst helping residents get online 

 We recognise that despite the increase in – and improvement to – our digital services, there will 

always be residents unable or unwilling to use them. As a result, we continue our commitment to 

providing telephone support. However, as more people go online and self-serve, telephone 

resource will be freed up to spend additional time with those residents that need it most. 

 Breckland Council recognises that via its partnership with TechEast and its central location within the 

A11 Norwich-Cambridge Tech corridor, a significant number of new jobs will be created within the 

Digital sector. The Council is committed to working with key partners to ensure that the region is 

ready for this 
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Appendix 4 - Preferred Methods of 

Payment 

 

es   

 

 
  

Preferred Methods of Payment 

The diagram below demonstrates the Council’s preferred methods of payment. 

By using the preferred methods of payment you will be helping the Council be 

more efficient and help to reduce costs.  

Please note that not all payment methods are available for services   
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1. Direct Debit (For 
business rates and 

Council tax)

2. Online payment 
via website

3. Automated 
Telephone

3. Post Office 4. Allpay 

5. Telephone via 
Contact Centre

6. Cheque

7. Face to Face
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Appendix 5 - Breckland’s Personas  

 

The personas below are fictitious but give real life examples of how this strategy may 

make a positive difference to the lives of Breckland’s residents. It allows service 

leaders to sense check all proposed changes to working practices 

i.e. “How will this impact Heather? 

Persona Customer 

segment 

Preferred 

Channel 

Propensity 

to 

channel 

shift 

 Services most likely to use 
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Heather Young 

Couple 

Online High  X X     X X 

Chico Migrant Telephone Medium  X X  X   X  

Jasmin Young 

Unemployed 

Online High  X  X X   X  

Emma Caring for 

Elderly 

Parent 

Online High  X X X      

Connie Elderly 

Person 

Face to 

Face 

Low  X  X X    X 

Charles Well Off - 

Retired 

Telephone Medium  X     X X  

Jim Business 

Owner 

Online High X X    X X   

Sarah Middle 

Income 

Family 

Phone High  X X       
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NAME:  HEATHER 

AGE:  29 

FROM:  ATTLEBOROUGH 

STATUS: EMPLOYED – 

SHOP ASSISTANT 

“STRUGGLING TO MAKE 

ENDS MEET” 

 
PERSONAL DETAILS 

 Heather works at a local supermarket and has a 28 year old partner called 
David, who is a farm worker 

 She has lived with David since leaving school 

 They have a five 5 year old daughter together, called Rosy 

 Heather has lived in Attleborough all of her life, her mum and dad split up when 
she was 10 but they still both live close by 

 She has to be careful with money 
 

Interests and hobbies – Family time at the local park. She loves exercise, especially 
swimming walking and cycling. She loves watching films and meeting friends 
 
Computer experience – She uses her tablet for around 2hrs each evening whilst 
watching TV 
 
Communication preference - Online as she does not have the time or money for 
anything else 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

 Heather uses the Council website to research local events for herself and her children 

 As money is very tight she has spent a lot of time enquiring about reduced Council 
Tax and applying 

 She has problems with noisy neighbours and has report the problem (via telephone) 
on a number of occasions 

 She has used the Council website to research the nearest play areas and also public 
toilets but has found little relevant information, although she has been more 
successful in searching cinema times 

 Heather’s bin collection was missed a couple of weeks ago, she tried 

 to report this online but wasn’t able to so had to resort to telephone 

 She has however, been able to check the collection times via the website 

 She has also been able reporting dog fouling outside school. 

 Heather would like a better job and she often scans the Council website to look for 
jobs 
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PERSONAL DETAILS 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

 Jasmin is on benefits and budgets are stretched 

 She is single and lives with her 2 children who are both under 5 years old in a 2 
bedroom flat near the town centre 

 She left school with no qualifications 

 Jasmin uses her smartphone regularly for gaming and social media 

 She depends on public transport 

 She worries about her prospects especially as her support network is limited 

  
Interests and hobbies – Taking the kids to the park is cheap and easy and keeps everyone 
active. She likes watching soaps and playing games on her phone 
 
Computer experience – Most days via her smart phone. However this is generally limited to 
checking social media and playing online games 
 
Communication preference - Online using mobile devices but find council and other 
authority services. Difficult to understand online so tend to phone and sometime visit council 
offices 

 Jasmin often muddles government agencies such as the district 

 council, DWP, the county council and her housing agency (Flagship) 

 She visits her local customer service centre with confusing correspondence; the 
letters she has received are too long and complicated 

 Sometimes she gets behind on her council tax payments. She worries about money 
and likes the reassurance that speaking to another person gives her 

 Jasmin wants to work and but needs help to understand how her benefits would be 
affected 

 Her accommodation is very poor and the area is very noisy, she has complained to 
the landlord but to no avail, she doesn’t know who can help her improve the situation, 
possibly the council?  

NAME:  JASMIN 

AGE:  18 

FROM:  WATTON 

STATUS: UNEMPLOYED 

“I WANT TO DO MORE 

BUT WHERE DO I START” 
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NAME:  EMMA 

AGE:  40 

FROM:  SWAFFHAM 

STATUS: EMPLOYED – PART 

TIME TEACHING ASSISTANT 

“I NEED MORE HOURS IN 

THE DAY” 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

 She lives with her husband, Adam (42) and daughter, 

 Hannah (13). Her daughter has just started 

 secondary school 

 Emma is a carer for her mother, Gillian (78) who needs regular help 

 She recently gave up a full time career to become a part-time teaching assistant in the 
local school 

 
Interests and hobbies – Emma doesn’t have any spare time for hobbies although is an 
active user on Facebook. Hannah is a keen sports person and is a member of a number of 
clubs. This results in Emma spending a lot of time transporting Hannah to and from events 
and clubs 
 
Computer experience – Based around social media particularly Facebook; Uses online to 
save time. She mainly uses a smartphone but also uses a laptop and tablet. 
Has a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) device for her mother 
 
Communication preference - Online  

 Emma and Adam pay their council tax via direct debit 

 They recently signed up for a garden waste bin 

 For her mother, Emma claims benefits and disabled band reduction on her 
council tax 

 She also organises schemes such as garden waste and assisted bin collection 
on her mother’s behalf 

 She has arranged for social housing support and disability grants for her mother 
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NAME:  CHARLES 

AGE:  65 

FROM:  HERMITAGE 

STATUS: SEMI RETIRED – 

FARMER 

“ I’M GLAD WE GOT OUR 

COUNTRY BACK” 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

 Charles lives on an inherited family farm which goes back three generations 

 He is married to Elizabeth (60) and they have two grown up sons, Andrew (35) and 
Edwin (37) 

 His sons are taking over the running of the farm so Charles is taking a back seat. 
Both sons have their own families but live in new properties built on the family land 

 Charles also inherited a number of properties which he lets out. He is keen to 
expand this to protect his retirement fund 

 
Interests and hobbies – Shooting and country sports.  Elizabeth is involved with 
number of local charities and runs events on their  
 
Computer experience – Charles has full access to the internet via desktop and a 
tablet but has limited need to use either. Elizabeth on the other hand connects to the 
Internet regularly via her tablet 
 
Communication preference - Prefers to pick up the phone  

 Charles is keen to expand his property portfolio and has a good relationship with the 
council planning team submitting a number of planning applications aimed at 
improving the quality of his properties 

 Charles pays his council tax via direct debit 

 He has had problems on his land with fly tipping, anti-social behaviour and an 
abandoned car which he has had to report to the council via the phone 

 Prior to the election he phoned the council to check if his was on the 

 electoral register 

 Elizabeth needs to apply for licences to run her charity events but finds the process 
very time consuming 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

NAME:  JIM 

AGE:  45 

FROM:  SNETTERTON 

STATUS: EMPLOYED – 

ARCHITECT 

“I NEED INFORMATION 

ABOUT……”” 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

 Jim is an architect with his own small business operating in Snetterton. 

 He currently rents his companies office space from  Breckland District Council 

 Jim employees three people within his business and it is doing well, however he 
aspires to achieve modest growth within his business focussing on local work in 
order that he can spend time with his family 

 He is married to Annette (46) and has two young children, Hugo (5) and Isabel (2) 
 

Interests and hobbies – Jim enjoys playing sports, especially golf and squash. 
He often uses these opportunities to join up with professional contacts and friends. Jim is 
very interested in local investment matters and is a member of the Chamber of Commerce. 
Jim likes to spend time with his children and take advantage of council hosted facilities in 
the area 
 

Computer experience – Jim is a high-end computer user. His job relies on his use of 
Computer Aided Design software and extensive internet usage 
 
Communication preference - Jim likes to digest information from web, email and phone 
channels. He doesn’t like to spend unnecessary time opening letters or having to read 
through newspapers 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

 Jim interacts with the organisation extensively in order to liaise with the planning 
department. He also uses this avenue to find out about grants which could be 
applied for in the commissioning cycle of his work 

 Jim is always interested in the economic development of the area because it serves 
as an opportunity to get new business 

 Jim is hopeful of picking up council business and has attended its ‘meet the buyer’ 
events. He often contacts the organisation in relation to procurement and contract 
activity 

 Jim contacts the organisation in respect of his business rates 

 Jim’s current opinion of the organisation’s offering of information is that it achieves 
its required objectives, however it is not intuitive. It is a bit of a guess as to who he 
needs to speak to and it is not a streamlined process 
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NAME:  SARAH 

AGE:  52 

FROM:  LITTLE ELLINGHAM 

STATUS: EMPLOYED – 

MORTGAGE ADVISER 

“I’D LIKE TO USE THE 

INTERNET MORE BUT I’M 

NOT SURE I REALLY 

UNDERSTAND IT” 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

 Sarah lives with her husband Rob who is also 52 and they have three children who 
have all left home  

 Their eldest daughter, Charlotte (30), has recently had a baby so Sarah spends a 
lot of her free time with her 

 Sarah lives for her holidays which she enjoys with Rob 

 She enjoys her work but she is no longer career minded and is happy to remain in 
her current role 

 
Interests and hobbies – Sarah enjoys her holidays. She attends a weekly aerobics class 
as well a weekly aqua aerobics classes. Sarah enjoys swimming when time allows. She 
also enjoys reading and tends to use her kindle rather than books  
 
Computer experience – Limited but she uses computer for work. Her guilty secret is 
playing Candy Crush when she has a spare minute 
 
Communication preference - On-line wherever possible as long as it’s easy to do 

 Sarah’s has limited reasons to engage with the council other than paying her 
council tax, which she does by direct debit 

 Both Sarah and Rob were keen to vote at the recent election but weren’t sure if 
they needed to ‘register’ or not so they phoned the council just in case. 

 They have used the council website on a couple of occasions to check their bin 
collection times, particularly close to bank holidays 

 They have recently renewed their garden waste subscription online but were 
surprised that they couldn’t pay using a credit card 
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PERSONAL DETAILS 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 

NAME:  CHICO 

AGE:  32 

FROM:  THETFORD 

STATUS: EMPLOYED – 

MORTGAGE ADVISER 

“I WANT A MORE SECURE 

FUTURE FOR MY FAMILY” 

 
 Chico moved to Thetford from Portugal in 2010 with his wife, Carolina aged 27 and 

children, Afonso aged 10 and Adriana aged 8. His brother had moved here the year 
before 

 He works as a farm labourer on a zero hour contract and his wife works part-time at a 
local food store 

 Chico has ambitions to become a mini cab driver and is working hard to save the money 
for a car as well as supporting his family 

 The family rent a 2 bedroom semi-detached property from a private landlord and do not 
own a car 

 Although the family speak basic English they find bureaucratic processes confusing 
 
Interests and hobbies – Family days out – spending time at the Castle Mound park and taking 
walks in the fore. Watching TV. Spending time at home with the children.  
 

Computer experience – Use mobile phones and tablets (doesn’t own a desktop computer) 
Regularly online and enjoy good broadband access and use mobile 3G/4G networks 
 

Communication preference - Online using mobile devices but find Council and other authority 
services difficult to understand online so tend to phone and sometime visit Council offices 
 
 
 
 

 The family have experienced issues on the estate involving young people driving 

noisy cars late at night and have had contact with the ASB team 

 They have tried using the council website to research kids school holiday activities 

and also leisure centre details 

 They have reported issues with their previous private rented accommodation, the 

result of which is still ongoing 

 The families council tax payments have been in arrears in the past when regular 

work was not forthcoming 

 Chico has had notices in the past from the council regarding the wrong sort of 

waste being put in their recycling bin 

 To provide additional income in the winter months Chico would like to become a 

taxi driver so is starting to look into taxi licencing 
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NAME:  CONNIE 

AGE:  74 

FROM:  DEREHAM 

STATUS: RETIRED – SHOP 

ASSISTANT 

“I DON’T LIKE TO MOAN BUT” 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 
 

 Connie was born and lived all her life in Norfolk, in and around Dereham 

 She now lives alone, her husband died two years ago and life has been a struggle in 
recent years 

 She has a visual impairment that means she can no longer drive and has to reply on 
neighbours and friends for transport to her regular hospital appointments  

 Her family consists of a son Richard (52), his wife and two children. They live 50 miles 
away and she doesn’t get to see them as often as she’d like 

 
Interests and hobbies – Most days she has a visit from a neighbour or two and they enjoy 
talking about old times and people they both used to know. As a regular churchgoer all her 
life, Connie attends the church coffee mornings and the monthly day trips to Norwich. Baking 
has always been a big part of her life and she continues to bake for the church fete and other 
events throughout the year.  
 
Computer experience – None, but the family have promised to buy her a tablet to help keep 
in touch with them 
 

Communication preference - Phone  

 Connie lives in social housing, a bungalow which suits her but the garden has 
become too much for her, as has getting the refuse and recycling ready. A neighbour 
suggested she could get assistance and she now has assisted waste collections 

 She has various housing issues relating to her aging bungalow which needs continual 
repairs to plumbing and guttering 

 Connie claims disability benefits, including a Council tax reduction 

 In the last few months there have been regular visits to her front garden from stray 
dogs. She was advised to log and report these so the dogs can be rescued for their 
own safety; as a result the Council dog warden has visited her to investigate 

REASONS TO INTERACT WITH THE COUNCIL 
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Alison Webb, Executive Member for People and Information
Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director for Strategy and Governance 

To: Cabinet – 16 October 2018
Council – 25 October 2018

Author: Sarah Barsby - Executive Manager for Information

Subject: ICT and Digital Strategy 2019-22 and Digital Work Programme

Purpose: To implement a new strategy which aims to improve residents’ experience 
of contacting Breckland Council while also increasing the efficiency of our 
overall operating arrangements

Cabinet to recommend to COUNCIL:

1) That the draft ICT and Digital Strategy be approved, and be implemented from April 2019 to 
align with the Council’s new Corporate Plan.

2) That the Digital Work Programme associated with the strategy be approved, subject to 
Council approving the transfer of funding as detailed in the Pro forma B from Moving Forward 
(transformation) and Growth and Investment reserves.

1.0 BACKGROUND

The ICT and Digital Strategy (Appendix A) has been designed to support the wider aims of 
the Breckland Corporate Plan and its corporate priorities. In particular, it makes a key 
contribution towards helping the Council to ‘provide the right services, at the right time and 
in the right way’. 

1.1 It builds on the work already undertaken as part of the ICT Programme, launched in 2017 
following a Council decision in 2016 to invest in:
- Creating a new ICT infrastructure to deliver improvements to its ICT services
- Enhancing security and disaster recovery
- Putting foundations in place for staff mobile working and improved information sharing

This also included investing in a new in-house ICT service (recruiting 7 FTEs) which was 
launched in 2017 having served noticed on the Council’s previous arrangement with Norfolk 
County Council.

With most projects now complete, the ICT Programme has helped the Council build a 
secure and resilient foundation in preparation for the digital improvements it wants to make 
to not only the way customers access services but how those services are designed and 
provided – to be more responsive, efficient and cost-effective.

1.2 The Council recognises the potential of digital technology to transform the district and the 
lives of residents while generating long-term savings. However, to maximise the benefits 
that digital technology can bring, the Council wants to increase the scope and in some 
areas, the pace, of this work. 
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2 OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY FEEDBACK

2.1 The draft ICT & Digital Strategy was presented at a meeting of the Council’s Overview and 
Scrutiny Commission on 17 August, where a number of comments and suggested changes 
were raised by Members. 

2.2 Mobile/agile working

2.2.1 In particular, Members requested that greater emphasis be placed within the document for 
using technology to enable both staff and elected Members to work remotely from home, or 
from multiple locations – with the end outcome of saving travel and meeting time, as well as 
maximising the use of council office space.

2.2.2 Additional comments were added to page 11 of the strategy document to address 
Members’ feedback in relation to this point.

2.3 Contact channel prioritisation

2.3.1 Members also fed back comments about the proposed prioritisation of the Council’s online 
channels over other, more traditional methods of customer contact such as telephone and 
face-to-face, as part of a discussion relating to the draft Customer Access Strategy. 

2.3.2 In response to this, further amends were made to the proposed digital principles which are 
featured in both the draft Customer Access Strategy and the ICT & Digital Strategy. So 
whilst giving prominence to digital channels – wherever possible and for those that can 
access services in this way – the Council will also ensure that those customers that can’t – 
or choose not to – go online, still have a variety of ways to contact the Council.

2.3.3 The changes made to emphasise this point can be seen on pages 24-25 of the ICT 
Strategy and are aimed to provide greater reassurance – to Members and our customers – 
that all channels will continue to be offered to customers, in recognition of their different 
needs, digital skills and preferences.

2.4 Overview and Scrutiny – final feedback

2.4.1 These amendments were reviewed at a subsequent meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Commission on 27 September, where Members agreed, subject to the changes being 
made, to recommend to Cabinet that:

1) The draft ICT and Digital Strategy be approved, and be implemented from April 2019 to 
align with the Council’s new Corporate Plan.

2) The Digital Work Programme associated with the strategy be approved, subject to 
Council approving the transfer of funding as detailed in the Pro forma B from Moving 
Forward (transformation) and Growth and Investment reserves.

3 STRATEGY

3.1 The strategy outlines the approach that the Council will take to develop and roll out digital 
technologies that support efficient and cost-effective service delivery, ensuring these 
solutions work for our customers. 

3.2 Setting out the next steps to achieving the digital improvements as part of a three-year 
vision for the Council, the strategy works towards implementation of an integrated ICT 
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platform, allowing every service to access, process and analyse customer data from a 
single source – helping to drive service improvement and efficiency.

3.3 It focuses on technology as an ‘enabler’ for the strategic transformation of the Council’s 
core business processes, redesigning services and enabling access to them in the most 
cost-effective way, with the aim of giving customers choice and meeting their needs within 
the resources the Council has available.

3.4 The strategy will be underpinned by a Digital Work Programme (Appendix C) and an ICT 
Work Programme which will be brought forward as part of the Council’s Budget setting 
process for 2019/20.

3.5 Strategy vision
The strategy’s vision is to provide high quality, easy-to-use services that are designed with 
customers in mind, delivered efficiently with improved value for money. 
By encouraging customers to self-serve, wherever possible and practical, the Council can 
focus its more intensive contact channels, like face-to-face, on those who need the most 
help and support to access services.

3.6 Strategy ambitions
Underpinning the strategy is a set of high level aims which will help shape the way we:

 Improve digital opportunities for customers to help them access a better experience of 
Council services, and beyond

 Give staff and elected Members the right digital tools and training to work ‘smarter’ 

 Minimise internal costs of services

 Generate revenue by:
o Making it easier and more convenient to pay online
o Using digital marketing to promote our traded services 

3.7 Strategy themes
The ICT and Digital Strategy proposes to focus on – and group – future activity and projects 
around four key themes:

 Digital Foundation – Much of the ICT Programme work, so far

 Digital Customer – Where the Digital ‘team’ has been focusing its efforts, to date 
(Eg: website, online forms, book and pay, etc.)

 Digital Council – Giving staff and members the technology and tools they need to be 
effective/productive

 Digital Place (our wider district) – A longer-term ambition to digitise the district (Eg: 
better broadband, etc.)

4.0 STRATEGY PRINCIPLES

The strategy includes a number of key features, including:

4.1 Digital design principles
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These align to government best practice standards and have been developed so that all 
council departments and their staff are signed up to working in a consistent way when 
reviewing or redesigning services. 

4.2 As outlined in section 2.3 of this report, some suggested amendments have been made to 
these principles to provide greater reassurance to Members that all channels will continue 
to be offered to customers, in recognition of their different needs, digital skills and 
preferences.

4.3 Architecture principles
The approach the Council will take to the designing, sourcing and deploying of ICT and 
Digital systems will be defined by a number of key architectural principles, covering how the 
Council will:

 Use data to design better services
 Share learning and resources to reduce costs and speed implementation 
 Use cloud hosting of services and data, where appropriate, rather than using 

physical servers
 Procure systems that ‘talk to each other’
 Create a digitally capable workforce through training and development

Above these sits a single guiding principle, however, that the use of ICT and Digital by the 
Council must add value to the customer; whether that be a resident, elected Member, 
business, partner organisation or other service within the Council.

5.0 TECHNICAL GOVERNANCE
The successful delivery of this strategy will be dependent on people as much as it will 
technology, and ensuring that all services are working in line with the principles, as set out 
in points 3.1 and 3.2 of this report. 

Reporting to the Council’s ICT and Customer Board, a new ICT and Digital Steering Group 
will be set up to prioritise developments, based on customer demand and savings to the 
back office; and engage with services to provide or improve upon their online service ‘offer’. 

A crucial part of the group’s role will also be to ensure that the relevant support services are 
involved in purchasing (Contracts Team) or developing (ICT and Web teams) new systems, 
processes (Corporate Improvement Team) or ways of working (Learning and Development 
Team).

The ICT and Customer Board will be accountable for the delivery of the Digital Work 
Programme, outlined in section 6 of this report, below.

6.0 DIGITAL WORK PROGRAMME

6.1 The delivery of this strategy and its associated Digital Work Programme (Appendix C) is 
closely linked to the Customer Access Strategy 2019-2022.  

6.2 The Digital Work Programme underpins both strategies by identifying corporate priority 
projects for digital service transformation and improvement, including:

 Customer Services: enabling the re-engineering of all key service request 
processes, and the roll-out of self/assisted-service by replacing and improving our 
Customer Relationship Management system. This will encourage a higher take-up 
of online services while reducing officer processing time.
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 Economic Development: creating an improved online business portal to improve 
support and advice to small and new businesses. This will help to promote the 
district as a place where businesses are encouraged and supported to locate and 
expand.

 Strategic Assets: creating an improved web portal for Breckland Council’s 
commercial property to maximise rental opportunities and revenue. 

 Housing: automating access to services and information and prioritising support 
requests to provide a more responsive service to customers, particularly those most 
in need.

 Revenues and Benefits: integrating systems to create a single customer sign-on, 
improving customer experience, encouraging take-up of digital services/online 
payments.

 Planning/Environmental Services: integrating a new GIS (Geographical 
Information Service) software into the Council’s website and ‘My Breckland’. This 
will enable customers to self-serve for relevant information quickly and easily, while 
reducing officer processing time (Eg: to enable customers to search for and view 
planning applications in their area, or report a fly-tip).

6.3 Resource requirements

6.3.1 The total cost to the Council of delivering the Digital Work Programme is estimated at 
£442k. This comprises additional staff resource, software, systems and development costs, 
which are set out in more detail below, but does not include the costs of the Public 
Protection system as this is subject to a separate report.

This report proposes the transfer of £317k of the Moving Forward (transformation) funds to 
pay for the programme’s delivery along with £125k from the Growth & Investment reserve 
for the adoption of Goss to replace the Council’s existing CRM (Customer Relationship 
Management) system which delivers an ongoing return.

6.3.2 Staff resource
To deliver the work programme an additional staffing resource of £189K is required, 
comprising:

 1 FTE Programme Manager (18 month, fixed term)
 1 Web designer (2 year, fixed term)
 1 Web developer (2 year, fixed term)

This is expected to provide the necessary capacity to support delivery of the programme 
within the three-year ICT and Digital strategy timeframe.

6.3.3 Capital and revenue costs
In addition to staffing costs, programme costs of £253k have been identified, as detailed in 
the attached Appendix B.

7.0 OPTIONS

7.1 That the new ICT and Digital Strategy and Digital Work Programme be approved, subject to 
Council approving the related funding to pay for the programme’s delivery, and be 
implemented from April 2019 to align with the Council’s new Corporate Plan
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7.2 Propose changes to the ICT and Digital Strategy.

7.3 Do nothing.

8.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

8.1 The strategy sets out a clear plan for making best use of Council resources to meet the 
needs of its customers – residents, businesses, staff and elected Members – while 
achieving value for money for the Council.

8.2 Not only does the strategy aim to improve services, it also anticipates a reduction in costs 
over the three-year period, through increased productivity, rationalisation and re-
procurement of systems and software, automation of service processes, and as more 
customers seek to access Council services online.

9.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

9.1 By implementing an integrated ICT platform, the Council will be able to access, process 
and analyse customer data from a single source – helping to drive service improvement 
and efficiency.

9.2 By transforming the Council’s core systems and business processes, Council services and 
staff will be able to operate in a more efficient and cost-effective way.

9.3 As more customers choose – and expect – to transact with the Council via its website, the 
Council anticipates being able to make significant savings to its operating costs.

9.4 By giving staff and elected Members the right digital tools and training, they will be to work 
‘smarter’ and more productively.

9.5 By making it easier and more convenient to pay online, and by using digital marketing to 
promote our traded services, the Council will be able to maintain or generate revenue.

10.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

10.1 Corporate Priorities
The strategy supports the Council’s Corporate Plan priority of ‘providing the right service, in 
the right way at the right time’ by providing easy access to information, advice and support 
through multiple access channels, and by ensuring our business processes are as efficient 
and cost-effective as possible.

10.2 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
10.2.1 Residents, businesses and visitors will continue to be able to contact the Council by any of 

the following channels:
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- Web
- Telephone
- Post or email
- Face-to-face
- Social media

And the Council will contact them by web chat, telephone, post, email and social media.

10.2.2 Web:
Breckland Council’s website aims to conform to Level AA of the web content accessibility 
guidelines of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) which particularly considers 
protected groups, including people with disabilities.

Breckland Council’s website also features the option of a ‘Recite Me’ toolbar, which makes 
content more accessible with reading and translation support. Text can also be downloaded 
as an MP3 digital audio file.

Residents with hearing or visual impairments can view the website content in extra-large 
font/text to assist people with visual impairments, and sound/audio buttons are designed to 
benefit those with hearing impairments.

The carers (including family and friends) of older frail residents and of children and young 
people will benefit from transacting and finding out about services online. Many carers try to 
balance caring with work and careers and they will be able to access the Council 24:7.

10.2.3 Telephone:
While the strategy aims to encourage more residents to contact the Council online, it does 
not reduce or change residents’ access to telephone contact channels to raise queries or 
access services. It aims to improve the current service by reducing customer demand for 
this channel, and therefore will be of benefit to all groups who continue use this as a way of 
contacting the Council.

10.2.4 Face-to-face:
Face-to-face services will be reconfigured to provide greater access to self-serve facilities 
and support to use these. 

Face-to-face appointments will continue to be available for those who feel they need them 
(Eg: for more complex enquiries and more vulnerable customers) at Dereham and Thetford 
five days a week. And at Attleborough, Watton and Swaffham libraries, face-to-face support 
is currently offered two half-days a week at each location.

10.3 Financial 
The strategy also takes account of the increasing financial pressures faced by local 
Government and the need for all councils – including Breckland Council – to ensure they 
are delivering services as cost-effectively as possible. 

The delivery of this strategy and its associated Digital Work Programme (Appendix C) is 
closely linked to the Customer Access Strategy 2019-2022. Initial high-level workings 
indicate that a saving of up to £70,000 by the end of year 3 could be achieved if the Council 
meets its target of 50% of customers contacting them via digital means.  This will be 
reviewed at the end of year 2.

See attached Pro forma B (Appendix B) for further information.
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10.4 Staffing
Please see section 5.3.2

10.5 Constitution/Legal
The ICT and Digital Strategy does not form part of the Council’s policy framework, and is 
consistent with the Council’s Corporate Plan. 

However, the Digital Work Programme contains both direct financial and staffing 
implications. As such, this element is a non-executive decision which falls to the Council to 
determine.

10.6 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED
All wards are affected by the strategy.

11.0 ACRONYMS 
11.1 ICT – Information Communication Technology
11.2 GIS – Geographic Information System
11.3 CRM – Customer Relationship Management
11.4 W3C – World Wide Web Consortium

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Sarah Barsby – Executive Manager for Information
Telephone Number: 01362 656809
Email: sarah.barsby@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No 

Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Discretionary Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Digital and ICT Strategy 2019-2022
Appendix B Pro forma B
Appendix C Digital Work Programme
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Digital & ICT STRATEGY 2019 - 2022 

1. Executive summary 

Breckland Council has earned a national reputation for being forward-thinking and innovative 
in the way it works. We do this by managing the Council’s budget carefully and with a 
commercial mindset so the money we make (e.g. through our property investments) or save 
(e.g. through shared management arrangements) allows us to deliver high quality services. At 
the same time, this allows us to reduce our reliance on central government funding and keep 
our share of residents’ Council Tax charge as low as possible. 

The last decade, however, has seen significant changes across Local Government and this is 
likely to continue for the foreseeable future. The shape and size of Breckland Council is likely 
to change but the need to provide high levels of service to our customers – both residents and 
businesses – will remain, set against a backdrop of reduced budgets.  
 
To date, the Council has responded to these challenges by implementing our ‘Moving 
Forward’ programme – helping us to not only balance our budget, but also to change the way 
we deliver services to better respond to customers’ needs, and improve the way we work and 
develop as an organisation.   
 
Since Moving Forward was launched in 2015, ICT and Digital have played a key role in helping 

to deliver these objectives. For example, putting in place new options for customers to ‘self-

serve’ via the Council’s website, which not only makes interacting with the Council possible 

24-7, but reduces demand on more expensive channels such as face-to-face, or telephone 

support. The Council proposes to set a goal of increasing the number of web-based interactions from 

their current level of 7% of total customer interactions to 50% of total customer interactions by 2022.  

Living in a digital age means demand for public services and expectations of levels of service 
continues to grow. Our residents and businesses expect the same levels of access, ease of use 
and customer service that they see online from large private sector organisations, such as 
Google and Amazon. They expect to be able to access their services at a time and in ways that 
suit them. Our strategy recognises this by making the shift from a traditional ICT strategy to a 
combined ICT and Digital Strategy. 
 
Many of the Council’s services rely on third party providers, such as Capita (Planning Services) 
and Serco (Waste and recycling Services) for their delivery. So when redesigning the Council’s 
processes to be more efficient and customer-focused, the whole transaction – from start to 
finish – needs to be considered. We need our providers to embrace digital and new ways of 
working, or work in partnership with them to share technology, or information. 
 
Internally, our programme of adopting more modern working practices (People Plan), 
maximising the use of our office space, removing unnecessary bureaucracy and 
administration, and supporting community-based service delivery, will all be underpinned by 
ICT and Digital to help drive efficiencies. 
 
The digital age also provides new opportunities for customers to communicate with the 
Council through social media and to shape Council decision-making through online 
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consultations. Elected members will require the right tools to engage with their communities, 
acting as ambassadors for digital and helping to promote access to services and information. 
 
For these reasons, ICT is no longer simply regarded as a support service; it is now a critical 
service, able to transform the way other services are designed and delivered. Without ICT, the 
organisation cannot operate and we are unable to serve our customers. It underpins our 
Moving Forward change programme, and plays a fundamental role in improving efficiency, 
reducing cost across the Council. 
 
Finally, this strategy highlights the importance of a digital infrastructure in Breckland district – 
including broadband, electronic services, access and skills. A strong digital infrastructure is a 
key factor in promoting business growth, regardless of location, and this in turn helps to 
support strong local economies and sustainable communities. 
 
To embrace all these themes, and to place them in a digital context, the Council will deliver 
four key work streams: 
 

 Digital Foundation 

 Digital Customer 

 Digital Council 

 Digital Place 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Councillor Alison Webb 

Portfolio Holder – People 

and Information 

Maxine O’Mahony 

Executive Director of 

Strategy and Governance 

 

Government Digital Strategy 
The Government’s Digital strategy aims to provide ‘Digital services which are so straight-
forward and convenient that all those who can use digital services will choose to do so, 
while those who can’t are not excluded’.  
 
We support this through our Moving Forward change programme objective:  ‘To have 
online services so good that people (who can) choose to use them’ 
 
Breckland Council’s ICT and Digital Strategy sets out how we plan to achieve this, 
providing a framework for the Council’s future service delivery and engagement with 
customers using digital technologies. 
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2. Purpose 
This strategy outlines the approach that Breckland Council will take to develop and roll out 

Digital technologies that support service delivery, ensuring that these solutions work for our 

customers. It defines our vision, key themes and overall direction of travel for ICT and Digital 

services. 

This new approach aims to place ICT and Digital services in line with the broader aspirations of 

the Council. It will ensure ICT and Digital Services are helping to drive service transformation 

across the Council, improving outcomes for customers and adding value to their contact with 

the Council. 

As the Digital strategy continues to develop and we focus more on ‘what’ we deliver than 

‘how’ we deliver it, then the technology requirements of the Council will increasingly become 

part of ICT Service’s Team Delivery Plan. 

 

3. Background 
Digital service delivery is not a new concept. As early as 2000, the Government set out its 
vision for an ‘information age government’ that relied on ‘new delivery channels like the 
Internet’, through its Modernising Government White Paper. Since then, huge technological 
advances have helped turn private companies such as Amazon, Google, Apple and Twitter into 
worldwide, household names. 
 
Digital is transforming the way that many of us live our lives, from the way we buy goods and 
services to the manner in which we communicate with others. It also represents a golden 
opportunity for local councils to harness new and emerging technologies to redesign public 
services in a way which meets the expectations of customers. 
 
More recently (2013), the Government released its ‘Cloud First Policy’ which states that public 
organisations should consider and fully evaluate potential cloud solutions first before 
considering any other option. Until recently, councils adopted the cloud to perform specific 
tasks or procured ‘software as a service’ from a range of suppliers. 
 
Now, a new wave of cloud adoption is beginning to take place, where many private companies 
and a few councils have successfully moved many – or in some cases, all – of their services to 
a single cloud platform, hosting multiple services.  
 
It is true that Breckland Council does not have the resources of large private sector companies 
that can harness cutting edge technology to deliver services. In addition to this, we are faced 
with a number of other challenges, including: a ‘Digital skills gap’ in our workforce, the need 
to adhere to strict data security standards – particularly with the introduction in 2018 of the 
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General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) – and, perhaps most significantly, unprecedented 
cuts to the Council’s budget. 
 
Nevertheless, Digital technology has the potential to enable Breckland Council and our 
partners to deliver services in a more efficient and cost-effective way. But in order to realise 
these benefits, Digital technology needs to be embraced by all services across the Council, as 
well as by our customers. 
 
The pace of Digital means that not everyone in our communities is equally prepared for the 
changes taking place. While we need to increase our Digital ‘offer’ to keep up with this rapid 
change and stimulate growth in the district, we need to make sure we do this in an inclusive 
way. While we will support all customers to adopt new, Digital ways of accessing Council 
services, we will also provide extra support to do so for those who need it, including our more 
vulnerable residents. 
 

4. Our Digital Agenda 
We live in a Digital world. Our daily lives are increasingly built around services which are 
delivered Digitally.  An ever-increasing number of us expect to be able to conduct daily routine 
business and activity using Digital technology. For many, perhaps the majority, this is now 
their preference over any other forms of contact. The world is becoming Digital by choice.  
You can read more about Breckland’s Digital customers in Appendix E. 
 
As technology advances, so do our customers’ expectations: not only do they want services to 
be delivered online, they also expect them to be easy to use, and focused on achieving the 
task – quickly and securely.  
 
In line with these expectations, this strategy is not simply about moving current service 
provision to online channels. It is about redesigning services and accessing them in the most 
cost-effective way, with the aim of giving customers choice and meeting their needs within 
the resources we have available. 
 
Rather than focus specifically on transferring our current paper-based processes to an online 
channel we will instead focus on strategic transformation which must include process 
redesign along with re-organisation, people and cultural change. All of these are inter-related. 
Digital transformation cannot take place if the Council’s technology, processes and culture are 
not in tune. 
 
This Strategy is, therefore, not led by technology, but by the transformation agenda of the 
Council which will require process and system redesign. Technology will enable this Strategy 
and drive it forward, but it does not determine what and how services will be delivered. 
 

There is still much to do to ensure that the uptake of Digital services is widespread and the 

potential benefits are realised. 
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The greater uses of Digital technology and information can deliver enormous benefits to the 
Council and its stakeholders, with the potential to: 
 

 Deliver better outcomes 

 Reduce costs and deliver better ‘Value for Money’ services 

 Increase efficiencies 

 Stimulate and enable innovation and new ways of working 

 Re-shape the relationship between the Council, Customers and Partners  

 Use social media to improve communications and partnership working 

 Access and exploit a wealth of available data 
 
Working in collaboration with our partners (eg: Early Help Hubs, county council and co-
location with DWP), we will acquire a deep knowledge and understanding of the strengths 
and aspirations of our communities and use this knowledge to develop local, place-based and 
community specific services, complemented by Digital and online services; this is our ‘Digital 
Agenda’. 
 
To enable us to do this, we will align to the Government ‘Digital Service Standard’, which will 
ensure we deliver excellent Digital services. By collaborating with partners and organisations 
who are already adopting these maturing standards, we will learn from their mistakes and 
build on their successes in order to accelerate our own Digital journey. 
 
To realise these benefits, the strategy will describe our ‘Digital Vision’, which sets out how the 
Council will maximise the opportunities of Digitalisation, reflecting the needs of customers, 
allowing for choice and balancing efficiency with improved service quality. 
 

5. Strategy Aims 
Breckland Council needs an ICT and Digital Strategy because Digital technology has the 

potential to transform the district and the lives of residents while generating long-term 

savings. We know, for example, that services completed using Digital channels generally cost 

much less than more traditional channels, such as phone or face-to-face.  

For example the cost to the Council of a face-to-face visit to one of our offices to pay Council 

Tax is seven times more expensive than if the resident makes the payment online. 

However, to maximise the benefits that Digital technology can bring, we need to dramatically 

increase the scope and in some areas, the pace of our work. Change in technology is rapid and 

growth in the uptake of the latest emerging technologies such as: online shopping, mobile 

devices, social media and high-speed broadband, together with the use of ‘Data Sharing’, 

present huge opportunities for the Council and its partners. 

To meet the increasing expectation of customers and to keep up with – and adopt – current 
trends in Digital interaction, it is important that the Council has a clear approach to the 
improvement and delivery of Digital and ICT. 
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This Digital and ICT Strategy forms part of a wider portfolio of strategic documents that 
collectively form the vision for the future of the Council. A clear and robust Digital and ICT 
Strategy is critical in order to avoid poor decision-making around the choice of new systems, 
while also supporting the future streamlining of the existing ICT estate. Collectively, this helps 
to ensure that any investment made in Digital and ICT is maximised and aligned with the 
Council’s vision. 
 
Breckland Council is already responding to this challenge through the delivery of its Corporate 

Plan (see Appendix A) and Moving Forward change programme (see Appendix B) for which 

Digital technologies are a critical enabler.  

 

The Council vision will be delivered through the transformation of the Council. The 

transformation will in part be supported by the Council’s Digital and ICT Strategy and 

delivered through a work programme of Digital projects (Appendix G) and ICT projects, to be 

determined. 

The following diagram shows how the ICT and Digital Strategy will underpin the Council’s 

wider strategies and vision: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Corporate Plan vision: 

‘Breckland: a place where people and business can thrive’ 
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The ICT & Digital strategy will form a part of the ‘Golden Thread’ from the Corporate Plan to 

the ICT delivery projects and help shape the Council of the future. 

This ICT and Digital Strategy sets out the Council’s approach to the required changes and a 

bold Digital vision, set out in section 6 of this strategy.  

The Digital & ICT strategy will help the Council to: 

 Position Digital & ICT as a vital support for achieving the Council objectives. 

 Define the future ‘minimum standard’ for Digital & ICT. 

 Gain approval for Digital & ICT investment and improvement. 

 Balance the need for savings against invest to save. 

 Develop robust governance and assurance. 

 Enable collaboration with partners. 

 Encourage investment in Breckland. 

 Realise the Council vision for Digital & ICT of the future. 
 
The Digital & ICT strategy will support the transformation programme of the Council.  
 
The ICT element (servers, applications, networks, etc) of the strategy defines the: 

 Future use of information and communication technology.  
 

The Digital element of the strategy focuses on the: 

 Organisational design (culture, policies, training, etc) needed to introduce the new and 
emerging technologies.  
 

Both strategies focus on enabling and optimising the services of the Council. 
 
The Digital and ICT strategy will enable the Council to make better, more strategic investment 
decisions in technology, based on ‘simplify, standardise, share’ design principles. These 
principles will achieve better outcomes and savings for local public services through redesign 
and Digital transformation. 
 

The principles are: 
 

Simplify – the way we operate, in order to add value and drive up efficiency. 
 
Standardise – the way we operate, emulating the best and enabling agility. 
 
Share – collaborate, innovate and inform. 
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6. Our Digital Vision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Council recognises that digital will be the key to unlocking economic growth and 
improving services. Effective use of digital services by customers, businesses, partners and the 
voluntary and community sector has the potential to transform the way our district works and 
transform people’s lives: boost productivity, drive economic growth, provide jobs, connect 
individuals and revitalise the way services are delivered. 
  
To enable this we need residents (old and young) and businesses (big and small) to have the 
right skills and access to modern and reliable technology. As a district we are gearing up to 
provide this, but we know that more can be done to join up provision and opportunities, and 
present a truly district-wide vision. We will promote discussions with partners and we will 
continue to use our influence to promote the broader digital Breckland agenda. 
    
Within this increasingly digital environment, Breckland Council needs to keep pace with 
change. We have more to do, to make it easy enough for those who want to engage digitally, 
and to make a persuasive case to those who are hesitant and unconvinced about the benefits 
of ‘going digital’. We need to develop a digital service ‘offer’ which matches and surpasses 
customer expectations to the point where it becomes the channel of choice.  
 
Improving our digital services means designing simple, seamless and user-friendly processes 
that make it easy for customers to access services and make payments whenever and 
wherever they want to.  It means capturing the right information in the right format to enable 
us to improve services and efficiency. 
   

Our vision is: To provide excellent and easy to use services that are designed with our 

customers in mind, that are delivered efficiently with improved value for money. To 

encourage customers to self-serve so that we can focus our resources on the people 

who need our help the most. 

We want to: 

 Improve digital opportunities for customers to help them access a better 
experience of Council services, and beyond 

 Give staff and elected Members the right digital tools and training to work 
‘smarter’  

 Minimise internal costs of service 

 Use external providers where beneficial and cost effective 

 Generate revenue by: 
o Making it easier and more convenient to pay online 
o Using digital to market our traded services  
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But it isn’t limited to traditional services and activities.  We want to promote digital change in 
everything we do – encouraging and supporting the use of digital technology in areas outside 
of our direct control such as Health and Social Care. 
 
As the Council faces up to increasing financial pressure on budgets, we need to use digital to 
help change our service provision while maintaining outcomes for customers, partners and 
suppliers. 
 
It also means ensuring our staff have a ‘digital mindset’, and not only fully understand how 
digital can change and improve lives, but actively support others in doing so.    
Our digital services will give us better data and insight about customers helping us to make 
continuous improvements to services. Digital engagement will enrich our consultation with 
our customers on policy proposals and changes so that we can make better decisions. 
 
This will have big implications for customers, councillors, our staff and our systems, involving 
changes to the types of jobs we will be doing, the services we provide, and the skills and 
technology we will need. 
 
As a result, the Council’s ICT and Digital strategy supports the wider strategic goal of enabling the 

workforce and elected Members to operate in more of a ‘smart working’ mode. 

 This will be achieved by ensuring that:  

- Key internal systems (e.g. contact centre system, housing system, etc) have full 

capability to be accessed from a home or other remote location outside of the main 

BDC office locations 

- Smart tools (such as collaboration, messaging, webchat, data sharing) are introduced 

where applicable in order to support staff working outside of the main BDC office 

locations 

- Sophisticated communications tools (such as video conferencing) are made available 

to facilitate attendance of meetings and conferences from locations outside of the 

main BDC office locations 

Members will also be able to make use of the smart tools and communication tools detailed above, 

therefore supporting options for remote attendance of committee and other meetings e.g. by joining 

via a video or audio conference.  

 

6.1 Where are we now? 

In 2016, Breckland Council invested in a new ICT Programme to: 

 Create a new ICT infrastructure to deliver improvements to its ICT services 

 Enhance security and disaster recovery 

 Put foundations in place for staff mobile working and improved information sharing 
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This also included investing in a new in-house ICT Service (recruiting 7 FTEs) which went ‘live’ 
in November 2017, having served notice on an existing agreement with Norfolk County 
Council.  
 
Nearing completion, the ICT Programme has delivered a number of key improvements in 
addition to the new infrastructure and in-house ICT Team. These include replacing the 
Council’s Internet mapping (GIS) solution. The Council’s current solution was considered no 
longer fit for purpose at a time when there are growing expectations that maps will be 
integrated seamlessly and intuitively on websites and that mobile devices will be location-
aware. As a result, the Council is currently procuring a modern Internet/Intranet mapping 
solution for use by customers and officers. 
 
But while services provided by the existing ICT function ultimately touch every person in the 
district, the current service is a technology-focused service with limited digital capabilities.  
 
Consideration of the existing ICT shows: 
 

 While most of the existing infrastructure has been replaced, there are further 
opportunities to leverage the potential of digital.  

 Although many of the Council’s line-of-business systems and applications meet our 
back-office requirements, many of them do not offer customer self-service solutions. 
Similarly these same applications lack mobile solutions to assist officers in delivering 
efficient services when operating outside the office. 

 The need for infrastructure and application replacement and upgrades can create an 
opportunity for a radical reinvention of the Council’s operating model, digital and ICT 
landscape. 

 The opportunity to transform to a more sophisticated and set of demand driven, agile 
and integrated services now exists. 

 
Prior to 2015 and the launch of the Council’s Moving Forward change programme, the Council 
prioritised face-to-face contact and telephone in the delivery of its channel strategy.  This has 
been reflected in the Council’s investment and use of Customer Relationship management 
(CRM) technologies supporting our Customer Contact Centre and market town satellite 
offices.  
 
However, by making better use of our business insight and data, the Council has begun to 
reorganise its customer services so it can better meet the changing needs of local residents 
and businesses. This has included making a decision to improve customer support at its two 
busiest offices in Thetford and Dereham – with more staff and ‘self-serve’ machines to be 
installed – while reviewing service provision at its smaller satellite offices, where footfall has 
continued to decline.  
 
In terms of its digitalisation work (part of the Moving Forward change programme), the 
Council has made significant improvements to its customer ‘offer’, including: 

 Reviewing and launching a new, mobile device-compatible Council website  
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 Creating a ‘My Breckland’ web account for online customers, enabling more digital 
availability of our services 

 Delivering a new staff Intranet, which is clearer and more user friendly 

 Developing a ‘book & pay’ online service for Environmental Health and Licensing  

 Enabling online Garden Waste subscription through its third party supplier 
 

The Council’s website is visited by over 42,000 residents per month, with usage increasing 
year-on-year. In line with digital trends, the way people access the site is also changing with 
over 42% now accessing it on a tablet or mobile phone. 
 
The website structure and design is constantly being improved on an iterative basis, in line 
with industry best practice and principles. Regular user-testing takes place with local 
customers, customer data and research, rather than internal preference or opinion. This user-
centred approach has led to the Council receiving a 3 (out of 4) star ranking in the 2016/17 
SOCITM Better Connected report – above the industry standard and a significant 
improvement on the 1 star rating achieved prior to the Council’s Moving Forward change 
programme being launched. 
 
The website’s core purpose is to provide information-based pages and give users the ability to 

self-serve wherever possible. For example: all of the top ten transaction types for a customer 

to contact the Council can be performed online. However, the provision of online self-service 

options is far from complete with some existing online services only amounting to the 

customer sending an untracked email to the back office via a website form. Officers manually 

process thousands of these requests every year, creating avoidable follow-up contacts for 

both the Contact Centre and individual services. 

As a result, the Council recognises that the resource it needs to invest – not just in terms of 
officer time and budget but also in service systems that allow the integration of online forms 
which are accessible via the My Breckland account function – must now match the pace and 
scale of its ambition for organisational and digital transformation. 
 

6.2 Where do we need to be? 
 
To ensure that the Council continues to procure and deliver good ICT services we will deliver 
against a set of guiding principles: 
 

 Insist on all things ‘open’ - standards, specifications & integration etc where possible 

 All systems allow ‘single sign-on’ with data accessible to other Council systems 

 Put the stakeholder at the heart of everything we do 

 Where a system provides a customer-facing front end this shall be responsive and easy 
to read and understand 

 Invest to Save 

 Use Cloud solutions where it is prudent to do so 

 Source solutions from the providers who deliver best “Value for Money” 

 Deliver elegant and simple access to services 
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 Design in flexibility – scale, demand, capacity and cost 

 Deliver leading edge business solutions through skilled and motivated staff 

 Protect our digital and ICT service - balancing “Value for Money‟ and risk 

 Benchmark against the best 

 Identify excellence, emulate and then exceed it 

 Maximise the use of customer data - leverage our Information Assets to facilitate 
our services 

 Use experts to guide us 

 Partner, collaborate and integrate – Design / Build / Run 

 Remove duplication, consolidate and rationalise 

 Manage and Operate in a lean and agile manner 
 
To be effective, our Digital and ICT strategy needs to: 
 

 Be continually developed, iteratively and over time 

 Allow time for consultation and collaboration 

 Allow time for training and development to support cultural change 
 Not just be inward facing 

 

The best strategies consult and involve stakeholders and partners – based on the strategy’s 
successful outcomes and as part of the Governance and Assurance process, we’ll make sure 
this happens continuously as we move forward; we’ll also be monitoring, measuring and 
reporting on how well we’re doing. 
 
A successful Digital and ICT Strategy isn’t just a document written, read and put on a shelf; it’s 
an ethos, a way of working for the digital and ICT delivery. So, it’s important for us to be 
realistic about our objectives and timescales.  
 
This initial iteration of the Digital and ICT Strategy will focus on the enablement of the future 
Council service delivery model – future iterations of the strategy will start to shift towards the 
sharing and collaboration between the Council, its stakeholders and partners. 
 
To achieve our ambition of being an Intelligent Council, our information systems need to 
converge so that services – currently working in data silos – can access data, and process that 
data from a single platform. This is a challenge as much of the Council’s solutions are locked 
into long-term contracts, of differing lengths.  When procuring new applications in future, the 
ICT Team will work closely with individual services and the Council’s new shared Procurement 
Team, to take a whole-council view to its ICT needs.  
 
The Local Government ICT landscape is evolving fast. There are new innovative solutions 
arriving on the market every month. The traditional council application providers are being 
squeezed out of the market by relatively unknown solutions. This ICT revolution is still 
progressing and within the next two years, some of these solutions will begin to mature and 
clear favourites will become apparent. 
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But while the cloud technology market begins to mature, there are important implications to 
consider for its successful implementation in Local Government, in particular: 
 

 Factoring in the time, cost and resourcing needed for wholesale data migration to a 
new supplier 

 Ensuring the protection and security of migrated data (councils, not cloud providers 
are responsible for ensuring that data is protected and encrypted) 

 Redesigning services and processes in a way that maximises the value of cloud, and a 
return on councils’ investment 

 Training staff and members to adopt new processes and more agile ways of working 
 
Most councils, including Breckland, are therefore taking a more phased approach to cloud 
implementation: gradually introducing cloud-based systems as part of routine re-
procurement, or through the redesign of key services and processes. For example, the use of 
Itrent to record and monitor a range of HR functions (including payroll, annual leave, 
sickness). 

 
6.3 How do we get there? 
 
Technical governance: 

 Reporting to the ICT and Customer Governance Board, a new ICT & Digital Steering 
Group will be set up to: 

o Prioritise developments based on customer demand and savings to the back 
office. For each development there will be a clear specification. 

o Proactively engage with service areas to provide online services where they are 
lacking and continually improve existing services. 

 The Council will procure and develop appropriate technical solutions to meet the 
needs of both customers and the business. For example: 

o A product that allows for the development and maintenance of dynamic, 
mobile responsive forms that integrate with back office systems and keep the 
customer informed on the progress of their request.  

o Maps that are user friendly, mobile responsive and that can be integrated. 
 

 All new developments will be user tested, building this process into all online projects. 

 Testing, data, best practice and research will be used to continually fine tune the 
content, navigation and search already on the website, ensuring that we use evidence 
not opinion. 

 Accessibility testing will be conducted with external organisations. 

 Service areas acknowledge that the website is the most popular customer channel and 
adhere to industry best practice. 

 Provide staff with the necessary time and resource to maintain and improve the site. 

 Work with suppliers to improve existing online systems when issues are identified. 
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 Prioritise content and services customers want/need rather than content officers wish 
to promote or store online. 

 Follow the style guide for website authors. 

 Online services will be actively promoted via various channels, highlighting an easy to 
use, 24/7 service. 

 Staff are trained to ensure their skills meet the digital challenge and can support our 
customers. 

Culture change: 
Successful achievement of the digital strategy will require considerable changes in corporate 
culture, involving acceptance that: 
 

 Customer service is at the centre of everything the Council does 

 Process redesign and simplification are not optional 

 The Council’s approach to service delivery is to optimise use of digital technologies 

 The website is a key element of service delivery, not an optional extra 
 

These changes in corporate culture will not be achieved without strong leadership, 
championing of the strategy by senior managers, and actively embedding the strategy into 
Council and service plans. It will be important to work with individual service areas to ensure 
there is good understanding of the concepts behind the Digital and ICT Strategy, and to 
ensure there is buy-in amongst the Senior Management Team and staff. 
 

6.4 How will we know we have achieved our vision?  
 
We will know we have made a difference when we have genuinely changed the way our 
Council, our customers and our partners feel about our digital offer: 
 

New and existing customers 

 It’s easy to find information about services I want to use, and the Council keeps me 
informed about changes and issues which matter  

 I can contact the Council anytime I want, using any device I choose 

 I get a consistent online experience whichever of the Council’s services I’m using 

 The Council’s online services are easy to use, reliable and secure. I have my own 
account and I only have to log in once.  

 I can access the Council’s website for free in a helpful and safe way. 

 I feel confident doing this, and can use my skills to do much more than contact the 
Council. 

 I prefer to contact the Council online rather than any other way as it saves me 
time. 

 There’s personalised support to help me go from an absolute beginner to expert 
user of the internet.   

  
Councillors 

 I am confident that the people I represent are supported to access Council services 
digitally 
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 I have a better understanding of people living in my ward and what services they 
use and value. 

 It’s easy for me to reach a lot of people online and meet their needs. 

 It’s easy for me to keep on top of Council and ward business 

 Increased use of social media and online contact with the people I represent 
means improved citizenship and involvement.  

 
Staff and managers  

 I fully understand the benefits of digital and actively support others in doing so 

 As a lot of routine processes are automated, I can focus more of my time on the 
things that make the most difference to customers. 

 I’m a lot more productive as I can work flexibly and remotely, and it’s easier to 
collaborate with colleagues, partners and suppliers. 

 We have a better understanding of our customers which informs how we can 
design and target our services. 

 Insight and foresight helps us to act quickly and either prevent problems or 
intervene early to improve outcomes. 

 We provide our customers with seamless end-to-end services, make the most of 
every contact to provide better service and to learn about our customers’ needs 
and expectations. 

 We provide consistent services more cost effectively and maximise income 
recovery. 

 We work more closely with other services to provide joined up services to 
customers. 

 We can gather and analyse a wide range of data to help us improve performance  
  

Businesses, suppliers and partners 

 We can interact with the Council anytime we want using any device. 

 The Council works with us to provide joined up services to our mutual customers 

 The Council helps me to innovate and grow my business through provision of 
infrastructure support and skills development for us and potential customers 

 Providing goods and services to the Council is cost effective and straightforward 
because we can deal with them digitally from procurement right through to 
delivery and ongoing contract management.   

 
Visitors to the District 

 It’s easy to find the information I need and access services to get the most out of 
my visit to the district 

 I can find out lots of information about the district from the Council’s historical 
records and picture archives which the Council have put online 

 I can research my family tree from the Birth, Deaths and Marriage records the 
Council has on their website 
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Digital Foundation 

Digital 
Customer

Digital 
Council

Digital 
Place

7. Our Digital Themes 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theme 1. Digital Foundation - A resilient and reliable Infrastructure: 
 
A secure and robust digital and ICT foundation will enhance the efficiency and responsiveness 
of the Council’s operations, supported by a highly skilled ICT workforce that will take 
advantage of the latest and emerging technologies and opportunities as they arise. We will 
take a ‘whole Council’ approach when implementing our infrastructure, which will include 
core ‘Enterprise’ components such as; Information, email, voice and data networks, hosting 
and client devices. We will pursue sustainable and environmentally responsible choices in 
procurement, pursuing green options and more efficient use of resources to reduce energy 
usage. 
 
The provision of such a level of capability requires a solid and dependable service that will be 
maintained and invested in on a regular basis. It will also have an ‘appropriate’ level of 
resilience, measured against risk and driven by updated policies; the service will be scalable, 
delivering capacity to reflect organisational demand and changes balancing the need in 
delivering ‘Value for money’ for our customers. 
 
Opportunity – High availability 
High availability will ensure Council services are available when and where they are needed 
 

Digital Foundation 

The Council’s Digital Themes: 
 

● Digital Customer   ● Digital Council  

● Digital Place    ● Digital Foundation 
 

D  D
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Opportunity - Digitally capable 
The Council can build future capability to deliver technology services through a broader range 
of partnerships including suppliers and other public bodies (Eg: councils partnering with 
universities, operating digital and/or ICT apprenticeships) 
 

Outcome 
This theme will support the Council in: 

 Delivering the Council’s Corporate Plan 

 Delivering the Council’s Moving Forward change programme 

 Delivering Themes 1-3 
 
 

Theme 2. Digital Customer – The customer perspective: 
 
Enabled by the digital services and information they need, online and via a “channel of 
choice”. Facilitating an ‘end to end’ service delivery in a user-friendly way, similar to that seen 
in much of the private sector. This is in response to more and more digital customers that are 
internet-savvy and mobile connected – ‘how does a digital service enable me’? For example; 
to consume digital services, communicate digitally, shape personal services effectively, 
available (24/7) with privacy respected. 
 
Opportunity – improved, efficient customer journeys 
Improved, more efficient customer journeys will enable residents and businesses to interact 
with the Council digitally for better and quicker outcomes. 

 

Outcome 
This theme will support the Council in: 

 Enabling customers to access end-to-end services 
 

 

Theme 3. Digital Council - The staff perspective: 
 
The workforce will have sufficient training and skills to use the digital tools required; to deliver 
services effectively and efficiently – delivering positive outcomes for customers by giving our 
workforce access to the business data and solutions they need, enabled by the best available 
technology and ensuring they have the skills and proficiency to use them effectively. We will 
bring together all content onto a single digital Platform - supporting channel shift to self-
service for our workforce and reinforced through the provision of intuitive transactions, which 
will include the need for “access for all” – including staff, regardless of their location. 
 
Opportunity – smarter working 
Smart working will create a 21st Century workforce that is focused on delivering outcomes 
with bureaucracy minimised through automation. 
 
 
Outcome 
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This theme will support the Council in: 

 Enhancing the Council's efficiency 

 
Theme 4. Digital Place - The community perspective: 
 
We will continue to engage with stakeholders, partners, suppliers and investors across the 
district and the County in the maintenance, development and design of our communications 
infrastructure. We will be supportive of applications by telecommunications companies which 
will result in improved digital connectivity in our area. We will also call on partners to ensure 
that the broadband needs of our region are met.  
 
Opportunity – a connected place 
Locally-provided technology will bring communities together and improves quality of life 
within Breckland. 
 

Opportunity – enabling collaboration 
Collaboration will enable the Council to work more effectively with partners and each other. 
 
Outcome 
This theme will support the Council in: 
 

 Enhancing the lives of customers 

 Enabling a “smart place” 

 Providing income opportunities 

 Facilitating the delivery of community priorities 

 

8. Information security and assurance 
 

The ICT Service has a unique challenge in making sure that the Council can operate its 
business in a safe and secure environment, while not inhibiting the development of digital 
services. This is set against the need to manage the expectations of our customers to access 
services in the way they wish, and the aspirations of elected members and officers to adopt 
more efficient and effective service delivery models. 
 
The requirements on Local Government organisations, such as Breckland Council, to protect 
the confidentiality, integrity and accessibility of information has historically been perceived as 
a ‘blocker’ to digital service delivery. However, effective digital services have protection that 
proportionately mitigates the risks and threats posed against them. 
 
The Council will adopt a pragmatic balance of information governance and risk, in consultation 
with the organisation’s Strategic Information Governance Group and Data Protection Officer, 
with emphasis placed on how to enable and support the business. The shift in focus towards 
proportionate information assurance will allow the Council to successfully unlock the 
potential of digital whilst maintaining an appropriate level of data protection. 
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At the same time, we will continue to consult and collaborate with appropriate external 
bodies (Eg: Public Sector Network, Information Commissioner’s Office, etc) and our 
Internal/External Auditors to ensure that both the technical and behavioural aspects of 
information security are addressed in a co-ordinated and systematic way to reflect the 
changing needs of the Council. 

9. Digital work programme 

The Council is taking a long term view of the development and deployment of digital and ICT 
Services. The Golden Thread describes how the Council Plan, Transformation, digital and ICT 
will deliver these future needs.  

To support this the Council has produced a digital work programme (see Appendix G) to 
illustrate the key areas of work against its implementation work streams. 

In order to deliver this strategy and work programme, the Council is currently bringing 
together all known Transformation, digital and ICT projects into a single place, and will review 
its governance structure to take account of the Golden Thread. 

The work programme will not only identify Council services to be placed online, but identify 
the staff resources and funding required for its delivery. 

To help us prioritise digital services and create a roadmap, the following strategies are being 
developed and should be considered a priority for the Council: 

 A Customer Access Strategy which described the future vision and roadmap for 
customer access to services 

o This strategy will establish future service channels and locations, rate of 
movement to those channels and volumes. This will enable the roadmap to 
meet the needs of the changes 

 

 Rather than just accept that the current technologies in use within the Council should 
continue (currently a website linking to legacy systems) an appraisal and strategic 
selection from the current technologies available for delivery of digital Council services 
is being undertaken. 

o Currently the Council uses a web platform with web forms that link to existing 
line of business systems. It has not yet considered what its options are for 
specific digital tools. Different tools will facilitate different approaches and 
different speeds of implementation which will impact the speed of the 
roadmap and the budget. 
 

 These two pieces of work are critical requirements for the generation of the future 
roadmap of digital and ICT. 
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Appendices 

 

A. Corporate Plan Priorities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Moving Forward programme 

 

The Council’s change programme, ‘Moving Forward’, has enabled the Council to deliver its 
Corporate Plan vision. While the programme is now complete, the Digital and ICT strategy and 

The Council Priorities... 
 
This Corporate Plan 2015-2019 sets out how the Council will work with 
partners to achieve the vision by: 
 

 Supporting Breckland to develop and thrive 

 Providing the right services, at the right time and in the right way 

 Developing the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth 

 Enabling stronger, more independent communities 

‘Moving Forward’, the Council’s change programme identified four 
themes: 
 

 DIGITISATION - To have online services so good that people (who 
can) choose to use them 

 ALIGNING PUBLIC SERVICES - To work with all our public-sector 
partners in a more joined up way to meet the future needs of our 
communities 

 ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN - To have a flexible workforce and 
community that meets the future needs of the business 

 COMMERCIALISATION - To have a commercial mind with a 
community approach 
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supporting work programme has been designed to continue the Council’s service 
transformation through digitalisation. 
 

C. Our Digital Objectives 
 

Digitisation Objectives:  

 Will evidence how customers want to access services 

 Will review all services to make them operate in a digital way 

 Will redesign “Back Office” processes to implement online services 

 We recognise that some people will not be able to access digital services either 
because they are vulnerable or for technical reasons, in these situations we will ensure 
that they are still able to access services in the most appropriate way 

 We will have a new website that is easy to navigate and tells people what they need to 
know 

 The majority of customers will only need to contact us once 

 The majority of business transactions will be completed online 

 Residents will be able to “book and pay” for services online 

 Residents will be able to access online services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

 We will have self-service machines in reception areas so we can support those 
residents that find using online services challenging 

 

Aligning Public Services Objectives: 

 Our services will be co-located and co-working with our partners in the best location to 
meet the communities needs 

 We will work with partners to build a hub of public services around the most 
vulnerable residents in our community 

 To our residents the public sector will be working as one organisation with shared 
processes, systems and ways of working 

 Our office space will be reviewed and will be working in a more effective way 

 The Buildings we own and those of our partners will be better utilised 
 
 

Organisational Design Objectives: 

 Digital technology will drive innovative ways of working to ensure value for money 

 Staff will be trained and supported to develop the skills they need to work in 
innovative ways 
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D. Our Digital Principles 
 

All Breckland officers are asked to sign up to the following set of principles: 

To improve our customers' experience and reduce service delivery costs, you should: 
Understand and adopt these principles 

 Promote the principles with all your colleagues 

 Check your services against the principles 

 Implement the principles 

 Contact our Web Team if you need new online forms – the Web Team can create these 

Where a service is already available online: 

 Give it prominence in all Council communications 

 Remove other channels (except main ‘One Breckland’ telephone number) from all 
communications to direct as many customer enquiries as possible to the online 
channel: 

o do not publish email addresses – use online forms that capture structured data 
o discourage letters or other papers to be sent to the Council – if forms need to 

be completed, use online forms 
o discourage payment by cheque – it's the least efficient way of taking a payment 

 If an online form delivers an email that has to be processed manually, consider 
whether automation would deliver savings – the form could be entered into a system 
automatically to save time and effort 

Where a service is not yet available online: 

 Publish all information about the service on the website, adhering to our style and 
content guides – do not say 'contact us for more information' as all information should 
be online 

 Consider whether an online form could be created to capture initial contact details 

 If an online form is not appropriate: 
o publish only the central one Breckland phone number 
o do not publish an email address 

Where a new service is being considered: 

 Design the service to be delivered online from the outset – 'Digital by Design' 

 Avoid the use of any other channels if possible – make it online-only, as: 
o those who don't have their own access to technology can get online using 

public access PCs in our offices, with help from our staff, if needed; or their 
local library 
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o those who don't know how to use technology can get help from our staff (by 
telephoning us, or visiting us in person) or through support from friends, 
family, or neighbours. 

For all services, ask the following questions. 

 Is the service available online? If not, why not? 

 Are cheque payments involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to discourage 
them. 

 Is any paper involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to remove all paper. 

 Is an email address published? If so, put a plan in place to replace it with an online 
form. 

 Is your technology integrated so the customer can automatically be notified of 
updates and outcomes, to avoid the likelihood of follow-up contacts? If not, assess the 
benefits of doing so and, where appropriate, submit a bid for funding to integrate it. 

 

E. Our Architecture Principles 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Council business and the Internet of Things demand a new level of excellence in 
enterprise architecture principles and practices. The Council must arm itself with for the road 
ahead and be ready for future business and technology innovation. 
 
The Enterprise Architecture principles express how the Council will design and deploy 
information systems across the organisation. They serve to streamline and reduce the 
complexity of IT investment decisions. 
 
 

We have developed Architectural Design Principles to inform the 
delivery of this strategy 
 

 Secure By Design 

 Cloud Where Appropriate 

 Information Led Design 

 Share and Reuse 

 Use Open Data 

 Use Open Source Software 

 Any Device, Anytime, Anywhere Computing 

 Systems that Talk to Each Other 

 A Digitally Capable Workforce 
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 The principles should be used to:  
  

 Evaluate the selection of suppliers, solution designs, products and services 

 Support evidence-based decision making 

 Help define functional requirements  
  
These principles help projects and suppliers with their architecture and service management 
planning and will be used throughout the project lifecycle from concept validation to 
procurement and delivery. The principles are relevant for planning and delivering future ICT. 
They are inter-related and must be considered as a set. They describe the desired behaviors, 
and rationale, expected in all initiatives containing any elements of Information, 
Communications or Technology (ICT).  
  
The approach the Council will take to the designing, sourcing and delivery of ICT and 
digital will defined by a number of key architectural principles. Above these sits a single 
guiding principle: 
 

The use of ICT and Digital by the Council must add value to the customer; whether a 
customer, a business, a partner organisation or other service within the Council. 

 

We will adopt the following Design Principles to inform the delivery of this strategy: 

Principle 1 – secure by design 

The security of our systems and data is of overriding importance. Information security will be 

designed in to all our systems, changes and processes right from the start. 

Principle 2 – cloud where appropriate 

We will reduce our local infrastructure through a preference that systems will be vendor or 

cloud hosted where it is cost effective to do so. 

Principle 3 – information-led design 

We will better use the data we hold to allow us to design and provide more tailored services. 

Principle 4 – share and reuse 

We will seek to join up with others and share services, capacity and capability. We will learn 

from others and reuse existing software, processes and ideas. 

Principle 5 – using open data 

Wherever it is possible we will publish our data openly and online, for reuse by customers, our 

partners, researchers and investors. 

Principle 6 – using open source software 
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We will always consider the use of open source software. 

Principle 7 – anywhere, anytime computing 

Our staff and customers will be able to securely use our platform and services at any time and 

from any location using their device of choice. 

Principle 8 – Systems that Talk to Each Other 

Regardless of where our systems are hosted we will always work to ensure that the systems 

can talk to each other and are integrated with our partners where necessary. 

Principle 9 – a Digitally capable workforce 

To realise maximum benefit from new technology we will create a skilled and technology 

confident workforce through investing in learning and development. 

F. Our Digital Customers 
We wish our customers to be fully included in the Digital Economy and Digital Society. 
The greater uses of Digital Technology and Information are enormously beneficial to the 
Council, its customers and partners. 
 
Technologies have become very much a part of our daily lives and will continue to shape the 
way we live. The Council must continue to leverage and adapt to changes in technologies to 
provide the best possible public service to our workforce and customers. 
 
Advancements in Digital Technologies enable unprecedented connectivity with the 
community. With the rollout of broadband connectivity across the district, together with 4G 
(5G on the horizon) mobile broadband, smart phones and other devices and with social media 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and GooglePlus+, the opportunity for the 
Council to connect with its stakeholders and partners is greater than ever. 
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Nationally: On average more than 80% of the population now access the internet on a daily basis. (* Office of 
National Statistics) 

 

 
 
 
In the East of 
England this 
represents an 
increase of 
approximately 
25% (in terms 
of the number 
of people 
accessing the 
internet each 
day, every day) 
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At 71% mobile or 
smartphones are the most 
popular devices used by 
adults to access the 
internet in Great Britain. 
Desktop computers are 
down in popularity with 
only 40% of adults using 
these to access the 
internet in 2016.   

 
 
 

The most recently published (December 2017) data from the Local Government 
Association and the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) show the 
following results for population of Breckland: 
 

 86% have been online within the last 3 months. 

 89% have broadband speeds of over 10 mgs (2mb is generally adequate for web 
sites) 

 50% have access to 4G (3G is adequate for websites) 

 75% have all the 5 Basic Digital skills to use Digital services (if they choose to), 
which are: 

 

o Managing information - Find, manage and store Digital information and content 
o Communicating - Communicate, interact, collaborate, share and connect with others 
o Transacting - Purchase and sell goods and services; organise your finances; register for 

and use Digital government services 
o Problem-solving - Increase independence and confidence by solving problems using 

Digital tools and finding solutions 
o Creating - Engage with communities and create basic Digital content 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While 80% of the population use the 
internet on a daily basis (86% in Breckland 
in last 3 months) only 7% of the Council 
interactions are via the web. 
 The Council needs to accelerate its 
adoption of Digital and unify its design and 
delivery of enabling technologies. 
 
We will ensure that individuals or groups 
are not unfairly disadvantaged by the 
‘Digital Divide’ created by technology, by 
committing to deliver all of our services in a 
fair and equitable manner. 

65%
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9%

7%
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G. Digital Work Programme 
 

DIGITAL 

  Digital Foundation Digital Customer Digital Council Digital Place       

BRECKLAND COUNCIL DIGITAL PROGRAMME - 2019-2022 
 

Item No 
 

Project / 

BAU 

 

Project Name 
 

Project Detail 
 

Estimated Resource FTE 
 

Non Cashable Benefit 
 

Cashable Benefit 
 

One off delivery cost 
 

Ongoing Revenue Costs 
 

Ongoing Revenue Savings 
 

Additional Resource Costs 
 

Cost to deliver 

 
 
 
 

1 

 
 
 
 

Project 

 
 

 
Review and replace existing Customer Relation 

Management (CRM) software - creation of all forms with 

Goss Forms 

 
 
 

To adopt the Goss ICM system as the Council's CRM, 

replacing the current Lagan system. This will allow the roll- 

out of self- and assisted- service and the re-engineering of 

most service request processes. 

 
 
 

3 Developers 390 Days- 

1 PM 100 Days 

1 designer /UX resource 156 Days 

1 Content manager 100 Days 

 
 
 
 

Enhanced customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

 

£30k pa saving from removal 

of Lagan 

Reduction in paper processes 

Reduction in officer time 

(across Council and Customer 

teams) 

 
 
 
 

125,000 

 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 

(30,000) 

 
 
 
 

126,820 

 
 
 
 

£125k 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Project 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Open for Business' online portal 

To ensure that Breckland's 'offer' to new/small/prospective 

businesses is clearly communicated and easy to access via a 

new online portal which: 

 
• Is easy to navigate 

• Contains information relevant to their needs 

• Uses language that businesses understand (i.e.: not 

Council jargon) 

 
 
 

 
1 PM 5 Days 

1 Developer 60 Days 

1 Designer / UX Resource 10 Days 

1 Content manager 10 Days 

 
 
 

Improved local economy 

Enhance customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

Enhanced Council reputation, locally and 

regionally 

 
 
 
 
 

Increased business rates 

Reduction in officer time (Ec 

Dev and Customer teams) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 

14,450 

 
 
 
 
 
 

£5k 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Project 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rework all Report It Processes beginning with 

fly tipping, refuse and recycling processes with Goss and 

Whitespace 

The project creates an improved service which will enable 

service issues such as missed bins reported on our website, 

to be instantly sent to Serco for resolution, removing the 

customer service centre resource requirement and potential 

for delays. Linking the reporting system directly to 

Whitespace will also enable the resident to access service 

information relating directly to them via our website. For 

instance, if a resident attempts to report that their recycling 

bin has not been emptied, and the reason is because it was 

contaminated, the resident will be advised of the reason 

before reporting. They continue to have the option to 

proceed to report a missed bin, where an automated 

response will be sent, but this level of information enables 

the resident to understand the reason why it was not 

emptied. 

 
The improved service information will also be available to 

our call handlers, enabling residents to receive information 

at first point of contact, rather than having to be passed to 

Serco for a response. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 PM 30 Days 

1 Developer 90 Days 

1 Designer / UX Resource 20 Days 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enhanced customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reduction in officer time 

(Customer and Environmental 

Services teams) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
20,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
£20k 

 
 

4 
 
 

Project 
 
 

Create Breckland commercial property site 
 
Improve the appearance of the website pages to include 

more graphics and photos. 

 
 

1 Developer 5 Days 

1 Designer / UX Resource 5 Days 

 
Enhanced customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

Improved tenancy rate of 

commercial units 

Reduction in officer time 

(Property team) 

 
 

5,000 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

£5k 

 
 
 

5 

 
 
 

Project 

 
 
 

Integrate mapping into website and expand My Breckland 

 
Expand and improve the My Breckland account function 

Integrate the new GIS mapping software in 3 phases 

1. Roll out interactive mapping 

2. Add static maps on to relevant pages 

3. Use mapping product within the report it function 

 
 

1 PM 5 Days 

Developers 2 Fte 60 Days 

1 Designer / UX Resource 15 Days 

 
 

 
Enhanced customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

 
 

Reduction in officer time (inc. 

Customer, Planning & Env 

Services teams) 

 
 
 
 

5,000 

 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 

£5k + internal staff 
costs 
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6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Review and improve Breckland Housing processes / Virtual 

Housing Hub Officer 

Currently customers wishing to access Housing services can 

do so via a number of channels, including online. However, 

many of the back-office processes - to determine both the 

specific service the customer requires and level of priority - 

are still manual and therefore time-consuming and time- 

restricted (to office opening hours). 

 
This project seeks to create an online solution to 

significantly reduce calls and call handling and process 

within both Housing and the Customer Contact Centre. In 

addition Customers would effectively be provided with 

options and advice at first point of contact and not be 

subject to any delays. 

 
This project dovetails into the Goss CRM project as all new 

processes will be built with Goss rather than Lagan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N/A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enhanced customer experience 

Reduction in failure demand/ 

Less complaints to CC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reduction in officer time ( 

Customer and Housing teams) 

by reducing the 1600 calls into 

the CC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Internal development 
cost 

 
 
 

7 

 
 
 

Project 

 
 
 

Single Sign on to ARP (Revs and Bens) process 

 

Creating a 'single sign on' from Goss web platform to Capita 

which will also lead to doing the same for Whitespace and 

other systems 

  

Enhanced customer experience 

Improved take-up of Digital services 

 

Reduction in officer time (ARP, 

Env Services and Customer 

teams) 

 
 
 

5,000 

 
 
 

0 

 
 
 

0 

 
 
 

0 

 

 
Internal development cost 

plus use of Capital API 

- estimated as £5k 
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PROFORMA B

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be reviewed by Finance.

05/10/2018 Page 1 of 1
D:\moderngov\Data\AgendaItemDocs\8\3\0\AI00029038\$oj3

g3qg3.docx

BRECKLAND COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL

THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT

FROM: Mandy Chenery (Senior Accountant)
REPORT: Digital Work Programme
REPORT DATE: 09 August 2018

£ Year 1, 2 
& 3

£ Year 4

Capital and Revenue
Income
n/a - -
Costs
Salary costs 189,000
Ongoing revenue costs 48,000
Contribution Moving Forward Transformation Reserve (317,000)
Digital Programme software etc 253,000
Contribution Growth & Investment Reserve (125,000)
Efficiencies - (30,000)
Total Capital and Revenue 48,000 (30,000)

Considered By: Overview & Scrutiny/Cabinet
Date: 17/08/18  and 04/09/18

Financial Services Comments
This report will require approval by Full Council to release reserve funding to deliver the Digital 
Work Programme for the Council.   The costs may be capital or revenue dependant on the nature 
of the project and will be allocated appropriately by Finance at the time.  The ongoing revenue 
costs per year will be a cost pressure to the Council but should be fully off-set in future years 
once resource savings are realised.

The costs shown in the table are indicative as no tenders have been undertaken.  

The programme is a 3 year vision and no timings have been assigned to individual projects.

It is suggested that a review is undertaken in 2 years’ time to establish delivery of potential savings 
on resources which are dependent on channel shift results.

Financial Risk
It is proposed that £125k be earmarked for the programme from the Growth & Investment reserve 
for one of the projects as it is estimated the efficiency will deliver a return exceeding the 4% target.  

£317k can be funded from the Moving Forward Transformation reserve. This will leave a balance 
which will be required to fund remaining service reviews until complete.  Once these are 
completed any remaining funds within this reserve can be moved to the Digital Programme for 
future use.

This pro forma B will be updated before the final report is issued to Full Council.
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Digital Foundation Digital Customer Digital Council Digital Place

Item No
Project / 

BAU
Project Name Project Detail Estimated Resource FTE Non Cashable Benefit Cashable Benefit One off delivery cost Ongoing Revenue Costs Ongoing Revenue Savings Additional Resource Costs Cost to deliver

1 Project
Review and replace existing Customer Relation 

Management (CRM) software - creation of all forms with 
Goss Forms

To adopt the Goss ICM system as the Council's CRM, 
replacing the current Lagan system. This will allow the roll-
out of self- and assisted- service and the re-engineering of 
most service request processes.

3 Developers 390 Days- 
1 PM 100 Days

1 designer /UX resource 156 Days
1 Content manager 100 Days

Enhanced customer experience 
Improved take-up of digital services

£30k pa saving from removal 
of Lagan

Reduction in paper processes
Reduction in officer time 

(across Council and Customer 
teams)

125,000 0 (30,000) 126,820 £125k

2 Project  Open for Business' online portal

To ensure that Breckland's 'offer' to new/small/prospective 
businesses is clearly communicated and easy to access via a 
new online portal which:

• Is easy to navigate
• Contains information relevant to their needs
• Uses language that businesses understand (i.e.: not 
Council jargon)

1 PM 5 Days
1 Developer 60 Days

1 Designer / UX Resource 10 Days
1 Content manager 10 Days

Improved local economy
Enhance customer experience 

Improved take-up of digital services
Enhanced Council reputation, locally and 

regionally

Increased business rates
Reduction in officer time (Ec 

Dev and Customer teams)
5,000 0 0 14,450 £5k

3 Project  
Rework all Report It Processes beginning with 

fly tipping, refuse and recycling processes with Goss and 
Whitespace 

The project creates an improved service which will enable 
service issues such as missed bins reported on our website, 
to be instantly sent to Serco for resolution, removing the 
customer service centre resource requirement and potential 
for delays.  Linking the reporting system directly to 
Whitespace will also enable the resident to access service 
information relating directly to them via our website.  For 
instance, if a resident attempts to report that their recycling 
bin has not been emptied, and the reason is because it was 
contaminated, the resident will be advised of the reason 
before reporting.  They continue to have the option to 
proceed to report a missed bin, where an automated 
response will be sent, but this level of information enables 
the resident to understand the reason why it was not 
emptied.

The improved service information will also be available to 
our call handlers, enabling residents to receive information 
at first point of contact, rather than having to be passed to 
Serco for a response.

1 PM 30 Days
1 Developer 90 Days

1 Designer / UX Resource 20 Days

Enhanced customer experience
Improved  take-up of digital services

Reduction in officer time 
(Customer and Environmental 

Services teams)
20,000 0 0 0 £20k 

4 Project Create Breckland commercial property site
Improve the appearance of the website pages to include 
more graphics and photos.  

1 Developer 5 Days
1 Designer / UX Resource 5 Days

Enhanced customer experience
Improved  take-up of digital services

Improved tenancy rate of 
commercial units

Reduction in officer time 
(Property team)

5,000 0 0 0 £5k

5 Project Integrate mapping into website and expand My Breckland

Expand and improve the My Breckland account function
Integrate the new GIS mapping software in 3 phases
1. Roll out interactive mapping
2. Add static maps on to relevant pages
3. Use mapping product within the report it function

1 PM 5 Days
Developers 2 Fte 60 Days

1 Designer / UX Resource 15 Days

Enhanced customer experience
Improved  take-up of digital services

Reduction in officer time (inc. 
Customer, Planning & Env 

Services teams)
5,000 0 0 0 £5k + internal staff costs

6 Project Review and improve Breckland Housing processes / Virtual 
Housing Hub Officer

Currently customers wishing to access Housing services can 
do so via a number of channels, including online. However, 
many of the back-office processes - to determine both the 
specific service the customer requires and level of priority - 
are still manual and therefore time-consuming and time-
restricted (to office opening hours). 

This project seeks to create an online solution to 
significantly reduce calls and call handling and process 
within both Housing and the Customer Contact Centre. In 
addition Customers would effectively be provided with 
options and advice at first point of contact and not be 
subject to any delays. 

This project dovetails into the Goss CRM project as all new 
processes will be built with Goss rather than Lagan

N/A

Enhanced customer experience 
Reduction in failure demand/

 Less complaints to CC

Reduction in officer time ( 
Customer and Housing teams) 
by reducing the 1600 calls into 

the CC 

0 0 0 0 Internal development cost 

7 Project Single Sign on to ARP (Revs and Bens) process
Creating a 'single sign on' from Goss web platform to Capita 
which will also lead to doing the same for Whitespace and 
other systems

Enhanced customer experience
Improved take-up of digital services

Reduction in officer time (ARP, 
Env Services and Customer 

teams)
5,000 0 0 0

Internal development cost plus use of 
Capital API - estimated as £5k

DIGITAL
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Item No
Project / 

BAU
Project Name Project Detail Estimated Resource FTE Non Cashable Benefit Cashable Benefit One off delivery cost Ongoing Revenue Costs Ongoing Revenue Savings Additional Resource Costs Cost to deliver

BRECKLAND COUNCIL DIGITAL PROGRAMME - 2019-2022

8 Project Integrate new Public Protection system with Goss

Currently tendering for replacement Public Protection (Env 
Health & Licensing) software system.  Driver is to allow 
certain information to be requested / displayed within the 
‘My Council’ account portal.

The amount of integration will depend upon the final 
product selected.  We don’t intend to recreate the 
functionality provided by a new system within GOSS, rather 
ensure that the two can talk and pass through certain 
information.  

1 PM 20 Days
1 Developer 60 Days

1 Designer / UX Resource 20 Days
Integrated systems reducing waste Reduction in officer time

9 Project Implement mobile working in contact centre

Allow the contact centre to continue working in the advent 
of the office being unavailable or cut off due to severe 
weather

Further scoping will be carried out to 
determine the estimated resource for this 

project

Business resilience, in the event of an 
emergency

Future potential to operate 
service offsite, unlocking 

rentable office space
35,000 0 0 0 £35k

10 BAU

Business As Usual programme which includes but not 
definitive:

1.  Improvements to Capita payments page
2.  Self service payment machines in Elizabeth House
3.  Self - Service appointment booking
4.  Self - Service Scanning in Elizabeth House 
5.  Improved 'contact us' process

These BAU projects will be to  improve the user experience, 
allow residents to make payments of Council bills, Self check 
in and appointment system for Elizabeth House and allow 
Customers to self scan documents for submission as well as 
improve the website Contact Us process

1 PM 18 Days
1 Developer 16 Days

1 Content manager 20 Days
1 Designer / UX Resource 5 Days

Enhanced customer experience
Improved take-up of digital services and 

Staged contact process replacing all other 
contact means on websites. 

Detailed tracking of user journeys

Overall a greater volume of 
online payments.  Reduction in 
officer time (Customer team).  
Potential of £34,000 saving 
per annum.  Reduction in 
phone and face to face 
contacts

53,000 16,000 tbc

1.  £7k
2.  £20k capital plus £2k annual 
     licence
3.  £10,000 capital £4,000 revenue
4.  £16k one off capital + £10 pa 
     Revenue
5.  Internal development cost 

253,000 16,000 (30,000) 141,270

Shared ICT Project Manager costs                                           48,225 

253,000 16,000 (30,000) 189,495

Separate report for approval
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Member for People and Information

To: Cabinet – 16 October 2018

Author: Corey Gooch – Senior Business Intelligence Officer

Subject: Performance Overview Report – Quarter 1 2018/19 

Purpose: To provide an update on Council performance for the period 1st April 2018 to 
31st June 2018

Recommendation(s): 

1)  To note the content of the report

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Quarter 1 Performance Report (Appendix A) provides Members and residents with 
information about the Council’s delivery against its Corporate Priorities and on the 
Council’s Corporate Health.  This covering report presents a summary of the status of the 
Council’s key indicators.

1.2 Areas of success, where performance is above target, are brought to Members’ attention, 
as are areas of concern where performance is below anticipated outcomes or is 
considered to be worsening.  Areas of performance are discussed at Performance Board.

1.3 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Q1
2015/

16

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
2016/

17

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
2017/

18

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
2018/

19

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

Green
Amber
Red

Performance Indicator Status FY 2016/17

1.4 Current status of key performance indicators (above):  Quarter 1’s performance is 
assessed as ‘good’ with 12 indicators (65%) marked ‘Green’, meaning that performance 
is very good and is meeting or exceeding the achievable standard.  3 indicators (17%) 
are ‘Amber’ meaning performance in these areas is at an acceptable level between the 
minimum and achievable standards. 3 indicators (17%) are ‘Red’, meaning performance 
is ‘fair’ and meeting average standards based on past reports.
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1.5 AREAS OF SUCCESS

1.6 Performance in environmental services has seen good figures in the quarter with missed 
collections at the lowest figure since the end of 15/16 with only 14 bins missed per 
100,000 households in Q1 which translates to 99.99% of collections made in the period 
and in total only 37 missed bins for the district as a whole over the 3 month period.

1.7 Income generated by the Environmental Health Training and consultancy trading arm has 
had a very successful quarter, the figure sits nearly double the financial targets set for 
Gross income generated, and this is largely down to primary authority businesses buying 
packages up front which demonstrates the income all in one transaction. This is a very 
positive agreement between EHT&C and its customers and serves as an alternate 
transaction method which ensures all money is received in one payment for that primary 
authority instead of spread over the year. There is also the possibility that other 
businesses will opt for this agreement which would generate further income as well as 
the traditional payments for a defined number of hours.

1.8 Food business rated ‘Generally Satisfactory’ or above continues to perform in a very 
positive trend, for further context a breakdown of these figures indicate that only 45 food 
establishments out of 1,415 are deemed as less than ‘generally satisfactory; which is a 
score of 3 or above. The service also ensures that assistance is offered to food 
businesses who do not meet the rating of 3 or above, such offers include further training 
or consultancy which also includes our environmental health consultancy trading arm, 
further enforcement action is also undertaken where services cannot meet such Food 
health and safety requirements.

1.9 AREAS OF CONCERN

Commercial property gross rental income is under target for Q1, occupancy sits at 90% 
at a target of 98%, the reason for being under target is due to the lease surrender of a 
property within the asset portfolio, rent has not been received from this now void property 
since July 2017, the service is actively promoting and marketing this property to minimise 
the void period along with the remaining void units within the portfolio.

1.10 Staff turnover is above its optimal target of 2.5% or less, the figure sits at 5.2% for 
quarter 1 and there have been 15 leavers in the time period reported. A majority of the 
leavers consist of resignations and reasons for leaving continues to be monitored via 
leaver interviews conducted by HR, the service has no concerns in regards to these 
figures at presents and is looking to address them via multiple processes.

1.11 The % of FOI requests Breckland have responded to within time limits has improved by 
6% since last quarter and has improved by 1% since the same period last year but as 
this figure sits at 78% for Q1 it is still significantly below the target of 100%, the team 
handling FOIs are looking at a project to move more of our responses and available 
information on the councils website in order to answer as many FOIs on the spot as 
possible, alongside publishing more info via FAQ like pages the service is also working to 
digitalise and automate its contact channels via the FOI web forms which would 
significantly reduce officer time spent in responding and administrating the FOI process 
as it currently is.
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2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 This report makes one recommendation that the performance measure for Garden waste 
revenue is changed to show the number of current subscribers to the Garden Waste 
scheme.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1     Modifying the Performance Measure for Garden Waste revenue to number of subscribers 
will show a better reflection of the schemes performance as well as interest and how many 
residents it reaches, currently the financial information will take into account things like 
promotions and money saving offers which will not show a true reflection on subscribers, 
the financial elements of Garden waste is also reported in other reports so members will be 
aware of this information via other channels. 

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 Not applicable.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the 
Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2 Constitution & Legal

5.2.1 Constitution and Legal Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.

5.3 Contracts

5.3.1 Contracts implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.

5.4 Corporate Priorities

5.4.1 The report presents progress monitoring of performance of the corporate priorities.

5.5 Crime and Disorder 

5.5.1 Crime and Disorder implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.

5.6 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights implications have been considered and it is the 
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7 Financial 

5.7.1 Financial implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.
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5.8 Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1 Health & Wellbeing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.

5.9 Risk Management 

5.9.1 Risk implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that there 
are no implications.

5.10 Staffing

5.10.1 Staffing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.

5.11 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.12.1 Stakeholder / Consultation / Timescale implications have been considered and it is the 
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 No Wards or Communities are affected

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 EMT – Executive Management Team

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide
Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Ross Bangs – Corporate Improvement & Performance Manager
Telephone Number: 01362 656268
Email: ross.bangs@breckland-sholland.gov.uk 

Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post: Ross bangs – Corporate Improvement & Performance Manager

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Quarter 1 Performance Report
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Q1 2018/19 BDC Overview and Scrutiny Report
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Indicator Value of Grants Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 N/A

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £36,462.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The total amount of grant 
money that has been 
awarded via the 
community development 
team

 

None 

 

Higher is better as we look to bring in more 
money for grants

Total value has been awarded from multiple organisations such as
 Holme Hale Playing Field Trust
 Parochial Church Council of the Ecclesiastical Parish of 

Thetford Foulden Parish Council
 Shipdham P.C.
 The Garden Science Trust
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Indicator Breckland Lottery (Value awarded) Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 N/A

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £7,713.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The overall amount of 
money that has been 
awarded via the Breckland 
lottery

 

None 

 

Higher is better as we look to generate more 
money for community ‘good causes’

£7713 has been generated for community 'good causes' over the first 
quarter of 2018/19, since the Lottery launched on March 30th 2018.

This a relatively good start, in line with Gatherwell Lottery 
Management companies expectations for a district with our profile. 
However, we will look to double the amount of income per quarter 
over the remaining quarters of 18/19. 
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Indicator % of FOI requests responded to within the time limit Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Num responded in 
timescale

Number due in quarter Value

Q1 2017/18 112 148 76%

Current Performance Q1

Num responded in 
timescale

Number due in quarter Value

Q1 2018/19 118 151 78%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Of the FOI's responded to 
in the month, the 
percentage of ones that 
were responded to within 
the statutory 20 day 
timescale

 

100%

 

A higher % is better as we look to answer more 
FOI's in the 20 day timescale

This figure remains below target but is not low enough to draw any 
significant issues, however the service (CIP) is looking to digitalise its 
processes for FOIs and work with services on improving response 
rates via FAQs and publishing more data and responses onto the 
council’s website.
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Indicator % of complaints responded to within agreed timescales Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Complaints in 
Timescale

Complaints Closed in 
Period

Value

Q1 2017/18 25 51 49.02%

Current Performance Q1

Complaints in 
Timescale

Complaints Closed in 
Period

Value

Q1 2018/19 57 80 71.25%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Of the complaints 
responded to in the 
period, the percentage of 
ones that were responded 
to within the agreed 
timescale

 

80%
 

Higher is better as we look to respond to as 
many complaints we can within timescales

Significantly improved since this period last year and currently at its 
highest score, the service looks to continue this trend and meet the 
minimum target set of 80%
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Indicator % of Calls Abandoned Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

# Calls Abandoned # Calls Received Value

Q1 2017/18 6,120 39,721 15.41%

Current Performance Q1

# Calls Abandoned # Calls Received Value

Q1 2018/19 4,697 36,084 13.02%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of calls that are 
answered by an 
appropriate member of 
staff from the total of calls 
offered 

 

10.1%

 

A lower % is better as we look to answer more 
calls  

Slightly above target for this quarter as the service has been looking 
to promote digital channels, this has naturally resulted in longer time 
spent on the phone and therefore increased abandonment rates. 
Although slightly above target the abandonment rate is in a much 
better position than this period last year which is often a busy period 
for customer contact.
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Indicator New website visitors Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 52,852

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 67,820

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of new visitors to 
the Council's website

 

None 
 

A higher number is better as we look to get 
more people accessing the website

There has been an increase by around 15,000 visitors for Q1 in 
comparison to Q1 last year, this is a positive reflection of the 
councils digital channel shift.
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Indicator % of household waste recycled or composted Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Recycle/Compost 
Tonnage

Total Waste Collected 
Tonnage

Value

Q1 2017/18 5803.38 12724.44 45.47%

Current Performance Q1

Recycle/Compost 
Tonnage

Total Waste Collected 
Tonnage

Value

Q1 2018/19 5705.24 13334.51 42.68%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of household waste 
which has been recycled 
and composted (includes 
garden waste) against all 
the household waste 
collected

 

44.2%
 

A higher % is better as we look to recycle or 
compost more waste  

Recycling tonnage has increased as well as the total amount of waste 
collected, service continues to encourage recycling and garden waste 
where possible.
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Indicator Flytipping - tonnes Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 60.00 tonnes

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 50.73 tonnes

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Estimated tonnage of 
Waste collected from fly 
tipping 

 

 None
 

Lower is better as we look to reduce the fly 
tipping tonnage collected

Estimated tonnage awaiting confirmed tonnages from County, 
slightly reduced from this point last year. Fly tipping continues to be 
monitored by the service.
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Indicator Missed Waste Collections Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Number of missed 
collections

Num of collections per 
100,000

Value

Q1 2017/18 48 2.6 19

Current Performance Q1

Number of missed 
collections

Num of collections per 
100,000

Value

Q1 2018/19 37 2.6 14

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of missed waste 
collections per 100,000 
households

 
15

 
A lower number is better as we look to ensure 
fewer waste collections are missed 

Missed waste collections are at the lowest they have been for the last 
5 quarters as positive trend from Q4 last year continues into 18/19
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Indicator Garden Waste Revenue Generated Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 £664,480.66

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £696,957.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Amount of revenue 
generated from Garden 
Waste Subscriptions

 

£698,192.00

 

Higher is better as we look to generate more 
income from the Garden waste scheme

Garden waste revenue generated from subscriptions continues to 
deliver above financial targets as the scheme generated significantly 
over the financial targets set. Finance has processed these figures 
and the Garden waste scheme is on track to achieve income forecast 
and moving forward target with 21,000 subscribers on the scheme 
for Q1
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Indicator Number of Incidents of Fly Tipping Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 212

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 337

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of reported fly 
tipping incidents collected 
by Serco

 

None 

 

Lower is better Whilst this is not a targeted PI there has been an increase in fly 
tipping since 212 reported in Q4 17/18, the increase in reported 
incidents is likely to be related to charge implementations for DIY 
Waste at Norfolk County Council level resulting in more fly tipping 
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Indicator Gross income generated by EHT&C Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £48,000.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The amount of gross 
income generated by the 
Environmental Health, 
Training and consultancy 
commercial trading arm

 

£26,250.00

 

Higher is better as we look to generate more 
income from our environmental health training 
and consultancy department

Income is significantly above target in first quarter due to Primary 
Authority businesses buying packages up front and billed once a 
year, whilst still having the opportunity to buy further credits if they 
wish, so whilst this income is reflected in only one period other 
businesses may choose to enter such an agreement which would 
generate further Primary authority payments.
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Indicator Net Income generated by EHT&C (after expenditure) Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £43,935.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The amount of net income 
(surplus after expenditure) 
generated by the 
Environmental Health, 
Training and consultancy 
commercial trading arm 

 

£29,500.00

 

Higher is better as we look to generate more 
income from our environmental health training 
and consultancy department

Net income after expenditure is reflecting as positive and above 
targets set by finance, once again this is shown by a positive period 
with primary authority businesses purchasing EHT&C services and 
generating income well above target.
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Indicator Food Businesses Rated 'Generally Satisfactory' or Above Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Number rated 3,4 or 5 Total number of food 
businesses

Value

Q1 2017/18 1,174 1,200 97.83%

Current Performance Q1

Number rated 3,4 or 5 Total number of food 
businesses

Value

Q1 2018/19 1,370 1,415 96.82%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The % of rateable food 
businesses with a rating of 
3 (generally satisfactory), 4 
(good) or 5 (very good) as 
a % of the total number of 
rateable businesses

 

 None

 

Higher is better as we look to have more 
businesses with a good or above food rating

We continue to work with Food businesses rated below 3 via 
enforcement and/or training and consultancy services but in 
comparison out of the 1,415 food businesses in the district there are 
only 45 that are rated below a 3 or above. We are looking to 
implement targets for this performance measure to achieve at least 
95% consistently.
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Indicator Staff turnover % Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Number of Leavers Number of Employees Value

Q1 2017/18 15 272 5.5%

Current Performance Q1

Number of Leavers Number of Employees Value

Q1 2018/19 15 291 5.2%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of total leavers against 
total number of staff 
employed in period 
(includes involuntary 
leavers)
  Target is 10% for the year 
which has been 
benchmarked

 

2.5%

 

Lower is better as we look to retain staff In comparison there have been the same number of leavers this 
quarter as there was for this period last year, a majority of leavers 
consisted of resignations which is around the average number for 
this period based on previous data. Benchmarking is currently being 
looked at which will help the service understand how the councils 
turnover rates compare to other local authorities and what 
constitutes “healthy” turnover.
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Indicator % of time lost to sickness Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Working Hours Lost Working Hours 
Available

Value

Q1 2017/18

Current Performance Q1

Working Hours Lost Working Hours 
Available

Value

Q1 2018/19 1,421.11 41,183.27 3.48%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of time lost in hours due 
to sickness

 

 None
Low 

 Lower is better as we look to reduce the 
amount of working time lost to sickness

This is a new PI implemented for 18/19 so we will look to monitor 
the data coming from iTrent and begin to set baselines and targets 
once we have an overview of time lost
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Indicator Cases Prevented from Homelessness per 1,000 Households Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 4.0

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 N/A

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Prevention and Relieving of 
Homelessness (No. of 
potentially homeless cases 
diverted from 
homelessness per 1,000 
households)  

 

 

 

This is not a targeted measure. The number does 
not reflect % of cases prevented from homelessness 
and therefore will fluctuate dependent upon demand 
to the service.  

Please note – Data is not available for this reporting period as there 
has been a system wide issue, the software provider is aware and 
working on this and the service has confirmed this data will be 
provided as soon as possible, it will also be provided for any missing 
periods and backfilled in order to ensure the service responds to its 
government returns
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Indicator Empty Properties - Back in Use Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 61

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of empty 
properties brought back 
into use within the district 
 

 

25

 

More is better as we look to reduce the 
number of empty properties in the District

Figures show there were 61 properties in the district that have been 
brought back into use which contributes towards the new homes 
bonus. This data is based on the difference in number of empty 
properties at the beginning and end of the quarter, going forward the 
service is working to define the increase and decrease causes in more 
detail.
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Indicator Local Unemployment Levels Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 3,610

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 1,970

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Figures from external 
sources to provide context 
on the District

 

None 
 

Lower is better as it provides context of an 
economically active District

Unemployment levels have nearly halved since this period last year 
which shows a more economically active district with more 
opportunities provided and more residents are in employment.
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Indicator % of Major applications determined within 13 weeks or agreed extension Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 67%

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 100%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% determined within 13 
weeks (or with agreed 
extension) 
 
Contractual target is 50% 

 
90%

 
Higher is better as we look to get more 
applications agreed in timescale

5 of 5 major applications determined within 13 weeks or the agreed 
extension
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Indicator % of Minor applications determined within 8 weeks or agreed extension Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 91%

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 95.89%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% determined within 8 
weeks (or with agreed 
extension) 

 
70%

 
Higher is better as we look to get more 
applications agreed in timescale

62 of 64 minor applications determined within 8 weeks or agreed 
extension
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Indicator Housing Benefit LA Error Rate Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Error expenditure Total housing benefit 
expendit

Value

Q1 2017/18 25,265.45 7,544,151.86 0.33%

Current Performance Q1

Error expenditure Total housing benefit 
expendit

Value

Q1 2018/19 13,710.57 7,316,452.93 0.19%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Local Authority error in 
Housing Benefit 
overpayment Amount of 
benefits overpaid divided 
by benefits paid (% of 
overall expenditure)  

 

0.35%

 

Lower is better as we look to minimise the 
amount of money paid in error and reduce the 
risk of financial penalty (which occurs above 
0.48%)  

Error rate has started off in a good position in comparison to this 
time last year where it was 0.2% below red threshold, current trends 
indicate the LA error rate will remain on target for the year.
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Indicator Net Business Rates receipts Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

In year collection 
amount

Total collectable debit Value

Q1 2017/18 £9116832

Current Performance Q1

In year collection 
amount

Total collectable debit Value

Q1 2018/19 £10313258

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Actual revenue collected in 
respect of Business Rates 
against budge

 
£15381342

 
Higher is better as we look to collect as much 
of the business rates debit as possible 

ARP continues to work to targets for Business rate collection
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Indicator Net Council Tax receipts Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

In year collection 
amount

Total collectable debit Value

Q1 2017/18 £19723696

Current Performance Q1

In year collection 
amount

Total collectable debit Value

Q1 2018/19 £21259174

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Actual revenue collected 
in respect of Council Tax 
against the amount which 
the authority has 
budgeted  

 
£35503628

 
Higher is better as we look to collect as much 
of the Council Tax debit as possible  

ARP continues to work to targets for Council tax collection
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Indicator Commercial Property Occupancy Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Total floor space let 
(sq.ft)

Total lettable space 
(sq.ft.)

Value

Q1 2017/18 618,040 631,074 98%

Current Performance Q1

Total floor space let 
(sq.ft)

Total lettable space 
(sq.ft.)

Value

Q1 2018/19 578,426.333 637,341 91%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Target is to achieve 90% 
occupancy level of the 
Council's commercial 
property (investment, non-
operational) assets which 
excludes operational 
assets 
Calculated by total floor 
space let over the total 
lettable space.  

 

98%

 

A higher number is better as we look to rent 
out as much of the commercial property space 
as possible and increase income  

3 units at Riverside now let.

The Commercial Property occupancy remains lower than previously 
reported primarily due to the Kings Lynn investment asset (ex Jaeger 
unit) remaining void.  This one asset represents 7%.  We are actively 
promoting and marketing all of our vacant properties to minimise 
void periods. 

         

         

Indicator Commercial Property Gross Rental Income Trend Chart
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Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2017/18 £804,281.00

Current Performance Q1

Numerator Denominator Value

Q1 2018/19 £740,186.00

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

This is the total gross 
rental income that is 
forecast to be achieved 
from the Commercial 
Property assets including 
Riverside and Barnham 
Broom.
 

 

£1,317,569.30

 

Higher is better as we look to increase our 
income from assets

Commercial property occupancy is currently at 91% against a target 
of 98%

The monthly value is below target as the lease surrender of the Kings 
Lynn property has affected our outturn as no rent has been received 
on this property since July 2017.  We are actively promoting and 
marketing this property to minimise the void period along with the 
remaining void units within the portfolio.
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of:      Executive Member People and Information 
Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director – Strategy & Governance

To: Overview and Scrutiny Commission, 27th September 2018
Cabinet, 16th October 2018

(Author: Ross Bangs, Corey Gooch Corporate Improvement & Performance Manager 
(shared), Business Intelligence Officer)

Subject Equality and Diversity Policy

Purpose: To present the draft of the Council’s Equality and Diversity policy to the 
Overview and Scrutiny Commission for review.

Recommendation(s): 

1) That the Overview and Scrutiny Commission recommend the adoption of the draft Equality 
and Diversity Policy to Cabinet on 16th October 2018.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The current Equality and Diversity policy was originally adopted in January 2014. The new 
version looks to update the policy in line with any changes that have been seen in the last 4 
years and renew the format.

1.2 The format changes to the policy have been made in order to produce a policy that is 
written in plain English and reduced in size.

1.3 The new policy achieves this by linking directly to the Equality and Diversity Act and 
therefore reducing the need to make regular changes to the policy should there be changes 
to the act as this is incorporated into the policy.

1.4 Appendix A is the draft policy that is being introduced to the commission asking for your 
recommendation to Cabinet for adoption.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Overview and Scrutiny Commission to review the draft Equality and Diversity policy and 
make a recommendation to Cabinet to adopt the new Policy.

2.2 Do nothing.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 The currently adopted policy is 4 years old and due a review. Whilst there have not been 
any fundamental changes to statutory requirements, the new policy is improved for the 
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benefit of all those engaging with the Council. 

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 An updated policy will provide an opportunity to promote the policy and reintroduce new 
procedures to ensure that the services are aware of their requirements.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation 
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under 
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Constitutional & Legal
5.1.1 The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.2 Contracts
5.2.1 The policy details the responsibility we have when commissioning and procuring services 

as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.3 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
5.3.1 The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.4 Staffing
5.4.1 The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 N/A

7.0 ACRONYMS

7.1 N/A

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete 
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Ross Bangs, Corey Gooch Corporate Improvement & Performance 

Manager (shared), Business Intelligence Officer
Telephone Number 07870 835233 
Email: ross.bangs@breckland-sholland.gov.uk, corey.gooch@breckland-

sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: Yo

Exempt Decision: No
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This report refers to a Mandatory Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Equality and Diversity Policy
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Equality & Diversity 
Policy
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Introduction

Promoting equality, respecting diversity and encouraging 
more independent communities

Breckland Council recognises that different people have different needs and 
our aim is to provide services that can respond to those needs. Our 
residents should have fair and equal access to our services.

We recognise, respect and value diversity within our workforce as an asset 
in meeting the diverse needs of our service users.

As a local authority we have a variety of roles; as a provider of services, a 
regulator, a commissioner and contractor, an employer and a community 
partner. We need to make sure that when we provide services or take 
action, we do so in a way which does not discriminate unfairly or which is 
unlawful.

In promoting a sense of fairness and equality of opportunity, we also want 
to build a strong sense of belonging and pride for everyone who lives, 
works or visits the district. We want people of all backgrounds to feel 
valued and be able to fully participate in, and contribute to, building a strong 
and independent community in Breckland.

What is our aim?
Breckland Council is committed to promoting fair and equal access to 
services and equality in employment. We recognise need to advance 
equality of opportunity for the people we serve and employ and ensure we 
eliminate discrimination, harassment or victimisation of all, especially in 
regards to our differing characteristics

These differences include:

 Age

 Disability

 Gender reassignment

 Marriage and civil partnership

 Pregnancy and maternity

 Race including nationality and colour

 Religion or belief

 Sex

 Sexual orientation
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Why are we doing it?
This policy supports our priorities of enabling stronger, more 
independent communities and supporting Breckland to develop and 
thrive.

Understanding our residents, who they are and what they need, helps us to 
do all we can in the current economic climate to maintain services that they 
tell us are important.

Under the Equality Act 2010, we have a public sector duty to:

 Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation

 Advance equality of opportunity

 Foster good relations

This policy sets out our ambitions in line with the Equality Act 2010, full details of which 
are available in The Act and we will continue to work to the requirements of this Act 
and any changes.

How will we do it?

As a service provider we will:

 Consult with interested parties to ensure our services meet the needs of 
those who live, work or visit the borough.

 Integrate and embed equalities into service design and delivery.

 Assess the impacts of changes we make to policies or services and 
mitigate against anything which is potentially negative.

 Arrange, where appropriate, alternative communication support 
including BSL, large print, Braille, interpreting and translation.

 Ensure our buildings are accessible.

 Continue to offer and deliver services in an accessible way including 
using the latest technology.
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As an employer we will:

 Be committed to treating all employees (and applicants for  employment), 
fairly and on merit, and to the development and implementation of 
employment policies, procedures and practices that do not discriminate 
unlawfully on the grounds of the protected characteristics as outlined in 
the Equality Act 2010.

 Ensure that all policies, procedures and guidelines comply with the 
Equality Act 2010 and create a working environment that encourages 
diversity, respects difference and treats employees with dignity at all 
times.

 Be committed to providing equal access to training and development 
within available resources.

 Regularly monitor employee and applicant data and review the 
composition of the workforce.

As a community leader and partner the Council will:

 Aim to improve and enrich the quality of life of those living and working 
within this district by creating a sustainable community; a place of 
choice for people to want to live, work, study and visit, now and in the 
future.

 Commit to ensuring we challenge and eliminate discrimination and 
promote equality of opportunity.

 Ensure that all residents are provided with equal access to our services.

 Develop a community where everyone feels valued and there is equal 
access to services and employment across the statutory, private and 
community/voluntary sectors.

 Promote a sense of pride and belonging in the district where everyone 
is valued and able to live or work side by side, contributing together in 
building a strong, independent community.

In the commissioning and procurement of services we will:

 Where relevant, include equality related questions in our tender 
documents for example when a provider requires specific know-how or 
skills relating to equality, such as cultural awareness.
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How will we measure our progress?

 We will monitor, where relevant and proportionate, who uses our 
services with respect to the differences outlined above.

 In line with our statutory requirements, we will annually:

o Publish information about our residents and staff.

o Publish information on how we are meeting our general equality 
duty.

Who will do this?

 All staff because everyone has a responsibility not to discriminate 
against services users or colleagues.

 Managers because they have a responsibility to ensure that services 
meet the needs of our residents.

 Organisations that we commission or procure to provide direct services 
to our residents, as they are acting on behalf of the council.

 The Corporate Management Team because they have a responsibility 
to lead the equality and diversity agenda for the organisation.

 The Members in ensuring that equality is reflected in their relevant 
portfolio areas.
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Member People and Information 
Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director – Strategy & Governance

To: Overview and Scrutiny Commission, 27th September 2018
Cabinet, 16th October 2018

(Author: Ross Bangs, Corey Gooch Corporate Improvement & Performance Manager 
(shared), Business Intelligence Officer)

Subject Freedom of Information Policy

Purpose: To present the draft of the Council’s Freedom of Information policy to the 
Overview and Scrutiny Commission for review.

Recommendation(s): 

1) That the Overview and Scrutiny Commission recommend the adoption of the draft Freedom 
of Information Policy to Cabinet on 16th October 2018.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The current Freedom of Information policy was originally adopted in June 2014. The new 
version looks to update the policy in line with any changes that have been seen in the last 4 
years and renew the format.

1.2 The format changes to the policy have been made in order to produce a policy that is 
written in plain English and reduced in size.

1.3 The new policy achieves this by linking directly to the Freedom of Information Act and 
therefore reducing the need to make regular changes to the policy should there be changes 
to the act as this is incorporated into the policy.

1.4 Appendix A is the draft policy that is being introduced to the commission asking for your 
recommendation to Cabinet for adoption.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Overview and Scrutiny Commission to review the draft freedom of information policy and 
make a recommendation to Cabinet to adopt the new Policy.

2.2 Do nothing.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 The currently adopted policy is 4 years old and due a review. Whilst there have not been 
any fundamental changes to statutory requirements, the new policy is improved for the 
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benefit of the people wishing to contact the Council regarding freedom of information. 

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 An updated policy will provide an opportunity to promote the policy and reintroduce new 
procedures to ensure that the services are aware of their statutory requirements.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation 
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under 
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Constitutional & Legal
5.1.1 It is a statutory requirement to answer freedom of information requests. This policy provides 

assurance that this is clearly set out to services and requesters.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 N/A

7.0 ACRONYMS

7.1 N/A

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete 
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Ross Bangs, Corey Gooch Corporate Improvement & Performance 

Manager (shared), Business Intelligence Officer
Telephone Number 07870 835233 
Email: ross.bangs@breckland-sholland.gov.uk, corey.gooch@breckland-

sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: Yo

Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Freedom of Information Policy
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Freedom of 
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Introduction

Providing the right to information

Breckland Council recognises that the Freedom of Information Act provides 
the public with access to information that would otherwise be unavailable 
and is the route to providing and enabling more open and transparent 
public services.

We recognise, respect and value this right and our responsibilities to 
enable this transparency in its appropriate circumstances.

In promoting a sense of openness and transparency, we hope to build a 
strong sense of trust in all those who interact with the council. 

What is our aim?
Breckland Council is committed to providing the right of access to 
information held. We recognise the need to effectively communicate with 
requesters whether the information is held, exempt or subject to a fee, 
support requesters to receive the information that is requested and treat 
requests for information equally, as appropriate.

Why are we doing it?
This policy supports our priorities of providing the right services, at the 
right time and in the right way.

Providing the right services and ensuring that we are transparent with our 
information allows us to build and grow trust with the public and support 
Breckland to thrive. 

Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, we have a duty to:

 Inform the requester in writing whether information is held 

 Where it is held, to communicate that information

 Comply with “the duty to confirm or deny”

This policy sets out our ambitions in line with the Freedom of Information Act 2000, full 
details of which are available in The Act and we will continue to work to the 
requirements of this Act and any changes that may occur following the publishing of 
this policy.
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How will we do it?

As a Local Authority we will:

 Respond to requests for information adhere to the statutory time 
requirements of the act. Where all required information is provided from 
the requester in writing, we shall respond within 20 working days

 In line with the requirement for a publication scheme, we will publish 
certain information proactively. Details of which are available in the 
publication policy (link to this)

 Consider any use of the exemptions available via the Act and enact 
these appropriately including where cost of compliance exceeds 
appropriate limit

 Address all vexatious and contacts deemed unacceptable though our 
Unreasonable and Vexatious policy (link this)

 Allow appropriate use of data sets and re-use of data via our re-use 
policy (link this)

 Consider the application of section 45 code of practice which gives 
recommendations for public authorities about their handling of requests

 Consider the application of section 46 code of practice covers good 
records management practice and the obligations of public authorities 
under the Public Records Acts

 Consider the Duty to provide advice and assistance (section 16)

How will we measure our progress?

 We will monitor, where relevant and proportionate, the requests 
that are received in order to 

o Ensure we are meeting the statutory timescale of 20 working 
days

o Continue to proactively publish relevant and appropriate 
information

 In line with the code of guidance requirements, we will publish:

o information about the numbers of requests received
o the timeliness of our responses
o the number of requests where the information was granted
o the number of requests where the information was withheld 
o the number of internal reviews
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Who will do this?

 All staff because everyone has a responsibility provide access to 
information

 The Corporate Improvement and Performance team because they 
have oversight all requests including the logging, chasing and 
responding of requests

 Organisations that we commission or procure to provide direct services 
to our residents, where they are acting on behalf of the council and 
eligible to provide information.

 The Corporate Management Team because they have a responsibility 
to lead the right to information for the organisation.

 The Members in ensuring that they support provision of authority 
information 
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Paul Claussen, Executive Member Place  

To: Overview and Scrutiny Commission, 27th September 2018
Cabinet, 16th October 2018

Author: (Steve James, Communities & Environmental Services Manager)

Subject: Health and Wellbeing 

Purpose: To discuss the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy for Norfolk and 
Waveney and the role the Council has in its delivery

Recommendation(s): 

1) That Cabinet agrees the formal sign off of the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy

2) That Cabinet notes the current position of the Sustainability and Transformation Partnership

3) That Cabinet agrees to the development of a more formalised approach to Health and 
Wellbeing within the Council

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Health and Social Care Act of 2012 instigated significant changes in the 
commissioning and delivery of Health and Social Care in the UK.  As a result of this a 
number new bodies were formed to take on responsibilities for different aspects of the 
system, such as Health and Wellbeing Boards and Clinical Commissioning Groups 
(CCG’s).

1.2 This also saw the creation of Public Health England as a national entity with 
responsibilities of Public Health locally moving to Local Authorities (Norfolk County 
Council) in 2013.  As this has become established over the past 5 years there has been a 
desire to further integrate services to provide a person centred approach culminating in 
the production of the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy for Norfolk and Waveney.

1.3 In 2016, NHS organisations and local councils came together to form Sustainability and 
Transformation Partnerships (STPs) covering the whole of England, and set out their 
proposals to improve health and care for patients.

1.4 STPs are five-year plans covering all aspects of NHS spending in England. Forty-four 
areas have been identified as the geographical ‘footprints’ on which the plans are based, 
with an average population size of 1.2 million people (the smallest covers a population of 
300,000 and the largest 2.8 million). A named individual has led the development of each 
STP. Most STP leaders come from CCGs and NHS trusts or foundation trusts, but a small 
number come from local government.

1.5 In Norfolk and Waveney, the STP has five strategic work streams:

• Primary and community care
• Mental health
• Acute transformation
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• Cancer
• Urgent and emergency care

1.6 There are also four cross cutting work streams which are:

• Communications and engagement
• Digital
• Workforce
• Estates

1.7 Currently, £2.6 billion is spent on health and social care in Norfolk and Waveney every 
year and the STP also recognises that growing financial challenges in different parts of the 
NHS can’t be addressed in isolation. Instead, providers and commissioners are being 
asked to come together to manage the collective resources available for NHS services for 
their local population.  

1.8 In order to achieve the strategic ambition for integration, Norfolk and Waveney STP is 
working to become an Integrated Care System (ICS); this is an evolution of the existing 
partnership arrangements and brings about a new type of even closer collaboration. In 
effect this will mean NHS organisations, in partnership with local councils and others take 
collective responsibility for managing resources, delivering NHS standards, and improving 
the health of the population they serve.

1.9 In February, Norfolk and Waveney’s STP Group outlined its ambitions for closer working 
in its expression of interest to become an ICS. So far it has received encouraging 
feedback from NHS England, who has advised that they want to work with the STP 
Group over the next six to twelve months so that they can be fully prepared and ready to 
become an ICS.

2.0 NORFOLK AND WAVENEY HEALTH AND WELLBEING STRATEGY

2.1 Norfolk Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) commenced the refresh of its new Joint 
Health and Wellbeing Strategy in December 2017.  A final draft version of the Strategy 
was presented to the HWB in July 2018 (Appendix A) which set out the vision, priorities 
and values.  Following subsequent agreement of these at the next HWB in October 2018, 
they will move into an implementation phase that will see the development of an 
implementation plan, development of an outcomes framework and understanding the 
actions HWB partners will take in delivering the Strategy.

2.2 It was considered important that there was clear strategic alignment between the HWB 
and its Joint Health & Wellbeing Strategy and the STP. As such the Strategy will help form 
the links and connections across the wider system, as part of the system interface with the 
STP.

2.3 The overarching vision and priorities for the Strategy align to the STP and its ambition for 
Norfolk and Waveney to become an ICS and are as follows:
• A single sustainable system

HWB partners taking joint strategic oversight of the health and wellbeing and care 
system – leading the change and creating the conditions for integration and a single 
sustainable system
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• Prioritising prevention

A shared commitment to supporting people to be healthy, independent and resilient 
throughout life.  Offering our help early to prevent and reduce demand on specialist 
services 

• Tackling inequalities in communities

Providing support for those who are most vulnerable in localities using resources and 
assets in localities to address wider factors that impact on health and wellbeing

• Integrated ways of working

Collaborating in the delivery of people centred care to make sure services are joined 
up, consistent and makes sense to those who use them.

2.4 As a member of Norfolk’s Health and Wellbeing Board we have been asked, along with all 
partners, to seek formal sign up to the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy.  This will 
recognise the work already undertaken as part of the wider health system as well as 
providing opportunities to develop new and improved ways of working to benefit the health 
and wellbeing of our residents.  

   
3.0 THE ROLE OF DISTRICT COUNCILS IN HEALTH AND WELLBEING

3.1 District councils, amongst all of their duties, have a number of functions (both statutory 
and discretionary) that directly influence the health and wellbeing of their communities: 

Housing, Planning, Building Control, Environmental Services, Community Protection, 
Leisure, Food Safety and Licensing, Community Engagement, Waste Collection, 
Economic Development

3.2 The work we undertake in these areas affects health directly and indirectly and we need a 
coordinated approach to make the best of these opportunities. These are commonly 
referred to as the wider determinants of health.

3.3 We also have a unique set of capabilities that mean we are well placed to address these 
wider determinants of health:

• Place shaping

By ensuring planned economic growth and housing development, and ensuring good 
community facilities.

• Flexibility to deliver innovation

By being able to move quicker than County Council and Health & Social Care 
organisations due to size, scale allows swift changes to service delivery and small 
pilots for proof of concept

• Developing communities

Regular contact with our residents, able to advocate and reflect need to partners 
and hold data
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3.4 With increasing opportunities for joint working and the benefits of the improved efficiencies 
that this can bring if undertaken effectively, it is timely to formalise an approach for the 
district.  This process would involve using data led methods to identify strategic Health 
and Wellbeing priorities and would be utilised to inform the coproduction of a shared 
vision with associated delivery plan (as part of the Corporate Planning process) supported 
by key partners.

3.5 Whilst the formal proposal is still to be developed it is likely that this would involve the 
creation of a Strategic Board that would:

• Provide local leadership on health and wellbeing issues
• Review evidence on local health needs and determine issues that need addressing
• Monitor and support the implementation of the local health and wellbeing action plan 

(as part of the Corporate Plan)
• Influence the commissioning process for the local area at a strategic level
• Support the development and delivery of the Norfolk Health and Wellbeing Board 

and the Norfolk Health and Wellbeing Strategy
• Act as a forum to identify areas of joint working
• Champion the HWB aspirations of Breckland, disseminate best practice and 

acknowledge successful outcomes.

3.6 To support this group and ensure a joined up approach to delivery an Officer Group could 
be created that would:

• Provide local leadership on health and wellbeing issues
• Provide evidence on local health needs and develop an operational Health and 

Wellbeing Action Plan to reflect the local issues.
• Monitor and review progress of the implementation of the Breckland Health and 

Wellbeing Action Plan
• Influence the commissioning process for the local area at an operational level
• Identify partners for collaborative working to ensure efficient and effective delivery of 

the action plan
• Report to the Breckland Health and Wellbeing Strategic Board
• To champion the HWB aspirations of Breckland, disseminate best practice and 

acknowledge successful outcomes.

3.7 By formalising our approach to Health and Wellbeing, we will be able to clearly articulate 
our position in the health system. In doing so, we will be able to maximise our 
opportunities to add value to current and new activities whilst at the same time eliminate 
the risk of the existing statutory duties of other partners being transferred to us.

4.0   OPTIONS

4.1   Agree to the recommendations of the report

4.2   Agree to some of the recommendations of the report

4.3   Don’t agree to the recommendations of the report 

5.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

5.1 By agreeing to the recommendations of the report we will continue to be working in 
partnership to improve the health and wellbeing of our residents
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6.0   EXPECTED BENEFITS

6.1 In formalising our approach to health and wellbeing we will be able to clearly articulate our 
position in the health system. In doing so, we will be able to maximise our opportunities to 
add value to current and new activities whilst at the same time eliminate the risk of the 
existing statutory duties of other partners being transferred to us.

7.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; Constitutional 
& Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & Diversity/Human 
Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; Safeguarding; 
Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; Other. 
Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more of 
these headings, these are identified below.

7.1   Corporate Priorities

7.1.2 Breckland Council, through the Corporate Plan, has four priorities that are intrinsically 
linked to the health and wellbeing of our residents.  This is displayed explicitly in ‘Enabling 
stronger, more independent communities’ with the commitment to ‘lead and support the 
Breckland Health and Wellbeing Partnership’.

7.2   Health & Wellbeing
7.2.2     This is picked up within the main body of the report.

7.3  Staffing
7.3.2 There is the opportunity to better join up our internal and external working that would 

enable us to derive greater value from existing and new activities.

8.0       WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

8.1 This would affect residents across all of our Wards.

9.0  ACRONYMS 

9.1 CCGs - Clinical Commissioning Groups
9.2 HWB - Health and Wellbeing Board
9.3 STP - Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships
9.4 ICS - Integrated Care System

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Steve James, Communities & Environmental Services Manager
Telephone Number: 01362 656306
Email: Stephen.james@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No 
Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Discretionary Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy
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Health and Wellbeing Board
Norfolk & Waveney

Joint Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy 

2018 – 2022

“A single sustainable health  
& wellbeing system”
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Our Strategic Framework

 Bringing partners’ existing strategies together
Working together to achieve joint outcomes 

Collectively
Accountable

Simplifying 
Systems

Promoting 
Engagement 

and 
Involvement

Evidence 
Based

Prioritising 
Prevention

Supporting people to 
be healthy, independent 

and resilient

Tackling 
Inequalities in 
Communities

Providing most 
support for those who 

are most in need

Integrating Ways  
of Working

Collaborating in the 
delivery of people 

centred care

 A Single Sustainable System
Working together we will use our resources in the most effective way to  

prioritise prevention and support to the most vulnerable 

Our 
Vision

Our 
Priorities

Our 
Values

1
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Welcome

We are delighted to introduce our Joint 
Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2018-22: 
A single sustainable health and social care 
system for the people and communities in 
Norfolk and Waveney.

This Strategy is different - it’s about how 
we all work together as system leaders to 
drive forward improvement in the health and 
wellbeing of people and communities, given 
the unprecedented challenges facing our 
health, care and wellbeing system.

Health and care services across the country 
are under considerable financial strain – and 
Norfolk and Waveney is no exception. There 
is a significantly large total annual budget 
for health and social care services in Norfolk 
and Waveney, but with growing demand our 
budget spend continues to increase leading to 
over-spend which needs to be addressed.

At the same time, our population continues 
to grow, and the pattern of family life has 
changed. People are living longer and have 
access to many more medical specialists than 
in the past. Families are under increasing 
pressure, and society’s concern for children’s 
and adult’s safety has placed additional 
responsibilities for ensuring their protection.

Through our Strategy, we are making a difference – 
creating a single sustainable health and wellbeing system 
for Norfolk and Waveney. 

Cllr Bill Borrett
Chairman Health and Wellbeing Board for 

Norfolk and Waveney

Dr Louise Smith
Director of Public Health

The health and social care system is working 
together under the Norfolk and Waveney 
Sustainability & Transformation Partnership 
and underpins support for the move towards 
an integrated care system from the Health & 
Wellbeing Board for Norfolk and Waveney.

This Strategy builds on that collaborative 
mandate - our top priority is a sustainable 
system and we are evolving our longer-term 
priorities from our previous Joint Health 
& Wellbeing Strategy to help us face the 
challenges of the future. Prevention and 
early intervention is critical to the long term 
sustainability of our health and wellbeing 
system. Stopping ill health and care needs 
happening in the first place and targeting 
high risk groups, as well as preventing things 
from getting worse through systematic 
planning and proactive management. Through 
our Strategy, we are focusing the whole 
system on prioritising prevention, tackling 
health inequalities in our communities and 
integrating our ways or working in delivering 
people centred care. 

Image to followImage to follow
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Our Priorities

Our vision of a single sustainable system requires us to work together, 
implementing what the evidence is telling us about health and wellbeing in 
Norfolk and Waveney, on these key priorities:

Priorities By this we mean

1.  A Single 
Sustainable 
System

Health and Wellbeing Board partners taking joint 
strategic oversight of the health, wellbeing and care 
system – leading the change and creating the conditions 
for integration and a single sustainable system.

2.  Prioritising 
Prevention

A shared commitment to supporting people to be 
healthy, independent and resilient throughout life.  
Offering our help early to prevent and reduce demand for 
specialist services.

3.  Tackling 
Inequalities in 
Communities

Providing support for those who are most vulnerable in 
localities using resources and assets to address wider 
factors that impact on health and wellbeing.

4.  Integrating 
ways of working

Collaborating in the delivery of people centred care to 
make sure services are joined up, consistent and makes 
sense to those who use them.

 

Image to follow
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Our Values

Our values describe our shared commitment to working together to make 
improvements and address the challenges:

Values By this we mean:

Collectively Accountable As system leaders, taking collective 
responsibility for the whole system rather than 
as individual organisations.

Simpler system Reducing duplication and inefficiency with 
fewer organisations - a commitment to joint 
commissioning and simpler contracting and 
payment mechanisms.

Engagement Listening to the public and being transparent 
about our strategies across all organisations.

Based on evidence  
of needs

Using data, including the Joint Strategic Needs 
Assessment (JSNA), to target our work where 
it can make the most difference - making 
evidence-based decisions to improve health 
and wellbeing outcomes.

Bringing partners’ existing 
strategies together

Under the umbrella of the Health and 
Wellbeing Board for Norfolk and Waveney - 
identifying the added value that collaboration 
brings and working together to achieve joint 
outcomes.

Image to follow
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1. A Single Sustainable System

Our Population
Norfolk and Waveney’s population of 1.01 million is forecast to 
increase by over 10% by 2037, about 120,000 people.

The main population growth will be people aged 65+ years.
Life expectancy is 80 years for men and 84 years for women.

Currently 90% of retirement age people are economically 
inactive. By 2037 this is forecast to be 1 in 3 of the population. 

Our System
Our health and wellbeing 
system is complex including: 
Norfolk County Council, 8 
District Councils, 5 Clinical 
Commissioning Groups, 3 acute 
hospitals, 3 community NHS 
providers, and mental health, 
and ambulance trusts, police 
and Police Crime Commissioner, 
around 110 GP practices, 
400 care homes and 10,000 
voluntary, community and social 
enterprise organisations.

A&E attendances from 
about 204,000 to 245,000

A&E ambulance arrival from 
63,000 to 82,000

Emergency admissions from 
90,000 to 101,000 

Average ordinary admission from 
about 34,800 to 30,500

Day case admissions from 
125,400 to 158,600

A&E attendances from 
about 245,000 to 313,000

A&E ambulance arrival from 
82,000 to 105,000

Emergency admissions from 
101,000 to 125,000

Average ordinary admission from 
about 30,500 to 26,000

Day case admissions from 
158,600 to 224,100

Deaths will remain about the 
same 11,500 per year 

What has happened between 2011 and 2016 What is likely to happen between 2016 and 2022

10,300 to 11,400 in 2016

20% 27%

30% 28%

12% 24%

12% 15%
26% 41%

10%

Median age for emergency admissions has increased from 62 to 64

Births from 10,600 to 
10,200 per year 

Births remain about the same 
10,200 per year 

Working together we will use our resources in the most effective 
way to prioritise prevention and support to the most vulnerable.

Future Activity
Planning future services is 
challenging with increasing 
demand and needs alongside 
reducing or level budgets.
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1. A Single Sustainable System – Actions

What’s important 
strategically?
Norfolk and Waveney has an annual budget 
in excess of £1.5bn for health and social 
care services. However as a system we are 
seeing increasing demand resulting in budget 
pressures.

Needs are becoming increasingly complex 
and so our service improvements must be 
more co-ordinated and effective for the 
service user and their carer. 

Services are improved where there is a 
coordinated, effective and seamless response.

Key Challenges 

• Addressing these needs with all 
partners managing on reducing or 
level budgets.

• Working as a single system in the 
delivery of people centred care, across 
a complex organisational and service 
delivery landscape

• Driving the cultural change necessary 
to deliver a single sustainable health 
and wellbeing system

Priority actions
We will work together to lead change 
for an integrated financially sustainable 
system by:

• Sharing our thinking, planning, 
opportunities and challenges – informing 
new ways of working and transformation.

• Engage with and listen to service users, 
residents and communities to inform our 
understanding and planning.

• Undertake needs assessments, including 
the JSNA, to help us keep our Strategy 
on track and understand its impact.

• Develop mechanisms such as risk 
stratification tools and the sharing of 
information to target care where it is 
needed most.

• Use partners’ existing plans - building 
on the priorities partners are already 
working hard to address, identifying the 
added value that collaboration through 
the HWB’s Strategy can bring.

Key Measures 
Each HWB organisation can clearly 
report to the HWB how they are:
1. Contributing to financial sustainability 

and an integrated system. 
2. Reviewing the impact of strategy and 

outcomes.
3. Using the evidence intelligently – 

including evidence from service users 
- in our discussions and our planning.

4. Working in partnership with others 
to support delivery of partners’ 
transformation plans.

Image to follow
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1. A Single Sustainable System - A case study

Healthwatch Norfolk (HWN)
The development of the Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) is a good illustration of 
collaborative working in Norfolk.  

The Health and Wellbeing Board is responsible for publishing and updating the PNA which sets out 
the current pharmaceutical services available in Norfolk, identifies any gaps in services, and makes 
recommendations on future development.

Healthwatch Norfolk (HWN) were selected to coordinate and produce the PNA through a steering 
group of partners. A HWN survey to support the assessment resulted in over 2700 responses. 

Alex Stewart, Chief Executive of 
Healthwatch Norfolk, said:

“This has been the liveliest 
and most interactive Needs 
Assessment that HWN have been 
involved in to date and we have 
had pleasure in helping to ensure 
that the voice of the public and 
patients are represented in this 
process.  A feeling of trust and 
sound working relationships built 
over time between several group 
members has enhanced the sense 
of achievement. Other additional 
benefits to this collaborative 
partnership approach has brought 
a cultural sensitivity to the PNA.  
Recommendations around 
translation services in pharmacies 
have identified possible cost 
savings with avoidance of potential 
adverse events.”

Image to follow
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2. Prioritising Prevention

Children & Young People

54,200 54,7001%
2015 2025

74,400 78,700

82,50012%

73,50010%

6%

81,300

73,400

0-4

5-11

12-18

19-25

Change

Levels of anxiety in young people are 
rising as are hospital admissions for self-
harm.

1 in 7 children live in relative poverty

The vast majority of children and 
families are supported by universal 
services such as health visiting, early 
years provision, schools and colleges. 
There are some children accessing 
additional social care and  educational 
support and services based on their 
needs.

2,208 children in need

2,068 part of targeted early 
help to families

4,223 with Education Health and Care 
plan statement and 16,756 support for 

special educational needs

191,900 aged 0 to 17

721 on a child protection plan

1,380 Looked after children

Supporting people to be healthy, independent and resilient

About 283,200 under 25 year olds live 
in Norfolk and Waveney - this number is 
forecast to remain steady

The health and wellbeing of children is 
consistent with the England average, as are 
recorded levels of child development.

1 in 4 children are overweight by age 4 – 5.

There are fewer teenage pregnancies but 
remain above England average in Great 
Yarmouth and Norwich.

1 in 7 women are smokers at the time of 
having a baby.
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2. Prioritising Prevention

Healthy lifestyles and 
health services
We are seeing demands on our hospital 
based services with:
 
• 10,900 smoking attributable hospital 

admissions in 2016/17.

• 8,911 hospital admissions where obesity 
was the main or secondary diagnosis.

• 6,020 hospital admissions for alcohol-
related conditions.

• 3,852 emergency hospital admissions 
due to falls in people aged 65 and over.

Inequalities in healthy 
lifestyles

If the most deprived areas had the same rates 
as other areas then each year we would see:

• 400 more children at a healthy weight.

• 1,000 fewer emergency admissions for  
older people.

• 60 fewer deaths due to preventable causes.

Unhealthy lifestyles impact on our health outcomes and need for health services.

Lifestyle

Ic
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3 in 5 adults in Norfolk eat 
‘5-a-day’
58% - 2015/16

9

More than 
100,000 smokers

More than 280,000 adults 
do not eat a good diet

More than 180,000 adults 
drink more than the 
recommended amount

More than 475,000 adults 
with excess weight

More than 140,000 
adults do no exercise

https://fingertips.phe.org.uk/
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2. Prioritising Prevention - Actions

What’s important 
strategically?
There is strong evidence that interventions 
focussed on prevention are both effective 
and more affordable than just focussing on 
providing reactive emergency treatment and 
care. To build a financially sustainable system 
means we must promote healthy living, seek 
to minimise the impact of illness through 
early intervention, and support recovery, 
enablement and independence.

Priority areas for prevention are:

• Creating healthy environments for children 
and young people to thrive in resilient, safe 
families.

• Delivering appropriate early help services 
before crises occur.

• Helping people to look after themselves 
and make healthier lifestyle changes.

Key Challenges

• Identifying and protecting investment in 
prevention within budgets.

• Identifying needs early and providing early 
access to support.

• Embedding prevention across all of our 
strategies and policies.

• Raising awareness of the impact of lifestyle 
on health, for example with diabetes

Priority actions
We will prioritise prevention by: 
Developing in partnership a systematic 
approach for children and young peoples’ 
support and provision.
Embedding prevention across all 
organisational strategies and policies.
Providing joint accountability so that as a 
system we are preventing, reducing and 
delaying needs and associated costs.
Promoting and support healthy lifestyles 
with our residents, service users and staff.

Key measures

Each HWB organisation can clearly report to 
the HWB how they are:

1. Implementing an integrated strategy and 
a single system approach for children and 
young people where need is understood 
and priority actions shared.

2. Prioritising prevention both at a policy level 
and in decision-making.

3. Promoting the health and wellbeing of 
their workforce.

Image to follow
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2. Prioritising Prevention - Case study

Early Help and Family 
Focus
Early Help and Family Focus Broadland 
received a request for support for a young 
couple who had just had a baby and were 
homeless with no extended family support.
The early help practitioner arranged a joint 
visit with the health visitor and talked with 
them about their worries and what was 
working well for them. (This is the Signs of 
Safety approach).
The ‘team around’ the family then worked 
with the young parents to produce a plan 
which resulted in the following support.

Who did what
The housing options advisor continued 
searching for a suitable permanent home.

The young parents met with the debt advisor 
from Broadland District Council who helped 
them understand how to plan a budget and 
manage their finances.  A benefits advisor 
made sure they were claiming the correct 
benefits.
The early help practitioner supported the 
young parents to talk with each other and to 
understand both their own and each other’s 
emotions – encouraging them to argue less.
The early help practitioner worked with the 
health visitor to explain to the young parents 
how babies develop and what they need at the 
different stages of development.

Conclusion
The family are now in their own two bedroom 
flat and have worked hard to decorate and 
furnish it. Mum is now taking her baby to 
activity sessions in the community and slowly 
making some friends. 
 

Image to follow
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A Smoke Free Norfolk
Healthy Norwich 
is an example of 
an approach to 
improving health 
and wellbeing 
in the greater 
Norwich area by 
working together 
to make a healthier 
community.
Smoke Free Park 
signage has been 
placed in play 
areas to ask adults 

not to smoke nearby. This voluntary code will 
directly help prevent children and young 
people taking up smoking and potentially 
help smokers to seek support to quit.

2. Prioritising Prevention - Case study

Smoke-free sport, including #Smokefree 
Sidelines, is backed by Norfolk Football 
Association (FA) where local youth football 
clubs are championing the message that 
smoking has no place in youth sport. – 
“#Smokefreesidelines.uses non-judgemental 
messaging and will encourage people to 
think twice before exposing young people 
to smoking.  This will make the idea of 
smoking less normalised.”
Rebecca Burton, Communications Manager, 
Norfolk FA
As well as discouraging smoking, Smoke 
Free Sport brings about additional benefits 
including:

• Protecting the environment and saving 
money by reducing tobacco-related litter.

• Offering further protection from the 
harmful effects of second-hand smoke.

• Providing the opportunity for public 
acceptance of voluntary smoke-free 
locations.

Image to follow
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Deprivation
Norfolk has average levels of deprivation but 
an estimated 68,700 people live in the most 
deprived areas of England.

Norfolk and Waveney has a diverse 
population and deprivation can be 
experienced in both urban and rural settings.

People living in deprivation are more 
likely to experience violence, crime and 
accidents despite Norfolk having a low 
overall crime rate.

Four districts in Norfolk and Waveney are in the 
lowest quintile in England for social mobility - 
driven by lower levels of education attainment 
and skill level.

Small relative gap 
between most 
deprived and least 
deprived

Large relative gap 
between most 
deprived and least 
deprived

Smaller number of 
events

Large number 
of events

Inequalities and life 
expectancy

The difference in life expectancy gap 
between those living in the most deprived 
and the least deprived areas is about 7 years 
for men and 4.5 years for women.

People living in our 20% most deprived 
areas are more likely to smoke, have an 
unhealthy diet and be less active.

3. Tackling Inequalities in Communities

Providing most support for those who are most in need.

Preventable illness, violence, drug overdose, suicide and accidents outcomes do correlate 
with deprivation. For example, if the most deprived experienced the same rates as the least 
deprived there will be 3,301 fewer violent events per year.
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3. Tackling Inequalities in Communities - Actions

What’s important 
strategically? 
Those living in our most deprived 
communities experience more difficulties 
and poorer health outcomes. We recognise 
that together, we need to deliver 
effective interventions, to break the cycle, 
mobilise communities and ensure the 
most vulnerable children and adults are 
protected.

To be effective in delivering good 
population outcomes we need to most 
help those in most need and intervene 
by working together at county, local and 
community levels to tackle issues reflecting 
whole system priorities as well as specific 
concerns at the right scale.

Reducing inequalities in health and 
wellbeing will involve addressing wider 
issues that affect health, including housing, 
employment and crime, with community 
based approaches driven by councils, 
the voluntary sector, police, public sector 
employers and businesses.

Key Challenges
• Identifying and ensuring access to 

services for those most vulnerable.

• Promoting healthy relationships in 
families and communities.

• Helping people out of poverty, 
particularly hidden rural poverty.

Priority actions
We will commit to working together 
to build on the strengths in local 
communities, rural and urban, by:

• Improving locality working and sharing 
best practice.

• Providing and using the evidence to 
address needs and inequalities.

• Addressing the impact of crime, 
violence and injuries.

• Joining up development planning 
by working with those with planning 
responsibilities.

Key measures

Each HWB organisation can clearly report 
to the HWB how they are:

1. Promoting alignment and consistency in 
local delivery partnerships to plan for, and 
with, their local community.

2. Reducing the impact of crime, injuries and 
accidents in our most deprived areas.

3. Using source data available (including from 
the JSNA) to inform strategic plans.

Image to follow
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3. Tackling Inequalities in Communities- Case study

Great Yarmouth -  
Neighbourhoods that work
Neighbourhoods that Work (NTW) is a partnership initiative led by Great Yarmouth Borough Council 
together with seven partner organisations. NTW aims to connect local communities to the benefits 
of economic growth by:

• Increasing community resilience.
• Improving the responsiveness of voluntary sector support services.
• Increasing the participation of communities in driving forward sustainable economic 

development.

The vision is to work with local residents to build stronger communities - focussing on people, 
neighbourhoods, and the things that matter most. Community Development approaches are 
used to work with local people in the places they live to identify and act upon things that 
matter most to communities.

The project builds upon 10+ years of work in Great Yarmouth building on existing and award-
winning community development infrastructure, incorporating active and engaged local residents, 
neighbourhood boards and a varied and diverse community and voluntary based organisations.

“Our starting point is that communities are full of people who can provide the connections that 
make their neighbourhood stronger. People thrive in communities that are well connected.”

–Director of Housing and Neighbourhoods,  
Great Yarmouth Borough Council. 

Image to follow
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Arts and Culture for 
health and wellbeing
“There is growing evidence that 
engagement in activities like dance, music, 
drama, painting and reading help ease 
our minds and heal our bodies. It is most 
encouraging to see just how much potential 
and ambition there is for joined-up action on 
this vital work in Norfolk.” 

Sir Nicholas Serota, Chair, Arts Council 
England.

Collaboration between Norfolk’s arts, 
culture, health and social care sectors is well 
established with some major successes in 
attracting investment to deliver effective joint 
programmes.

Norfolk County Council’s award-winning Culture 
& Heritage, Communities, Information and 
Learning Services including museums, libraries, 
archives, arts, community learning and sports 
play a key role in supporting local health and 
wellbeing priorities through the provision 
of: collaborative programmes; volunteering; 
learning and skills development; provision 
of welcoming and enriching spaces and 
professional development for arts, health and 
social care professionals.

3. Tackling Inequalities in Communities- Case study

With ten outstanding museums, Norfolk 
Museums Service is strongly embedded in 
our local communities, providing excellent 
and ongoing support for health and wellbeing 
priorities through its extensive public 
programmes and targeted projects. 

With 47 community libraries, Norfolk Library 
and Information Service has a strong focus on 
reducing social isolation through providing safe 
and welcoming venues to enable people to 
engage with others, participate, volunteer and 
develop new creative skills.

Norfolk Arts Service leads the strategic 
development of arts, health and wellbeing 
collaboration in Norfolk. It works with multiple 
local and national partners to influence 
policy, identify and broker new collaborative 
opportunities and secure investment for  
new initiatives.
 

Image to follow
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4. Integrating Ways of Working

Living Independently in 
Later Life
Whilst life expectancy has risen only half of our 
retirement years are spent in full health.  We 
will see the largest increases in the number of 
people over 65 years old.

There are 14,000 people living with dementia 
now - this is forecast to almost double to 
25,000 by 2037 and most of these new cases 
will be in people aged over 85.

An estimated 23,200 people provide 50+ 
hours of unpaid care a week.

Norfolk and Waveney frailty pyramid for 65 and over

8,600 
severe 
frailty
31,300 

moderate 
frailty

80,100 mild frailty

123,900 fit

243,900 population 65 and over

Mental health and 
wellbeing
About 1 in 7 people in Norfolk and Waveney 
experience a common mental health disorder 
with long term mental ill health being higher 
than the average for England. 

• 8% of adults were recorded as having 
depression.

• 1,712 emergency hospital admissions 
were for intentional self harm in 2016/17.

• About 110 people die each year from 
suicide.

Collaborating in the delivery of people centred care

The number of ill health conditions an individual has contributes to the complexity of how 
to manage and increases the cost of health and social care.
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4. Integrating ways of working - Actions

What’s important 
strategically? 
We are seeing increasing demand with an 
ageing population. It is only by working 
together, in an integrated way, that we can 
meet the needs of people with more complex 
health and care challenges, managing with 
reducing or level budgets.

We want vulnerable people of all ages to live 
as long as possible in their own homes and 
to be independent, resilient and well - having 
access to early help and person centred care 
when needed.

Long term mental ill health is associated with 
significantly poorer physical health and
shorter life expectancy.

Working together with and within communities 
is important to promote good mental health 
support and wellbeing.

It is also important to recognise the 
contribution of carers and the support they 
need.

 

Key Challenges
• We are seeing increasing demand with an 

ageing population.

• Disease patterns are changing: multiple 
morbidity, frailty in extreme old age, and 
dementia are becoming more common.

• Ensuring parity of approach between 
physical and mental health.

Priority actions

We will ensure integrated ways of 
working by:

• Collaborating in the delivery of people 
centred care to make sure services are 
joined up, consistent and makes sense 
to those who use them. 

• Working together to promote the 
important role of carers and the support 
they may also require.

• Embedding integrated approaches 
in policy, strategy and commissioning 
plans.

Key measures

Each HWB organisation can clearly report to 
the HWB how they are:

1. Prioritising promoting independence and 
healthy later life both at a policy level and in 
decision-making.

2. Contributing to the Sustainability & 
Transformation Partnership’s Strategy.

Image to follow
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4. Integrating Ways of Working - Case study

History of dementia 
partnerships in Norfolk
Dementia as a priority for Norfolk has been 
championed by a series of partnership groups 
over the years: The Norfolk Older People’s 
Strategic Partnership, the Dementia Strategy 
Implementation Board, the Norfolk and 
Waveney Dementia Partnership and more 
recently the Dementia Academy.

Areas of focus continue to include:
• Early diagnosis and a gap free pathway for 

people with dementia  
and their carers.

• Improving advice and Information.
• Launch of www.dementiafriendlyNorfolk.

com.
• Support for employers with a resource pack 

– addressing an ageing workforce, early 
onset dementia and more of us becoming 
carers.

• Medication advice – a leaflet detailing 
medication effects.

• Life stories as a resource to support stages 
of dementia.

• Prevention – research and evidence-based 
approaches to prevent and delay the onset 
of dementia.

• Involvement as a ‘critical friend’ in the 
dementia subgroup of the Norfolk and 
Waveney Sustainability & Transformation 
Partnership’s Mental Health work stream. 

Image to follow
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4. Integrating Ways of Working - Case study

Promoting independence in older age
Physical activity has been introduced into Norwich care settings by Active Norfolk through the 
Mobile Me scheme.

Jack, in his 90s, lives in an area where there is little interest in socialising as a community. He was 
inactive and rarely left his flat.  Through Mobile Me Jack is now playing a sport he enjoyed in his 
youth - ‘’I feel better in myself as I can play table tennis again. I’m surprised I still have the 
touch’’.

Norse Care employs a physical activity coordinator for their housing schemes. “We have seen an 
increase in physical abilities, improvements in confidence and general wellbeing. There are 
also new social groups forming”.

Cotman Housing has secured funding in order to embed physical activity in their homes. Age UK 
has integrated physical activity into the Agewise project.

Image to follow
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4. Integrating Ways of Working - Case study

Improving mental health and wellbeing
Norwich Theatre Royal’s Creative Matters includes performances and workshops to think about 
important societal and personal issues. This included sessions on men’s mental health, stigma, and 
male suicide - sessions on dementia and homelessness are planned for 2018/9.

MensNet in Norfolk brings together organisations with a strategic interest in mental health. All to 
Play For is aimed at men struggling with mental health issues.  John, 24, participates weekly:

“It has been very beneficial for me dealing with my mental health, boosting my confidence, 
and helping improve my people skills”.

The 12th Man project identified barber shops as positive spaces where discussions could happen.  
Barbers are trained in Mental Health First Aid and subtle prompts are used to encourage these 
discussions. This Healthy Norwich project won a national award in November 2017.

Image to follow
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Implementing our Strategy

• Carrying out in-depth reviews to 
understand the impact we are 
making.

• Reporting on our progress to the 
HWB – challenging ourselves on 
areas where improvements are 
needed and supporting action to 
bring about change.

• Keeping our Strategy live – reflecting 
the changes as we work together 
towards an integrated system.

The Health and Wellbeing 
Board – Norfolk and 
Waveney are:

We commit to:

• Identifying the actions that each 
HWB partner will take in delivering 
our strategy, either through partners’ 
existing plans or new initiatives.

• Developing an implementation plan 
so we can focus on the important 
things we have agreed to do together.

• Holding ourselves to account and be 
an accountable public forum for the 
delivery of our priorities.

• Monitoring our progress - reviewing 
data and information which impact 
on our agreed outcome measures.

Working together to achieve joint outcomes

Image to follow
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Partner organisations involved in the Health and Wellbeing Board – 
Norfolk and Waveney

• Healthwatch Norfolk

• Broadland District Council

• NHS Great Yarmouth and Waveney CCG

• Voluntary Community and Social Enterprise 
Sector representatives

• Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

• Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust

• Breckland Council

• NHS North Norfolk CCG

• Norfolk and Norwich University Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust

• East Coast Community Healthcare 
Community Interest Company

• Great Yarmouth Borough Council

• Norfolk Independent Care

• Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West 
Norfolk 

• Norwich City Council

• NHS West Norfolk CCG

• North Norfolk District Council

• Queen Elizabeth Hospital Kings Lynn NHS 
Foundation Trust

• South Norfolk Council

• Waveney District Council

• Norfolk and Waveney Sustainability 
Transformation Partnership

• Norfolk County Council

• NHS Norwich CCG

• Norfolk Constabulary

• NHS South Norfolk CCG

• James Paget University Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust

• Norfolk Community Health & Care NHS 
Trust

Image to follow
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Councillor Paul Claussen, Executive Member Place 

To: Cabinet, 16 October 2018

Author: Paul Corney, Head of ARP

Subject: Enforcement Agency – Norwich City Council delegation of function to 
Breckland Council 

Purpose: This report seeks approval for Norwich City Council to have their 
Enforcement work function discharged by Breckland Council .

Recommendation(s): 

1) That in accordance with Section 9EA of the Local Government Act 2000 and the Local 
Authorities (arrangements for the Discharge of Functions) (England) Regulations 2012 
including regulations 4, 5 and 7, subject to approval by Norwich City Council, Breckland 
Council shall discharge the Enforcement and taking control of goods function (section 12 to 
the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007) in respect of Council Tax (Section 14 of the 
Local Government Finance Act 1992 (as amended)) and Non Domestic Rates (Section 62A 
of the Local Government Finance Act 1988) for Norwich City Council

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Anglia Revenues Partnership (ARP) Enforcement Team has been operational since 
the end of July 2015.  And has successfully collected Council Tax and Business Rates 
for Breckland Council.

1.2 The Enforcement Agency has received very few complaints since it was formed (only one 
complaint was upheld) and the amount of Council Tax recovered by enforcement Agents 
in the 2015/16 financial year was significantly greater than the previous year.

1.3 Norwich City Council have approached Breckland Council to ask whether they could also 
have their cases that require enforcement action managed through arrangements 
determined by Breckland Council.

1.4 Norwich City wish to see their Council Tax, Business rates and other debtor collection 
rates improved and have been impressed by the results of Breckland Councils’ 
arrangements with Enforcement Agents in collecting debt whilst minimising customer 
complaints.

1.5 When Breckland’s service was with external Agencies it was provided at no cost to the 
ARP partner Authorities because the Enforcement Agencies’ profit was derived from the 
fees charged to debtors and collected by the Agencies.

1.6 The ARP Enforcement Agency showed a net surplus (after costs) in respect of cash 
collected by the end of March 2018. With Breckland Council passing Norwich City work 
to the Enforcement Agency it is estimated that an increased net surplus will be generated 
due to the additional cases, the increase in fees generated would be shared by the ARP 
partners and Breckland’s arrangement with Norwich City would mean that they would 
also benefit. It should be noted that the surpluses generated from the cases in respect of 
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the ARP partners will be shared between the ARP partners only.

1.7 The success of the ARP Enforcement Agency is, in part, due to the economy of scale 
that is provided by having 7 partners. The sharing of fixed costs means that the more 
work that is passed to the in-house team the lower the cost to the ARP partner Councils. 
A second factor is the geographical proximity of all the Councils and this proximity is 
maintained if Breckland pass the Norwich City work to the Enforcement Agency.

1.8 The Operational Improvement Board have delegated authority to negotiate the terms of 
work from new Authorities entering the Enforcement Agency. Breckland Council will 
agree a Service Level Agreement with Norwich City concerning the scope of services 
and arrangements in respect of the share of cost and fees generated.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Breckland Council could decide not to accept delegation of the Enforcement function 
from Norwich City however if they do so then this would reduce the efficiency of the 
Enforcement Team.

2.2 Breckland Council could agree to the delegation of the Enforcement function from 
Norwich City which would increase the efficiency of the Enforcement team.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 Where it is in the interests of the Breckland Council to agree arrangements for the ARP 
Enforcement Agency to collect additional debt we will need to agree the arrangements to 
ensure that the joint working agreement benefits all partners.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 Increases in the work passed to the Enforcement Agency will bring about greater resilience 
and will increase the Agency’s capacity to continue to provide fair and robust collection 
services

4.2 The Agency has generated surpluses in the all years of operation and any increase in the 
work passed to the Agency will increase the surplus for the partner councils whilst providing 
an improved rate of council tax collection.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1  It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2 Constitution & Legal

5.2.1 The Local Government Act 2000 and the Local Authorities (Discharge of Functions) 
(England) Regulations 2012 allow authorities to delegate executive functions to the 
executive of another local authority. In this case, such delegation will enable Breckland 
Council to exercise relevant statutory powers under the Local Government Finance Act 
1992, the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007 and the Local Government 
Finance Act 1988 in respect of properties within Norwich City Council’s administrative 
area. External legal advice has been received which confirms that this is an appropriate 
mechanism for the proposal.
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5.2.2 This is an executive function so can be determined by the Leader, Cabinet or Portfolio 
Holder.

5.3 Corporate Priorities

5.3.1    The implementation of the in house service assists with the Medium Term Financial Plan.

5.4        Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.4.1 We have a Public Sector Equality Duty, all enforcement action is taken on a case by case 
basis and is compliant with that duty. All ARP staff receive full training in matters relating 
to the treatment of vulnerable persons.

5.5       Financial 

5.5.1   The Enforcement Agency provides income to the Council and any expansion of work may         
increase the income generated

5.6 Risk Management 

5.6.1   The performance of the service is monitored closely and reported to Joint Committee to 
manage the risk of the service not being at least cost neutral. The service was in surplus 
for 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18 exceeding the business case estimate.

5.6      Staffing

5.6.1   It is estimated that the complement of staff will need to increase, however the income 
generated will more than cover the staffing costs. At General Purposes Committee on the 
25th May 2016, Breckland Council gave the Operational Improvement Board delegated 
Authority to appoint up to eight additional members of staff to carry out enforcement work 
where they are satisfied that the increase is justified by robust data, the increase in 
resource will be within this delegated authority.

Background papers:- General Purposes Committee May 2016 
http://democracy.breckland.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=130&MId=3598&Ver=4

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Paul Corney, Head of ARP
Telephone Number: 01842 756437
Email: paul.corney@angliarevenues.co.uk

Key Decision: No 

Exempt Decision: No 

Appendices attached to this report:
None
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Councillor Paul Claussen, Executive Member Place  

To: Cabinet, 16 October 2018

Author: Christine Marshall, Executive Director Commercialisation

Subject: Council Tax – Long Term Empty Property Premiums

Purpose: To agree the Council Tax Long Term Empty Property Premiums with effect 
from 1 April 2019

Recommendation(s): 

1) That, subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 50% Council Tax premium on Long Term 
Empty properties longer than 2 years, raising the Council Tax to 200%, from 1 April 2019.

2) That, subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 100% Council Tax premium on Long Term 
Empty properties longer than 5 years, raising the Council Tax to 300%, from 1 April 2020.

3) That, subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 100% Council Tax premium on Long Term 
Empty properties longer than 10 years, raising the Council Tax to 400%, from 1 April 2021.

4) That, subject to recommendations 1-3 being agreed, the Long Term Empty Premium will not 
apply where a property already subject to a Long Term Empty Premium changes ownership 
until a further 2 years has passed. At which time the 100% Long Term Empty Premium will 
apply and this will increase in line with normal progression of the Premium.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Since April 2013 Councils have the discretion to charge up to 50% empty homes premium 
for properties that have been empty for over 2 years.  In offering these new powers the 
Government were seeking to influence owners to bring empty homes back into use as 
well as the ability for councils to increase Council Tax income.

1.2 As part of the 2017 Budget it was announced that the Government would be implementing 
new flexibilities in respect of charging an additional 50% Council Tax premium on Long 
Term Empty properties, bringing the total Council Tax to 200%.  In addition further 
premiums of 100% for Long Term Empty properties of greater than 5 years from 1 April 
2020 and a further additional premium of 100% for Long Term Empty Properties of greater 
than 10 years from 1 April 2021.  Whilst this flexibility is not yet in place, the Legislation 
has had its third reading in the House of Lords and it is anticipated that this will come into 
effect from 1 April 2019.  Once in force these powers would provide Local Authorities with 
the ability to implement a scheme that would enable 200% Council Tax charge on 
properties that have been empty for longer than 2 years rising to 400% Council Tax 
charge on properties that have been empty longer than 10 years from 1 April 2021.  The 
guidelines have not yet been issued but once issued this scheme will need to follow those 
guidelines.

1.3    The number of Long Term Empty properties in the Breckland area has reduced by around 
a third from October 2012 to date, bringing vital properties back into use in the area.  
There are around 150 properties currently paying the long term empty council tax 
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premium.  The current additional income raised from the 50% premium is around £93k for 
the current year.  As this relates to Council Tax, the majority is retained by Norfolk County 
Council, however Breckland retain around £4k to £9k per year.  In addition to the Council 
Tax income, under the current New Homes Bonus scheme, funding is received for Long 
Term Empty Properties brought back into use and Breckland receive around £1.2k for 
each property for four years and this is reinvested back into the Communities Reserve.

1.4 The Council does not wish to discourage long term empty properties being purchased for 
improvements which will bring them back into use.  Therefore this report proposes that 
where a property is already subject to the Long Term Empty Premium and there is a 
change of ownership, the ‘clock’ will be reset to day 1 and the new owners will then 
benefit from a further 2 years before the Long Term Empty Premium becomes payable 
again.  This will allow the new owner’s time to bring the property back into use without 
being penalised by additional Council Tax costs.  This process will involve some manual 
intervention on the Council Tax software system (Capita) as it cannot be automated 
currently.

1.5    The Council continues to have discretion to award individual discounts or waive the Long 
Term Empty Premium for specific cases that require individual consideration.  Under 
current legislation protected properties include annexes, armed forces accommodation 
and caravans.  Guidance issued in 2013 states that Government expects authorities to 
consider the reasons why properties remain empty and may wish to take account of those 
factors (for example, exclude properties actively marketed for sale).

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 That subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 50% Council Tax premium on Long 
Term Empty properties longer than 2 years, raising the Council Tax to 200%, from 1 April 
2019; and
That subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 100% Council Tax premium on Long 
Term Empty properties longer than 5 years, raising the Council Tax to 300%, from 1 April 
2020; and
That subject to the relevant legislation coming into force and subject to following any 
guidelines issued, Cabinet approves an additional 100% Council Tax premium on Long 
Term Empty properties longer than 10 years, raising the Council Tax to 400%, from 1 April 
2021; and
That subject to recommendations 1-3 being agreed, the Long Term Empty Premium will 
not apply where a property already subject to a Long Term Empty Premium changes 
ownership until a further 2 years has passed. At which time the 100% Long Term Empty 
Premium will apply and this will increase in line with normal progression of the Premium.

2.2 That subject to the relevant legislation coming into force some but not all of the options 
are approved by Cabinet.

2.3 Do nothing.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 To bring long term empty properties back into use as soon as possible and to incentivise 
this by adding penalties through the additional Council tax premium charged.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS
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4.1 The number of long term empty properties in the Breckland area reduces through homes 
being brought back into use. 

4.2 A small level of additional income to the Council of around £4k-£9k and additional New 
Homes Bonus income which would be reinvested in to the Communities Reserve.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Corporate Priorities
5.1.1 Bringing empty homes back into use supports the Councils priorities.

5.2 Financial 
5.2.1 The direct financial benefits from Council Tax income for this proposal are small for 

Breckland (around £4k to £9k per year) and if this proposal is approved this will be included 
in the budget estimates.  The main benefits are non-financial, to encourage homes back 
into use.

5.3 Risk Management 
5.9.1 There is a risk that properties may be brought back into use at a substandard level if this is 

done at speed to avoid payment of the Council Tax premium.
5.9.2 There may be additional administrative costs of collecting this additional Council Tax 

premium, however these should be manageable.

5.4 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
5.12.1 Under the current legislation there is no requirement for a consultation on these changes

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 All.

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 N/A.

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete 
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Alison Chubbock, Chief Accountant
Telephone Number: 01362 656865
Email: alison.chubbock@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision: Yes
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Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service 
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Deputy Leader, Executive Member for Corporate Strategy and Investment

To: Cabinet, 16th October 2018

Author: Robert Campbell, Inward Investment Manager

Subject: Snetterton Heath Growth and Design Plan

Purpose: To agree a programme of activity and funding for the Council to support 
and influence the shaping and growth of the Snetterton Heath employment 
area

Recommendation(s): 

1) That the Cabinet approves to proceed with the proposed programme of activity in pursuit of 
supporting the growth of the Snetterton Heath employment area.

2) That the Cabinet agrees an allocation of £150k from the Growth and Investment Fund to 
allow the proposed project to be implemented.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 With the Council’s project to upgrade Snetterton Heath’s electricity power capacity moving 
forward, it is timely to review what additional interventions may be required in order to 
ensure that the potential for Snetterton Heath, as a large, successful, high value 
employment area, is realised.  The potential returns in terms of higher wage employment 
and additional business rates income for the Council are significant.

1.2 The site at present

1.2.1 Snetterton Heath is identified as a strategic employment site within Breckland Council’s 
adopted LDF Core Strategy (2009).  It is located four miles south-west of the market town 
of Attleborough and lies both north and south of the A11, with existing, well-constructed 
access to the dual carriageway through an all-movement junction.

With the exception of the well-developed logistics, warehousing and transport cluster to 
the south east, development on the site has been piecemeal with no other developed 
sector clusters.  Many of the older buildings and pre-fab constructions house micro 
business activities, and the general quality of this as an environment for business is below 
modern standards.

Gateway entrances to the site are undeveloped and in some parts of the site are visually 
unappealing. There are no shared facilities on site of the type you might expect within a 
large business park.

Taking into account Snetterton Heath’s prime location on the Cambridge Norwich Tech 
Corridor, the site has not been able to attract many recent quality developments, with the 
exception of the new Nature’s Menu pet food production plant. Whilst lack of electricity 
power, now being addressed through a £3.43m upgrade, is a factor, Snetterton Heath has 
developed little reputation as a desirable business destination beyond the well-established 
logistics, warehousing and transport operations.
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The site has no overall masterplan, brand or marketing plan and this is a limiting factor in 
presenting it as a strong investment opportunity within the Tech Corridor.

1.3 Development Potential

1.3.1 Snetterton Heath is a large employment area capable of accommodating activities across 
a range of sectors.

1.3.2 To the South East of the A11, warehousing, logistics and transport is very well established 
with some expansion space being available. The railhead is owned by Johnston Logistics 
UK and has some limited use at present. Access to the site is good.

1.3.3 To the north west of the A11, the only recent development is the large pet food production 
building owned and operated by Natures Menu.  There are a number of smaller units to 
the east of Natures Menu supporting a number of light industrial and warehousing 
activities.  Access to the site is good with some 80 acres of undeveloped land.  Also 
located in the north-eastern corner is the 9 hectare (22 acres) site of the 44MW 
Renewable Energy Generating Plant, which is now producing power into the National Grid 
via a connection to Diss.

1.3.4 Just to the south of the A11, a petrol station and drive-through eatery is under 
construction. This sits in an island site and has no negative impact to adjacent 
developments.

1.3.5 To the south and south west of the existing Snetterton Park ex-retail units, there is 
significant land of circa 70 acres including a sizable A11 frontage.

1.3.6 The primary road access to the Snetterton racing circuit runs adjacent to 27 acres of 
employment land owned by Motor Sport Vision.  Access to the land is good, with the 
additional potential for direct drive-on access to the circuit for vehicle testing.  Some high 
end automotive brands already rent the circuit for testing but there is currently no 
automotive or engineering development centre at, or adjacent to, the circuit.

1.3.7 The opportunity exists to develop a significant business destination, large enough to 
accommodate a number of sector clusters and flexible enough to provide a mixture of 
quality business environments, bound together by a single overarching place brand.

1.4 Proposed activities

1.4.1 The core activities of the proposed project are:-

- Design a vision and masterplan for Snetterton based around priority sectors of interest 
and taking account of the usage preferences set out in the new Local Plan.  This 
provides the means of brand marketing the whole of the site as a quality destination.

- Develop a design standards specification for Snetterton Heath, as part of 
Supplementary Planning Document which can add further detail to the policies in the 
Local Plan.  This can help shape and influence the quality of development at 
Snetterton Heath, and defend against poor quality development which detracts from 
the overall appeal of Snetterton Heath as a location for inward investment, especially 
from higher value industry.
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- Commission a ‘fly-through’ video for the site together with additional marketing 
materials to best promote Snetterton Heath as a quality business destination within the 
Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor.

- Undertake an updated site audit to guide how Snetterton Heath can best be brought 
forward, potential uses for specific parts of the site and possible development phasing.  
Part of ensuring that a masterplan approach to developing the site can be achieved.

- Ensure that any identified remaining site constraints are identified and quantified, so 
that all stakeholders involved in the marketing of the site are aware.  Determine if 
there is a case for any further public sector investment to overcome constraints.

- Investigate the provision of alternative means of access to the site (other than by 
private car).  These might include cycle ways, pedestrian routes, public transport 
(building on the recommendations of a 2013 study entitled ‘Attleborough Smarter 
Choices).  Ensures that Snetterton Heath is able to promote an intention towards a low 
carbon future.

1.5 Target outcomes supported by the project

1.5.1 The purpose of the project is to support and influence those strategic actions and 
outcomes which will underpin the future of Snetterton Heath as a successful large 
employment site, able to match an agreed vision in terms of preferred sectors, scale and 
density of employment, physical layout, and the Council’s own ‘place’ within the vision.

1.5.2 Target outcomes to include:-

- New developments with a high quality of design.
- Increased inward investment.
- Investment in the Snetterton ‘gateway’ entrances.
- Improvements in the reputation of Snetterton as a quality business destination.
- The development of a positive ‘brand’ for Snetterton Heath and the associated good 

PR.
- An overall increase in demand, including demand from higher value and higher skilled 

businesses.
- A better coordinated development.

1.6 Next Steps and Timing

It is proposed to commence the project from 1st November 2018 for a total nine month 
period.  Three months would be used to scope the project and procure external resource.  
The following six months would be the core delivery period.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Option 1: Agree the proposed project to support the growth of the Snetterton Heath 
employment area and authorise the allocation of up to £150k from the Growth and 
Investment Fund to allow the project to be implemented (Recommended) 

2.3 Option 2: Decide not to pursue a proactive approach to Snetterton Heath and limit the 
Council’s involvement to the provision of additional electricity power (Not Recommended)

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)
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3.1 Snetterton Heath is Breckland’s single largest under developed employment area, with 
significant development potential.  Without further direct actions by the Council, there is a 
danger that the site will not bring forward enough significant high value sector 
development, with a corresponding loss of high value job opportunities.

3.2 Proactive action by the Council can significantly increase the pace of development at 
Snetterton and influence the quality of developments, especially those which will support 
high tech sector development and corresponding higher value jobs.

3.3 The gathering pace of the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor initiative provides a timely 
opportunity to push forward development opportunities at Snetterton Heath.

3.4 The proposed project supports delivery of the new Local Plan in a significant way.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 Snetterton Heath has the potential to support the following outcomes:-

- 3,200 jobs
- 68.1 hectares of employment land increased in density with a further 20 hectares 

delivered over the Local Plan period to 2036.
- 218,690 sq m of employment land created
- Net additional GVA of £106m per annum
- Private Sector Investment of £224m
- Key sector growth including Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering, Advanced 

Food and Drink, and Transport, Freight and Logistics.

4.2 The proposed project will provide the following benefits to the Council:-

- Additional business rates income from a large employment site.
- Higher business premises values with a corresponding impact on business rate valuations.
- The attraction of highly skilled workers, supporting the transformation of the District’s 

economy.
- The means to influence the quality of developments at Snetterton Heath through the 

development of a design standards specification.
- A landmark business location within the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor
- Reinforcement of the Council’s reputation as being open for business.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues 

5.1.1 Individual planning applications for individual commercial property schemes will detail any 
carbon footprint and environmental issues.

5.1.2 Additional employment opportunities at Snetterton have the potential to reduce average 
travel to work distances for workers living in Breckland, many of whom travel to Norwich 
and Bury St Edmunds for work at present.  This becomes particularly relevant as the two 
major house building schemes in Attleborough and Thetford occur.

5.2 Corporate Priorities

5.2.1 This project will contribute to the following Council priorities:-

Support Breckland to develop and thrive
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Developing the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth

5.3 Financial 

5.3.1 The project will be financed from the Growth and Investment Fund.  See appendix B for the 
Proforma B.

5.4 Reputation 

5.4.1 The proposed body of work is designed to help support improving the reputation of 
Snetterton Heath as a high quality destination for industry, capitalising upon the site’s many 
strengths. 

5.5 Risk Register

5.5.1 A risk register will be created and reviewed on a regular basis by the project’s delivery 
board as part of the delivery management of the project.

5.6 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.6.1 The development of an agreed vision will require careful negotiation with key public and 
private stakeholders, both to ensure a robust and supported vision is developed, and so 
that the vision finds its correct place under the major place strategies, including the District 
Local Plan, the LEP and Norfolk Economic Strategies, and the CNTC Spatial Vision.

5.6.2 The Council already has regular meetings with the major landowner group so this provides 
a well-developed forum to discuss, negotiate and agree a vision and plan for Snetterton 
Heath with them.

5.6.3 Engagement with the key public bodies can be done through existing channels.  Breckland 
Council currently has direct representation on the NA LEP main and delivery boards, and 
has CEO and Leader representation on the relevant CNTC and Norfolk Growth Groups.  
Officer groups are in place to support each of these, providing further engagement 
channels.

5.6.4 The engagement plan and timescales will be set out in the project delivery plan.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 District Wards: All Saints and Wayland
Parish Wards : Snetterton

7.0 ACRONYMS 

NA LEP New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership
CNTC Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor

Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Robert Campbell

Inward Investment Manager
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Telephone Number: 01362 656808
Email: robert.campbell@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service

Appendices attached to this report:

Appendix A - Site Map showing key land ownership
Appendix B - Proforma B
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Snetterton Heath Growth and Design Plan

Appendix A – Site Layout showing key land ownership
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PROFORMA B

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be reviewed by Finance.

08/10/2018 Page 1 of 1
D:\moderngov\Data\AgendaItemDocs\2\6\3\AI00029362\$zc

psbgia.docx

BRECKLAND COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL

THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
 IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT

FROM: Alison Chubbock (Chief Accountant)
REPORT: Snetterton Heath Growth & Design Plan
REPORT DATE: October 2018

£ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4
2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Revenue
Income
Additional Business Rates (-) (-) (6,000) (6,000)
Growth & investment Fund Contribution (83,000) (67,000) (-) (-)
Costs
Hired services/Staffing 83,000 67,000 - -
Total Revenue - - (6,000) (6,000)

Capital
Income
N/A (-) (-) (-) (-)
Costs
N/A - - - -
Total Capital - - - -
Considered By: Cabinet    
Date: 16-10-18    

Financial Services Comments
This report requests release of £150,000 to deliver project activities as detailed in paragraph 
1.6.2 of the report.

The £150,000 can be funded from the Growth & Investment Fund as the project should enable 
a financial return in the future through additional business rates for the Council.  The release of 
funding is delegated as follows:
The release of budget, up to £1m from the investment and growth funds be delegated to S151 
Officer in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Finance and to jointly approve on receipt of a 
fully worked and appropriate business case which generates an agreed ongoing return.

Whilst the potential for additional business rates should be far higher than the 4% return quoted 
in this Proforma B, the actual levels of business rates are not yet known, but once the project 
moves to final stages better indications of business rates growth can be included through the 
annual budget setting process.

Financial Risk
Changes to the current business rates retention scheme for 20-21 onwards are not yet 
quantified, future changes may affect the ability of the Council to retain future business rates 
growth.

No costs of any future follow up work related to this initial project are included at this stage.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL
FOREST HEATH DISTRICT COUNCIL

EAST CAMBRIDGESHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL
ST EDMUNDSBURY BOROUGH COUNCIL

FENLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
WAVENEY DISTRICT COUNCIL

SUFFOLK COASTAL DISTRICT COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

ANGLIA REVENUES AND BENEFITS PARTNERSHIP JOINT COMMITTEE

Held on Tuesday, 25 September 2018 at 11.00 am in the
Level 5 Meeting Room, Breckland House, St Nicholas Street, Thetford  IP24 1BT

PRESENT
Mr D Ambrose Smith
Mr P.D. Claussen
Mr S. Edwards
Mr M. Buckton (Substitute 
Member)

Mr I Houlder (Vice-Chairman)
Mr R Kerry
Mr C. Punt (Substitute Member)

In Attendance
Nick Kahn - Strategic Director
Sam Anthony - Head of HR & OD
Jo Andrews - Strategic Manager (Revenues)
Alison Chubbock - Chief Accountant (Deputy Section 151 

Officer) (BDC)
Paul Corney - Head of ARP
Jill Korwin - Director (Forest Heath & St Edmundsbury)
Adrian Mills - Strategic Manager (Benefits) ARP
Stuart Philpot - Strategic Manager (Support Services) ARP
Julie Britton - Democratic Services Officer
Emma Grima - Director of Commercial Services (East 

Cambs District Council)

Action By
In the absence of the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, Councillor Ian 
Houlder chaired the meeting. 

27/18 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 1) 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 26 June 2018 were confirmed as a 
correct record.

The Head of ARP pointed out that ARP Management were working together 
and would be putting forward a number of recommendations in relation to 
performance for the December meeting.

28/18 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 2) 

Apologies for absence were received from the Chairman, Councillor Bruce 
Provan, Councillor Ann Hay and Homira Javadi, Chief Finance Officer & S151 
Officer for Waveney & Suffolk Coastal District Council.

Councillor Chris Punt and Councillor Mark Buckton were in attendance as 
substitutes for the Chairman and Councillor Ann Hay respectively. 

Nick Kahn, who would be Homira Javadi’s replacement, when she leaves 
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later in the year, was also in attendance.

29/18 URGENT BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 3) 

None.

30/18 DECLARATIONS (AGENDA ITEM 4) 

None.

31/18 PERFORMANCE REPORT (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA ITEM 5) 

 (a) Highlight Report and Balance Scorecard  

The Strategic Manager (Support Services) presented the reports and 
highlighted the following matters:

Benefits and Fraud

All profiled targets for benefits performance were being met and were on 
course to achieve year end targets.

Fraud and compliance were also on track to exceed the targets for the year.  
Through the ARP Management arrangement with Norwich City Council, an 
additional resource had been employed which had been fully funded by 
Norwich City Council and Norfolk County Council. 

Revenues

Performance targets continued to be met in all areas with the exception of 
non-domestic rates collection for Fenland and Waveney District Councils – 
included as ‘amber’ on the balance scorecards.  The reasons for this target 
were explained and had been highlighted in the report.

The Further Recovery Team had collected £491K in this financial year 
exceeding the amount collected this time last year by £213K.  In addition to 
the monies collected a further £1.742m in secured debt had been secured 
by way of Charging Orders on property owned by the debtor.

Enforcement

The Enforcement Team had collected £11.89m since the Team started; 
£2.2m had been in this financial year.  The service continued to expand and 
a second external partner would be joining the Enforcement Agency from 
July 2019.

Council Tax and New Homes Bonus

Local authorities received a payment each year based on the number of 
domestic properties brought into use (new and previously empty).  Each 
year an exercise was carried out to review all empty properties to maximise 
the New Homes Bonus.  Review forms were sent in May to the owners of 
each long term empty property to establish if the property remained empty 
and their intentions.  Housing Teams had requested that information be 
included to assist owners to bring their properties back into use. 
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Members were reminded of the ‘nudge’ techniques that were now being 
used to encourage customers to keep their payments up to date when the 
Council tax reminders and final notices were issued.  An example of this 
technique was provided.

Support

The sign up to self-service for Council Tax payers and Housing Benefits 
recipients across the ARP now exceeded 15,000 and was continuing to rise 
each month; however, there was still a long way to go to encourage the 
potential 340,000 ARP customers. 

Following on from the successful redesign of the Anglia Revenues website 
for Business Rates, a new design for Council Tax had been launched.  The 
aim of the new design was to enable the customer to access relevant 
information etc. in as few ‘clicks’ as possible.  

Changes to Data Protection Requirements

The data collected and processed by the ARP was solely for the purposes 
of Revenues and Benefits and sharing of this data was only permitted in 
relation to processing of personal data provided under legal obligation.  
There were named Data Controllers for each partner of the ARP and for a 
consistent approach to compliance with the GDPR across the partnership, a 
bi-monthly meeting was held to discuss any procedural changes.  The next 
meeting would be held in October 2018.

Referring to the New Homes Bonus mentioned above, work with the 
Housing Teams continued throughout the year to establish how these 
empty properties could be brought back into use to maximise the Council 
Tax base return.

Councillor Claussen felt that this work would be accelerated when the new 
legislation came into effect in a bid to reduce the number of unoccupied 
properties by charging owners a great deal more in Council Tax.

The Chairman asked about the empty properties run by RSL’s.    He was 
frustrated by these landlords as they did not have the urgency to fill these 
properties.  In response, Members were informed that RSL’s received an 
exemption for 6 months and would not be included in the New Homes 
Bonus category.  Councillor Edwards pointed out that this inadequacy had 
a knock on effect to the homelessness situation.  The Chairman announced 
that St Edmundsbury Council was now charging private landlords Council 
Tax within a couple of weeks of the property being empty.  Councillor 
Buckton said that Fenland Council had many properties in its District that 
were hard to let, such as flats, and the Council was looking at funding to 
build properties that the people preferred.  He mentioned the first 
Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) property that the Council had 
renovated that had sparked a great deal of interest from the public.  
Fenland DC was now receiving more reports of empty properties in the 
area; however, it did not have the necessary resource and felt that the way 
forward would be to employ CPO Officers. 

The Head of ARP explained that the charge for long term empty properties 
was now going through Parliament and from April 2019 a premium of 100% 
could be added year on year taking into account certain elements for 
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specific exemption cases.
Another question asked was in relation to Non Domestic Rates.  The 
Strategic Manager (Revenues) advised that the discretionary rate relief 
scheme had been supplied by Government at no cost to the Partnership.  

The Strategic Manager for East Suffolk DC mentioned digital transformation 
and pointed out that savings would be made as more people signed up.  He 
asked if there was an aspirational target for this methodology. The Strategic 
Manager (Support Services) explained that the initial target was 10% but 
more staff engagement was required to attract future customers.

Councillor Buckton asked if applications for Universal Credit would be 
available on-line as he felt that it would make sense to have Council Tax, 
Benefits and Universal Credit all together on one page. Members were 
informed that although this was a good idea it was DWP that held all the 
data for Universal Credit.

Councillor Edwards wanted to know if the ARP was any further forward on 
single person’s discount.  The Head of ARP advised that the Strategic 
Managers of both Benefits and Revenues (ARP) were currently working on 
a paper and had a meeting arranged with Suffolk DC in November 2018.  
Members would be kept informed of progress.

Councillor Buckton was very pleased with the information with regard to 
fraud and asked if the target for recovery would be changed.  The Head of 
ARP advised that a number of initiatives were being considered and the 
targets were being looked at.

The Balanced Scorecards were then discussed.

Members were informed that all were green except for the collection rates 
for Fenland District Council and Waveney District Council (mentioned 
above).  Collection was behind for Fenland DC due to refunds in relation to 
Rateable Value changes; however, provision had been made in the 
accounts for this situation. In relation to Waveney DC, collection rates were 
behind target due to a large refund of £600K in respect of backdated 
mandatory charitable relief for schools. 

 (b) ARP Financial Performance Report  

The Chief Accountant (BDC) presented the report.  The report had been 
based on information as at 31 July 2018; however, figures for the month of 
August had recently been completed and the values were very similar.

The latest forecast showed an over-spend against a budget of £145K for 
the whole of ARP (detailed in Appendix A of the report); the main reason for 
this overspend was due to the efficiency target of £140k not being 
achieved.  It was noted that the increase in Housing Benefit Subsidy grant 
income had not been included in the report as it had been included in the 
individual partner authority accounts.  Referring to paragraph 1.4 of the 
report, Members were assured that further efficiencies were expected in 
future years due to Norwich City Council joining the Enforcement Service 
and in relation to the on-going Robotics projects.  The efficiency target 
would be reviewed and reset in the budget for next year.

The ARP currently held £171k in reserve to cover any shortfall in the 
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efficiency target in any one year and could be utilised if required.

Members’ attention was drawn to Appendix A of the report.  Appendix A 
provided further details in relation to the variances, Government funding 
and the money that remained for future projects.

The report and appendix was otherwise noted.

32/18 WELFARE REFORM UPDATE (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA ITEM 6) 

The Strategic Manager (Benefits) presented the report and provided 
Members with a detailed overview of what was happening and what was in 
the pipeline as far as welfare reform was concerned.

In a response to a concern in relation to DWP customers having to populate 
their own details on the new Universal Credit digital platform, Members were 
informed that all concerns were being pushed forward to Parliament as it was 
felt that DWP should assist their customers through the process.

The Strategic Director (East Suffolk) asked if there would be any provisions 
for children in care.  Members were informed that work was currently being 
carried out on a Council Tax discount scheme to ensure that anyone leaving 
care up until the age of 25 would receive 100% discount.  The Chairman 
hoped that any concerns in relation to vulnerable people would be reported 
back to the Partnership accordingly.  Councillor Buckton felt that Universal 
Credit could result in many people becoming homeless. Councillor Ambrose-
Smith wanted to know if ARP was a lone voice in the menagerie of issues 
with DWP and asked if local MP’s should become more involved.  The 
Strategic Manager (Benefits) explained that ARP had a very strong voice in 
these frustrating times supported by the Local Government Association.  In 
response to the latter, Members were advised that it would be best to wait for 
the Secretary of State’s response prior to any lobbying by MP’s.

The report was otherwise noted.

33/18 NORWICH PARTNERSHIP - PARTNERSHIP WORKING THROUGH 
SECTION 113 AGREEMENT (AGENDA ITEM 7) 

The Head of ARP presented the report and highlighted the successes and 
benefits of sharing best practice with Norwich City Council through a Section 
113 Agreement (see paragraphs 1.2 to 1.3.3 of the report).  

This continued approach was working so well that approvals were now being 
sought for Norwich to delegate its Enforcement work to Breckland Council.  
This work would be passed onto the ARP Enforcement to provide further 
resilience to the Team on Breckland’s behalf.

It was noted that Norwich City Council would provide ARP with a full financial 
notice if it decided to leave.

Councillor Claussen asked about intellectual property rights.  The Head of 
ARP advised that the Partnership would do so where appropriate. The size of 
the ARP Partnership was key and would not have the resilience and resource 
capability to carry out this arrangement without it.  

The Strategic Director (East Suffolk) asked if the contribution from Norwich 
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towards the cost of the Shared Management Team covered the cost of this 
arrangement or whether a separate fee was charged.  Members were 
informed that the funding provided by Norfolk County Council was a benefit to 
the Partnership.

The report was otherwise noted.

34/18 OPTIONS FOR NEW PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (AGENDA ITEM 8) 

This report had been withdrawn.

35/18 FORTHCOMING ISSUES (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA ITEM 9) 

It was noted that the Service Delivery Plan and Performance Indicators were 
reviewed and discussed on an annual basis in the month of December.

36/18 NEXT MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 10) 

The Chairman thought it would be useful for the partners to meet informally 
as a group in future at 10.00am and the start time of all ARP JC meetings be 
changed to 10.30am.

These changes were agreed.

The arrangements for the next meeting on Tuesday, 5 December 2018 at 
Breckland House in Thetford were noted.  The meeting would start at 
10.30am following the informal Briefing at 10.00am.

The meeting closed at 12.00 pm

CHAIRMAN
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